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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

SiaotlSTS

Volume Number 58

Holland, Michigan, Thunday May 30, 1929

Double Funeral

!

of

Auto

Memorial Day Program

Official

for Victims

Nambor

News Hems Taken From the

»

For 1929 at Holland, Thursday

Wreck

Files of

Midland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Hfcll

Yean

Today

MEMORIAL DAY
Once a year we are privileged to
set aside a day in memory of those
Who offered their lives to their

22

Old Landmark,

Reminder
Livery Days

Burns,
of

and Fifteen
Ago
found the officialManorial Day program aa ar- * -r*
country.They marched forward
ranged by the differentcommittees. The exercise* will baghi is
when need arose. Theirs waa the WHAT IS KNOWN" AS THE JARCentennialPark promptly at 9 o'clock. All military orga n {rations,
common cause of humanity,and RINGTON STABLES GUTTED
FIFTY
YEARS
AGf)
test (or a medal in the mile ran at
bands and drum corps are requeated to atari from kasd quartersto
their heritage to us haa been peace,
A terrible auto accident took
BY FLAMES; LOBS
i^Derk De Vries and Bro. groceries the annual state interscholastic securityand happln*M
the park not later than 8:45 a. m. Thursday morning. In tire p#oplace a quarter of a mile south of
moved their stock of goods in the track meet Gold, silver and bronie
We cannot honor too highly those
the new Ssekely airport north of
gram will ba brand the order of axarcihaa in the park and at Pilftor* of John Roost, River and 9th medals will be awarded,
who died on the field of battle, sur- Waa the Businees Canter sf Haras
Holland on U.&-81 to Grand Hartreets.
Note—
The
store
is
still
Mrs.
Sophie
Smith
died
at
the
grim Home cemetery, also the order of march and the route oi
rendering life that loved onos
Traders la tha Early Days
ven. r]
there and occupied by the Raffan- a** of 70 at her home on the Grand
march the proceeaion ia to take.
might lire. In tha presence of their
Two car*, one a Royal 76 Chryand bicycle
Haven road, north of Holland.
sacrifice w* can only bow in pride
A change from other years haa been made in th* later tinea
sler and the other a Ford coupe
Fire
B ack Lake was the scene of an • The News devoted nearly half
re practicallv destroyed the
snd sorrow.
aeveral marcherswere never able to aae th* parade. In order that
came together and a wreck could
once Urge livery bant at tha northWriting boat race between the a column to the marriage of Charles
Tha thinned ranks of the Grand west
not have been more complete. It
the participantsmay ba able to do ao the processionwill counterGfcyhound belonging to Charlie J- Parreant of Bay City and Miss
corner of Central Are. and
Army of the Republic are moving Seventh
b considered a wonder that any
O'dril and the MKatieN belonging Otheiia Elisabeth Van Schelven,
St, at midnight Saturday,
march turning at Lincoln yvenue back on Eighth street to Collage
toward
their
goal.
Back
of
them
of the occupants came out of the
.to W. W. Burke. The startingpoint daughterof Postmaster and Mrs.
and did damage to building and
avenue and so on south to Sixteenth street to the cemetery.
stand
the
shadows
of
those
heroic
mesa alive.
was Central warf across to Van ferrit Van Schelven.
contents amounting to approxifigures who establishedAmerican
. There were seven persons in the
Dyke-Bird saw mill and back. Th* Miaa Reka Stakete* and Mr.
mately 110,000. The large old barn
two cars, one, Mrs. Lamb, a bride
timekeepers,judges and stake Henry Heerspink were wed by Rev. independence.Before them are th* with ft# manv additionsis only fit
PROGRAM
OF
EXERCISES—
CENTENNIAL
PARK,
9 A. M.
vets ran* of the Spanish American
of only a month.
helders were on the tug Twilight X. Keuar at the home of the bride's
for the wreckersnow and without
and World War* ready to stop into
The persons Injuredare: Mr. and
It apnears that Katie won over the pamnla, Mr. and Mrs. C. Steketee,
“Hail Columbia" ...................... American Legion Band
doubt
the old Are trap will ba
the vacant ranks.
Mrs. Richard Pyle and Mr. and
Greyhoundbv considerablemargin, “"t 16th street.
..... ........... ...... High School BoyTcie* dub
PROF.
PAUL
HINKAMP
This
day
should
also
be
dedicated
Mrs. Adam Pyle of Muskegon,Mr.
Not even the beginning of a real Cards are out announcing tiw
to the memory all of our lorad
and Mrs. Thomas G. Lamb and Holland'sMemorial Day Speaker Proclamation, of Gov. Fred W. Green .......... Jeanette Herman
rt here fifty years ago as the C0,'?,,W ™«rriage of Miss Uda Pant
ones who hare gone before.
Opening Remarks ----- Mayor Earnest C. Brooke Free- of the Day
John Herman, temporarily of
>wlng item of May 81, 1879
Jndea-ahertff Hans Dykhuia
stone can ba used as buildingmateBy virtu# of the authorityvested
Invocation...... ..........................Rev. James Wayer
Watervliet. /
•tea: “We are informed that aev- Jum 7*
PARADE
STREETS
CLEARED
ia
me
aa
Governor.
I
hereby
proMrs. Richard Pyle died Saturday
I gentlemen from abroad would' ..Jf1”
JMren of 821 West
Star Spangled Banner" .....
.... ..... American Legion Band
DECORATION DAY
The alarm of fire was aeal in
Thursday, May 30, 1929,
afternoon aa the result of her ine to spend a few days fishing
dW «t the age of 18 claim
^dreas.. .............................
Prof. Paul E. Hinkamp
Memorial Day and urge statewide from Box 26 and this always
juries and her body was taken to
-nd Black Lake if they could
Chief Frank Van Ry makes his America ........ ..... z. .....
brings out practically all Holland's
observance.
........... ....Audience
the JBalbimie funeral home in Mususual Memorial Day request that
fire fighting equipment,since it
Given
under
mv
hand
and
the
YEAM AGO TODAY
all automobilesbe cleared from
cover* a business street and a part
Great
Seal
of
the
State
this
THE PROCESSION
ftSde her husband,who died River avenue and Eighth street
of th# factory district afifr
twenty-third da
twenty-four hours later at Holland along the route of march after 0
At the^doee of the exercises in Centennial Park, Procession
When Chief Blom and his man
N'“'
the
rear
of
our
Lord
L/oro
om
one
thouinouHospital, Mrs. Pyle is survived by
im a nolae about It Maybe
Boachwaa named president
o’clock and until the parade is past. will form under the direction of the Marshal and his assistants,aa
sand nine hundred and twenty- arrived tb* Was* had quite a start
r ht
Of tha fcy. The chaplain wna Re.,
Mr. Van Ry has deputised extra fellows:
nine and of the Commonwealth and large firs bands frem tha dry
10 Marlin Hlpw, pnator of Otird Remen to watch all downtown street
shlngias and thin board* ware
th* ninety-third.
0
formed church.The orator was Rev.
THE DEATH CAR WAS ALSO A intersections until after the demon- FIRST DIVISION assembles on Eleventh Street, facing east, with
drifting arer tha factories on Rber
FRED
W.
GREEN,
BORROWED CAR
stration. He states that citisens
the head restingon River Ave.
VWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
Governor Ave., namely tha Holland Furniand motorists especially can aid
ture Co., the Ottawa Furniture Co.,
Gowdy. Chairmenof the follow By tho Governor:
Rather an unusual sidelightm materially by vacating the streets SECOND DIVISION assemble* on River Ave. east, head resting
Da Free Co., and the Scott Lagers
Ing committeeswere named: Fi- JOHN 8. HAGGERTY,
on 11th street, lacing north.
the fatal auto tragedy on the Hol- the parade will follow, as found
Born— To Mr. and Mrs. Pater
Umber Co.
Secretary
of
State
nance,
HenryGeeriings;
music,
B.
land-Grand Haven trunk road was olsewhers in the officialDecoration
THIRD DIVISION assembles on north side of 12th street,(King Kaopman, a daughter; to Mr. and A. Mulder; flowers, John A. KooThe firemen worked diligently
the fact that Richard Pyle was Day program in this issue.
yars; invitation,p. H. McBride; NWWHMWHMNWttWroOiOIIWWPend soon had every available
west, restingon River Ave.
Mre
C°hHuff
T*’
*
10,l'a
**4
driving a borrowed Chrysler. A
------ o
carriages, Chris Becker; parade,
stream playing on the flames.Mr,
relative of the dead man who came CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
ROUTE OF
North on River to 8th. Eaet on 8th to .Dr. L. Chase of Holland, a well
John Honefeld,Jake Nibhdink, Missionaries
Blom also deputised men to watch
to Holland, stated the Pytee had
known
osteonath—
the
first
one
to
TO TAKE PART ON
Columbia. Counter-march west on Eighth Street to Coflaga
Henry Zwemer; program, B. A.
the factory buildingstoward which
juat bought a new Buick car that
practice
in
this
dty-dlod.
MEMORIAL DAY
Mulder.
and south on Collage Ave. to Twelfth at Parade re-forms
the sparks were bring driven by a
had not been driven. He and Mrs.
at
William Thomas, tho hand leader,
The Brown wail Gas Engine Co.
southeast wind.
at this point and proceeds south to Sixteenth at, east on SixPyto* were suddenly called to InSuperintendent Garrett Heyns of
— M an 18-pound catfish in Black plant
is to locate in Holland.
teenth at to cemetery.
diana to attend a funeral and since the Holland Christian school signiAfter a two-hour fight tha local
on small hook and light line.
John C. Hoekje of Holland has
hb new ear could not make more fied his intentionof taking part in
departments had the fire under
Jim DePree, the Holland boy who
Automobiles and carriagesare urgently requeatedto vacate the
been
re-engaged
as
superintendent
control and adjacent property was
than 26 miles an hour, for the first the Decoration Day exerciseswith
la plajring first bass for the U. of
streets when and where the procession is being formed.
of Grand Haven schools.
G radiatesat Haps Are Cleaned out of danger.
600 miles, according to factory in- his schools and the students will
l* fieldingand batting
John Van Vynen, leader of two
Henry Goertman and family
structions,Mr. Pyle borrowedthe form in the parade with the rest of
well. He has made himself a fixture
' Oat By Ravlag Chinese Trosps
hands in Holland, has decided to
ORDER OF PROCESSION
Chrysler from the friend w he the school children and citisens.
on the team and is almost sure of
lived over the barn and they were
join
these
bands
for
Memorial
Day,
(Subjoet to Change)
could make better time and the The Memorial Day committee
- place on the ’varsity football
Report* have come to Holland safriy out of the building before
an organisationof 36
friend was given the new Buick to surely welcomes Mr. Heyns and
team this fall. He is one of the making
MARSHALS' ATTENTION! Allow one half block open
that Dr. Clarence H. Holleman, the flames reached that far. A conpieces.
siderable portion of their household
drive^at his leisure in Muskegon studsnts roost heartily.
nfemt young fellows one will meet
between each division while on the march.
Rev- J. H. Karsten, a power in graduate of Hope and Reformed
offsets wore saved.
during Pyles absence to Indbna.
II many days travel and his success
Presbyterian
church
missionary
at
the
Reformed
church
in
his
day,
FIRST DIVISION
10. W. R. G in Auto*
The Chrysleris a sorry looking MANY HOLLAND FOLKS
^pleasing hundreds of friends. His
Part of tha building was rented
liUngyanehow, west ; of Amoy,
C°W
Pre*ch*r.<“«* st his
Marshal of the Day
11. S. A.W.V.
mess at the Chrysler Garage on
by John Weatrete where he had an
b*^r ‘"Co" DePree, who man- home,
ATTEND VOS FUNERAL
Fukien,
China,
Is
being
held
cap264 Lincoln avenue, at the
Central Ave., Holland.
•RH the Holland Independent has- •«* of 81 yearn, 3 months. The tive by Communists.
auto wrecker and four ears stored.
1. High School Band
12. U. S. W. V. Auxiliary
ball
team,
winners
of
the
state
These were all destroyed by fire.
2. Campfire Girls
Jlra. Holleman and their children
13.
American
Legion
News
devoted
two
columns
to
this
Funeral services for the late
cnampionship two years ago.— SpeToole of considerablevalue were
and
Rev.
Henry
Poppen
and
his
mans
life
and
death
and
printed
3.
Boy
Scouts
(decorators)
14. American Legion Auxiliary
Fred J. Vos of Ferrysburgwere
cial correspondent for the Grand
also Tost by the proprietorsof Urn
a son, Richard Pyle, Jr., of Hollyfamily
were
in
Amoy
Monday
after
• double column picture.
held Saturdayafternoon from the 4. Sea Scouts
HspkU Post
THIRD DIVISION
wood, Calif.; two daughters, Mrs.
The Appollo theatre is being re- having lost everything in an at- Overbetk Garage, also ip tha
home
of Jack Vander Wal of Spring
William
Scott
the
best
long
diibuilding.
Bernice Adams of Santa Fe, New
School
Child/en
decorated.
This “movie’’house was tack by 2,009 roving Communist
Aas't
Marshal
Lake, conducted by Rev. C. LepalMr. D. B. Thompson, who had a
Mexico, and Mrs. C. Prentice, Mustroops May 23.
ST.
^
the
,ocal
h,A
located
In
what
is
now
the
Rose
tak, and from the Second Reformed 6. Brandt’s Drum & Bugle Corps 15. Decorator* in Autos
4»ool, left for Ann Arbor to conkegon. A brother, Albert Smith of
Cloak store.
The troops entered tho city and consignment pf second-handcar*
church, Grand Haven, conducted by
SECOND DIVISION
Muskegon, and two nieces, Mrs.
16. Pbst Offie Dept.
attacked the missionary compound, stored in the building, also laal
Thomas Kendrew and Mrs. Oscar Rev. •Henry Bellman. Burial was
Aas't Marshal
looting the mission,residencesami heavily. Umpen Bros. Smithy was
17.
Holland
Martial
Band
in Lake Forest cemetery.On July
STATE
LETTER
CARRIERS
by fin sKghtiy.
Lawson, both of Muskegon, also
18. City Offidals
HOLLAND GIRL PROMINENT hospital. The attack, apparently, damaged
4, 1901, Mr. Vos married Miss Jen- 7. American Legion Band
The large wooden structure was
survive.
HAVE
CONVENTION
waa purely inti-foreign,since no
nie
Banning#
of
Holland, where 8. National Guards
19. Officersof the Day
AT GRAflD RAPIDS
an old landmark in this cKy. It
Mrs. Pyle was a member of the
Chinese houses ware molested.
PROGRAM READY
2a Processional
was built by the late Ed. HerringMuskegon Woman’s Club and St they resided for 16 years. He was 9. G. A R. in Autos
BANQUET
The
Poppcns
are
well
known
ia
n ardent church member and supton who was one of the leading
Paul's Episcopal Church. Funeral
Holland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Poppen
both
ported the W.GT.U. heartily. He
EXERCISES AT “PILGRIM HOME" CEMETERY
- State letter carriers convention is
horse men in the city in the earlier
will be held Wednesday with
Miss Ethel Heneveld. daughter of being graduate*of Hops ia the
Is the brother-in-lawof Rev. John
U> open its sessionat the Woman’s
day*. The Harringten Livery was
the arrival of the son and a
class
of
1914.
Mrs.
Poppen
was
and
Mrs.
E.
Heneveld
of
VirLiterary dub on DecorationDay
daughter.Richard Pyle. Jr., has Banning*, missionary in the orient
formerly Miss Dorothy Trompen, til# canter of horse traders and
Those from Holland who attended
morning with Mr. John Vsn Lente, ginia Park, will act as toastmistress oldest daughterof Mr. and Mrs. iorkevi. Upon the dtath of Mr.
In charge of comrade M. Van de Water, U. S. W. S.
been in motion pictures for several
were Mr. and Mrs. A. Clark, Mrs.
Holland,presidentpresiding.Mayor * * .•H?0?1 Jun‘or-Senior ban- John N. Trompen of Grand Rapids. Harrington the livery was sold to
years under name of John Patrick.
B,odjrtt Hospital, Grand
Lamest C. Brooks will welcome the
According to the story of the Jennie Vsn Der Werf, Mrs. ChrisMr. Holleman is also well known L A. Stratton and after th* death
tine Dyke, Mrs. John Boone. Mrs.
l Tue8u»F evening. In
delegates
from
different
parts
of
wreck the Pyles were going north
Holland, he too. with Mrs. Hollo- of Mr. Stratton th* property was
1.
Distribution
of
Flower*
to
Decorators
at
West
Entrance,
AsEugene Ripley, Mrs. Emma Taylor,
ban,lU€t ,8 10 be held
the state to Holland.
to Muskegon and the Lambs and
man,
being a graduate of the same acquired by the Boon* interests,
at Burtts Place, Grand Rapids.
Miss Pauline Damson and Misses
signmentin Pilgrim Home and South Side Cemeteries to
th* leading horsemen in Holland
Herman were going south. Accordclass.
PostmasterA. J. Waatvser will
Christine and Jennie Brouwer snd
—
grave* of all deceasetPaoldieraburied there. Also grave of Dr.
ing to Sheriff Cornelius Steketee,
welcome them in behalf of tha HoiStrange
to
say
the
live*
of
these
A. G Van Rsalte.
who with Deputy Rufus Cramer Mr. snd Mrs. Leonard Kievit of
land employees. There will ba a ALLENDALE COMMENCEmissionarieshare been very eventZeeland.
happened to be followingthe Lamb
MENT TO BE
2. Forming of Procession.March to Monument Square. Placing response from Mr. F. F. Curtis, state
ful. The class of 1914 not only formerly Miss Maggie Boone of
cur, the driver of the Pyle car
president, who will also presideover
of colors.
HELD TONIGHT graduated Mr. snd Mrs. Poppen
HOLLAND
PASTOR
The barn has boon visited by
swung out to pass an automobile
the business meetings.
and Mr. and Mrs. Holleman (nee
TO BE INSTALLED AT
3: Bugle Signal. Dirge by Band. Salute by Colors. Placing of
fires before.Several years ago the
going the same directionand colRuth
Vanden
Berg),
but
also
Rev.
A trip is to be made to Lakewood
GRAND RAPIDS JUNE 14
Flower* on scatteredgrave* throughout cemeteries.Return ol
Commencement exercises for Henry Bilkert who was murdered building was unroofed by flames,
lided with the Lamb car. The Lamb
Farm and the Ottawa Beach oval
A,,endale high school
Decorators to Monument Square.
car went into a ditch and the Pyle
dupng the afternoon and at night will be held Wednesday evening at Jan. 21, 1929, on the plains of but was rebuilt and remodeled. The
Broadway Avenue Christian Restructure haa bean used for livery
oar overturned. The car that had
AraMa.
formed church will have Rev. John 4. Invocation — Rev. fame* Waver.
HSJ8 *0 ^ » banquet with George Allendale Reformed church.
and trottingstaWes, also the home
been passed then piled into the De Haan of Holland as its pastor 5. Lincoln* GettyaburgAddress— By Miaa Gladys Huirenga.
Other
missionaries
in
that
class
SchuHing, of the Holland post office,
The speaker will be Webster H.
Pyb machine, but did not stop.
were Rev. Edwin W. Koeppe, Rev. of fine saddle horses, but since the
introducing the toastmaster, An- Peaice, state superintendent
after June 16. Installationcere- 6. Addreea— Junior Vice Department Commander U. S. W. V„
Mra. Richard Lamb sufferedsevH. M. Veenschoten, both mission- motor car put livary stablesout of
thony Nienhuls, also of the local public instruction.
monies are to be held on that date.
Wm. Zylstra, Gr, Rapids.
eral fractures of the j«wa and one Rev. Henry Kuiper. now of the Neoffice.
aries to Amoy Mission. China. Also the running it has bean used as a
Miss Ruth Brown is valedictorian
arm, and was badly cut and bruised
garage, battery shop, auto tire
land Avenue church, formerly was 7. Roll Call ol Departed Comrade* of the CieihSpanishand World
Toasts will be given by Gerrit ** . Ja£?b. Kr*‘COT salutatorian, Rev. John D. Muyskena and Rev, headquarters,ate.
fbout the body. Mrs. Richard Pyle pastor at Broadway church. He will
Wars, buried in our Cemeteries.
Rutgers, representingthe rural car- Arthur Kraker is to give the will, Herbert E. Van Vrenken to the
has internal injuriesand Richard deliverhis farewell sermon to the
When tha large barn was still
Arcot Mission, India, and Miss
8. Dirge by Band; Salute by Colon. Decorating ol Graves in
riers, Wm. Vander Hart represent- Tannette Van Stratt the oration,
Pyle has a skull fracture. Adam Ninth Street Christian Reformed
Evelyn
Oilmans
to the Japan Mis- filled with fine horse flash Dr. A.
ing the city carriers, and John Van Mary Wolbnnk and Hattie HlemMonument Square.
Pyle has a fractured clavicle and church congregation on June 2nd.
Curtis, a veterinary in this city
aion.
Unt* representingthe clerk!.
str* the prophecy snd Olive Ten
9.
Song—
“Tenting
Tonight
on
the
Old
Camp
Ground"
by
Quarcuts and bruises.Mrs. Adam Pyle
for 40 years, had his offices in the
s
Toasts
will also be given bv F. F. Brink the jffiem.
receiveda fracture of the left arm PASTOR OF THE OLD SCHOOL
barn. It is stated that the property
tet.
BLUEBIRD
TAG
DAY
uirtis, state president,and Fred
The baccalaureate sermon wss
and cuts and bruises. Herman’s
carried very little insurance and
SATURDAY
SERVES FOR 41 YEARS 10. Roll of the Absent Dead, who fell in the Civil War, and the Sullivsn, nationalrepresentative,given Sunday evening by Rev. E.
bruises included a fracture of the
that the tenants, too, were not
who will Where.
Absent
Dead
of the Spanish and World Ware.
E. Hceren at Allendale Reformed
left leg and cuts and braises.
The official* of Sunnycrest school heavilycovered and the loss will be
Rev. Gerrit J. Hekhuis, pastor of
The
princina!
address
will
be
church.
Sheriff Steketee and Deputy the Reformed church ,at Grandville 11. Dirge by Band. Salute by Color*. Decorating of Civil War
for girls and a committee intensely considerable.
o
Rufus Cramer stood faithfully by, and one of the unusuallyactive
Monument by Sons and Daughtersol U. S. W. Vj Maynard made by A. H. Landwehr of Hoiinterested will launch the annual
land, subject:“Relstionshioof Big
the Sheriffcar taking the injured veteran ministers in the Reformed
Van Lente, Clyde Woltman, Ruth Homfeld, Dorothy Hamm. Businessto the Postal Service.” “Is Our Life All Planned?” will Bluebird Tag Day in the interest of RIDES LIKE THE WIND;
be the subject of the sermon of
Mrs. Pyle, who died later, to the Church in America, has roumjed out
FEARS HOLDUP MEN
11 Firing of Military Salute— Squad of American Legion.
Richard Van Kolken of the Hoi. Rev. C. P. Dame of Trinity church the school this week Saturday. This
local hospitaland as Mr. Steketee 41 years of service in the ministry.
school
has
proven
a boom to many
13* Taps— George Moomey.
land office is vice president of the next Sunday evening. This is a serWalter E. Koxicki of Grand Hahomeless young girls, as three vet^
(Continued on page 4)
Hekhuis is a product of the Holland
*tate organisation.
14. Benediction—Rev Jamee Wayer.
mon of the series, “Questions bright and sweet ones from Hol- ven was arraignedMonday on a
colony. His parents located here
Th* local officers are John Van Young People Ask.”
charge of reckless driving for which
land can testify.
I*nte, president. Richard Klien, vice
GOODRICH TO GIVE STEAM- in 1H47 with Dr. A. C. Van Rsalte.
He was graduated from Hope colA city should get behind iU local he was fined 180 and costs of $6.90
president,CliffordHopkins, secreWill Modders, 187 West 18 street, school with a will and put Bluebird before Justice 0. E. Burr of that
BOAT EXCURSION TO SOUTH lege and Western TheologicalsemPresident ...... ....................Mayor Earnest G Brooks tojjv and Kussell Huyser, treasurer.
caught
an unusual animal Monday. Tkg Day over big. Headquarters city.
HAVEN
inary and was ordained a minister
The convention committee is All the amateur naturalistswere will
Chaplin .............. ............ ...... Rev. James Wayer
Tha charge was changed after
be in the lobby of Warm Friend
in 1888. Hekhuis has served five
Orator ................................
Prof. Paul E. Hinkamp imposed of the following:Richard puzzled and the mystery was not Tavern and the Holland committee evidence showed Kosicki to have
pastorates:
Sprtnk
Lake.
Bethany
On Decoration Day the 'Goodrich
Van Kolken, Anthony Nienhuis, cleared up until it was taken to the
Readers ................ Jennette Harman and Gladys Huizenga
In charge will be Mrs. G. J. Diek- had $500 on his person at the time
Transit Co. is to give one of the church in Roselsnd, Overisel,Alto
Hirnr Steffens, Clifford Hopkins, Getz farm where It was declared
ema, Mrs. Chas. H. McBride, Mrs. of his arrest by the state officers
in
Wisconsin
and
Grandville.
He
Marshal
...........
...............
......
Dr.
Wm.Westrate
and
Russell
Huyser.
old time excursions to South Haven
that it was an opossum.
Con De Pree. Mrs. John VaupeP, and he feared holdup men, He said
accompaniedby the Holland High assumed his present Aeld in 1923. Asm t Marshals ---- J. Boone, J. J. Riemersma, John Winter, Oscar
Mrs. Anthony Nienhuis will have
Miss Hable Anthony, Mrs. A. V. he “stepped on the gas to beat It”
He
is stated clerk of the board of
charge of the banquet
School Band assistedby Herb ^sn
Johnson
and
John
Homfield
Mr. and Mrs. L. Roberts have re- Meursen and Mrs. A. M. Swanson.
Duren’s orchestra. Tie steamer superintendent* of Western semi- Bugler .... ..................................
The local roster is co mooted of turned from Lansing where they
George Moomey
Mayor Earnest C. Brooks sanc- HOLLAND PARENTS
leaves Holland at 11 A. M., return- nary and a member of that body,
th* following men: A. J. Westveer, were called on account of the death
SEEK SON, MISSING
tioned the putting on of Bluebird
representing
Grand
Rapids
classes.
ing, leaves South Haven 3:30 P.M
•lohn Grevengoed and John Kra- of a relative.
SINCE LAST TUESDAY
Tag
Day
and wishes the venture a
Hekhuis’
son,
Rev.
Lambertus
-o*mor, Clarence Fairbanks, Anthony
success.
Hekhuis, was s missionary in India
Nienhuis, Richard Van Kolken,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Franks, farThe directors of the Holland • Five-dollar gold prizes, besides
several yean and now is dean of ExttntiH-C. H. McBride, E. P. Stephan, Mrs. O. J. Diekttna, Jacob
John Van Lent* Richard Klein, Community fair will hold a meet- sweaters, a lamp, a watch, a mesh mere living near Holland, are makLokkar, J. J. Riemersma. Bani. Hsmm, Ernest V. Hartman.
the department of. literatureand
George Schuillng.Harry Steffens, ing st the secretary’s office Friday bag, $1 .00 bill and 8 boxes of candy ing an sppoal for aid in finding
Ane arts in the University of Kan- Finona-Hsnra Winter, Otto P. Kramsr, Wynand Wichers.
Russell Huyser, Gifford Hopkins. evening.
Fails to
Invitation
sas.
»« and- Prof am— Dr. A. Lssnhouts,Mrs. J. 8. Dykstra, B. A. Mulare to be given by business men of their son, Kenneth, who disapAlbert Brandsms. George Van
peared from home Mav 21.
der.
M.
Van
da
Water,
Marinus
Da
Fouw.
the city.
Hekhuis’ brother, Rev. L. HekDyke and Albert Bolks.
The school census is near comKenneth, who is 16 years old,
huis, Wai ordained a missionary to Parodt-lokn Homfield,E. E. Fell, Mrs. Georg* Pelgrim, Russel Walsh,
pletion in Holland.
was wearing a gray flannel shirt,
J. A. Johnson, Frank Lievenss, Henry Geerds, Benj. Lievenss.
GRANDCHILD OF COUNTY
India about 40 years ago, but died
blue sweater trimmed with orange,
Fhwen ana {toaratow— Harry R. Doesburg, Fred T. Miles, John Vsn 'offeringat Valiev Forge and the
TREASURER DEN HERDER
There was a disappointed lot of while in service.
The Board of ReView will meet
Brett, Benj. Hamm, John Van dar Ploag, E. E. Fall, Al Van
IS KILLED SUNDAY gray and brown trousers, brown
spectators from Holland, Zeeland
Battle of the Wilderness.
oxfords with 1 extra heavy arias,
Friday afternoon at 4 o’clock to fix
Lsoie, Jack Knoll.
and Allendale Monday when they GRAND HAVEN
Mr. Wayer pointed out that our the tax rates for this summer's
dark gray socks and a gray csp.
Gras Wi— Herman Woltman,Jack Knoll, M. Van Bregt, Htnry Woudstre,
Doris
May,
infant
daughter
of
IS ELATED OVErH
motored to Grand Haven in time
ancestors of the past and the soltaxes.
This
meeting
is not for the Mr. and Mrs. Edward Roberts,was He is five feet five inches tall,
•
E,UP»»«Gouda*u,
Martin
Japping*.
for the scheduled hearing of Mrs.
RADIO FACTORY
dim gathered at this Memorial
killed at Grand Haven Sunday wciqhs 118 pounds, has light hair
Wilma Van Slooten, charged with
Grand Haven is jubilantbecauae A/«j A— Raymond Knooibuisen, Petor Stagterda. Willis A. Diekemf, service are testimony to the fact public.
Georg*
Moomiy,
Peter
Prins,
J. B. Nykerk, Eugene F. Heeler.
when she toddled into a driveway and blue eyes and has a scar on his
murder, to find that at the last of the fact that the Story A Clark
that this nation has always been
Deputy Rufus Cramer went to between her father’s home and that right wrist, and also a sear about
moment the hearing was adjourned Piano Co. is turning their large Can veyaww— John Boone, Andrew Klom parens. Martin Van dar Bis, Ed. ready to pav the price for freedom.
Battle Creek Monday evening and
four inches long on his stomach.
Leeuw, Pater Lievense,Al De Weerd, Sears McLean, Henry
until June 10 at 10 a. m. in the shop into a radio factory and plan
Justice has also been our heri- took Everett Tuttle of this city into of John Van Schelven,directly unVanhuixan, Jess Ridenour, Wm. C. Vanden Barg.
The boy is believed to be in comeourt room. Grand HaVen, before to turn out 1,000 radios a day. A
tage,” the speaker said. Sometimes custody, bringing him back to Hoi-, der the wheels of Mr. Van Schelpany with Cecil Zylman, about the
ven’s car.
Justice C. E. Burr. Bonds of 15,000 large part of the Chicago plant is
it wopld appear that justice was
land, where he was arraigned Tues
which were Axed by the Circuit to be moved to Grand Haven and
Mr. Van Schelven was backing same size, but very dark, and
for the few and had to fight for its
day morning before Justic C. De out of his garage ami Doris, who Wayne Helder, dark, six feet four
Memorial Sunday was one of eral insisted that they wished to
court commissioner, Fred T. Miles, business seems to be looking up on
existence for there were always Keyzer on a charge of bastardy.He
will hold until the case is heard In that piano concern, for since the these ideal spring days, warm with march with the American Legion.
waa 17 months old, waa playing inches tall, wavy dark hair and
many who attemptedto miscarry
sunshine,
the
sir
fragrant
with
Circuit court, which, it is expected, advent of the radio it is a wellSpanish-American War veterans justice, but today justiceprevails, pleaded not guilty and w as released with a group of other children on dark eyes. Helder is 17 years old.
on bonds of 8500 to appear at the the lawn. Somethingon the other
Mrs. Frank is ill from grief. Tha
will be some time in September.
known fact that pianos have been flowers and just the kind of Sunday and others.
nevertheless.
Rev. Wayer’s sermon subject Mr. Wayer stated that faith was September term of circuit court. side of the drive attracted Doris parents may be reached by addressCart Hoffman, one of the attor- moving mighty slowly every where. morning on which to fittingly celeTuttle, who recently married, has
was entitled “A Goodly HeriUge.”
neys for the defense, was in Grand • The Story A Clark Piano Co. is brate a day of this kind.
and she immediately started
Members of military organisa- Mr. Wayer picturedus as a benevo- dominant in the lives of the nioim"? obtained a lawyer to help him fight across, stepping directly into the
Haven and said his client might xn old concern, making pianos and
American people. The founding of the caie.
tions
and
their
respective
auxiliarinstructed his men to be on the
waive examination and, if so, would organs a half century ago. The
lent peonle,ministering to the suf
path of the car.
Holland by Dr. Vsn Raalta on the
be bound over to Circuit court Mrs. company, it is said, has a wonder- ies gathered early at the citv hall fering the world over. He stated
Van Schelvenat once stopped lookout.
shores of Black Lake was one of
o
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van Zanten and picked up the child, but Hfe
Van Slooten accompanied him to ful avenue of distributionof its from where the parade marched in that we were happy to do these these evidences how strong their
A CIRCUS 196 YEARS OLD
a bttly to the Firet Reformed things but at the same time we faith must have been in this new win leave Holland tonight for Re- waa extinct The rear wheel- of the
-------- - - e. She is living npruln#»t
and Mrs. CorThe radios to be produced will be church, where Rev. James M. were able to do so because this nation, in this new state and in this hoboth, New Mexico, where they
w*r **r chest A
will visit with his sister. Miss Cor*
in the higher class field and pur- Wayer, the chaplain,gave a patri- nation had been abundantly blessed new cRy, and fittingjv he named
brother, Edward John, aged four,
Vsn
Zanten. a missionary,and they
otir sermon embodying those ideals by the Grace of God.
chaser will be able to secure ihstrusurvives besidesthe parents. Doris
our first institution. “Hope," and
Ho said there are three reasons as an emblem he added the anchor will also attend the graduation ex- U a granddaughterof John Denercises
of
the
mission
school
to
see
why America is great: because of of faith that has been allied with
Herder, county treasurer.
the graduation nf an Indian child
lh‘ °* the its freedom, its justice,and its
—m-w—mm*. '
i
Wer* 0n,y *offeW
H«oe college since its founding. * whom they have been supporting at
.
. P™**nt
„ faith, ail an heritagefrom our
Is said that the Storv
Clark
B,ue"
these
It riidthJt
Story A Clark
The Zeeland High school alumni
*
M0ry-* - • were taken to the church in automoautomo. forefathers. He stated that free- This is our heritage. It is a the school.
associationwill hold a banquet to. will employ in the neighborhood
beautiful and noble thing to dediAm. waa atUliwd tkroufh ttmen500 men and women from the
cate our lives to preserve it and it
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brat*
toramiw"
is altogether fitting and proner to
SEVBN ARE MESSED UP IN
TERRIBLE WRECK NOT FAR
FROM AIR PORT
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BLIND GAIN, DBAF LOSS1
Six Cylinder Sentences
BY TALKlgg°
' jK
By DR. JOHM W.

beta*

_______

CUm

Matter

• at Holland, Mich.

ti»d«T the act of

CongrOM, March,

ns 9140 psr yaar with a dUof 40 to thon paying in ad

Ivory booest try la an toner
triumph.
The sure reward of food
thbUdof Is the ability to
act more sorely.
What Is more pathetic than
• mao apathetic toward
good?
The Paradise of Pools is a
•hadowy land called **Tomorrow.”
Self culture Is the rather
•low process of mastering

Bites of sdrertisiogmade known

one's

own

setflshneas.

Lite Is a mirror. Try smtltof at It, and see what It
sends back to you.

TELEPHONE
Often . -

*
HOLLAND

(•

-

Sr

N««

apaptr Union)

SMALLER MONEY BUT
NOT LESS

MONEY

Iff*®

NEWS

CITY

- —

W—

feSr.it

LamberttisBwuwkas, who atC«r- tends the Rash Medici' college.

Growing Factor
Mrs. H. Gongimg and son,
riL and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
in Business

to India

ing have been erected lately
through the advent of the talking

-

>

Exports are

Oriental Eyes,

That the tost bars to popular entertainment for the hard of hepr-

*>/

By Chris A. De Jenge

pictures,is the plaint of the deaf
and near deaf of the entire counLIGHT
try. A new field has been opened
by these same talkies, however, for
the blind of the country who are
ically it laavas an indaliMa impresInterestedin entertainment.
people of prehistoric
The hard of hearing are protests ion.
worshipped fire and light,
ing against having to strain to times wors
catch the words of the actor* or Some of the philosophers of old
of having to sit so close to the hold that light and the tombeat
that the pictures are dis- flame were main factorsla the uni----- to-di*,
To-day, the young child
toiled. Even lip readers state
child,
are unable to follow Uw
looks

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ANTICIPATES 1929 WW.l
BE GREATEST OF
ALL AUTOMOBILE

K^Tha

i&.-'tevii'w-.

vsS&tt..

street.

E»st 9th
u
Miss Jeannette Mulder left Friday for Ann Arbor to attend tha

Miy

festival.

YEARS
The motor industry expanded Ha
output 10 par cant during the first
two month* of 1929. romps red with

they
talkie
P,0t8’

production for the same two
months af 1928, according to Alvin

plot.H.

memorjal

Macaulay, presidentaf the National
Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
In an address at a meeting of members of the associationin Detroit,
he said the increase indicatedthat
1929 would be the best /ear in the
history of the motor industry.
The February production of
members of the chamber, estimated
from shipping statements was 342,844 units. Mr. Macaulay said. With
the addition of Ford production,he
continued, the figures for last
month were clearly the largest of
any Febryary on record and possib|lM*®re the largest of any month

"fhtTnto MdSne agef whkh
The blind, however, have had a
new fleld of entertainment opene< Is rapidlychanginginto an electriup for them. Movies as movies have cal age, emhtosons brilliantlythe
never meant a thing to them. Talk- importance of light and more light.
The luhle U replete with refer
ing movies have brought to their
to light, commencing with
doors entertainment they can feel
first chapter of Geniiea
and enjoy.

OFFICE

the American people pause
from their accustomed tasks

through to the teat chapter of Revboth of which light to
WHERE
SLOW
MOTION
PAYS
On July 1 your dollar bill will be
------------- There are over sixty
much smaller,but worth as much
Bees are wild animals and should passages of scripturereferringHef
as tntr. The governmentwill save
be handled only In accordance with inltely to this all-importantword.
•a*M NMasa*
their natural activities.The man Unfortunately, there has grown un
millionsin paper and ink, and you
who understandsthe behavior of around countries of the distant
will savo room in your pocketbook
bees can do almoet anything with East, the association of darkness
On the one and two dollar bills
them if he makes them do only the and the sbeance of luminosity,at
the figuresone and two are very
About the only time a telephone things it is natural for them to do. east in the figurativesense. CerProduction figures of members of
tainly It can not be in the rail
big. Each denomination will carry operator hears a pleasant voice is Bees are very much Irritatedby
the chamber for the first two
sense,
for
the
countries
of
the
superflous,quick movements/ for
the same engravings on all bills, the when she's not on duty.
months of this year and laat year,
Orient geographicallyare nearer
example,and they should be
•
Mr. Macauleysaid, were;
face of a statesman on one side, a
Many who make the news also turbed during handling as little as the equator and the sharp shooting
1929
building on the other— for instance, try to make the editor keep it out possible. With their peculiar eye rays of the sun than the "enlight
January
....... 232,685 268,261
ened America."
structure they seem to notice moLincoln and the Lincoln Memorial, of the paper.
February ..... ....... 320,822 342,344
Light is and always will be a
tion more readily than they do obate. It will be a sensible, more conThe gains this yaar, compared
fact of tremendous import in the
"My girl and I are horticulturally jects. Stings are to be avoided not
with tost year, are gratifying/*Mr.
venient currency. May you have
Orient, Just as It was in Biblical
only
because
the
operator
doesn't
inclinedShe is the peach and apple
days. In India, there is the tea- do these people commemorate the Macauley said, "not only because
of my eye, so we make a fine pear." enjoy them, but because the odor of
they show progress, but also betival of lights (deepsvali.) There
fact that after being in the dark,
"Yes, but when I saw you out poison that gets into the sir irrithe fire burnini
cause they indicate a conservative
ming steadily
ness of the grave for a few days,
together you acted like a couple of tates the other bees and maka them
advance in production.The industry
ts unrelenting
relentinglight in the
more
difficult
to
handle.
The
color
Christ came back to life and light.
nuts to me."
temple,
ft*
.
may
look forward to the best year
the
temple.
'Hm
worships
of
or black excites bees, and black
Gathered around this great iffula a
in its history, based on increase in
clothing, especially a black hat, the lands are InMtricably woven
nce,
the
congregation
sings
the
A
fst
man
may
have
trouble
reIV refusalof the War departwith the use of lighta.
ffmernl prosperity both. here and
should not be worn. The bast time
hymns of light and re surrectionr of abroad, aa well as on a more intenment to permit army aviators to ducing but it is different with a fat to handle bees is during the middle
It was my privltoge for a few
Him who came as a thousand sive use of motor transportation.
take part in exhibitionsof wing• 9
of warm days, preferably during a years to be associatedwith a minis- dawns on the darkest night of
“In the United States highway
ter
of
the
Syrian
church,
aad
to
human history. As they hold this
walking and similar aerial stents Lady at Door^So you’re taking honay flow. Never handle them at
meet several times another spies - solemn feast of scintillating light, conatruction is going forward at
night
or
on
cold,
wet
days
unless
should be noted by the promoters of subscriptions to nay your way
the rate of 40,000 to 60,000 miles of
raham, who seemed to wear a halo
one can imagine their thoughts
through «
college? You look pretty absolutelynecessary.
civil aviation. The day has passed
hard surfaced roads each year. As
did type of manhood, Bishop Ahrunning to such majestic verses as
old to be going to college."
of holiness about him. It la the
rapidlyas these roads are built bus
when the daredevil flier can add
Agent— “On. I’ve already been WILL LAUNCH0 PLEDGE SYS- church of which they are members these:
lines are being installed and high
TEM IN HOPE BODY
The Lord is my light.
anything to knowledge of the art through, lady, nut I'm still paying
grttde delivery service is being InIn harmony with th§ policy of the namely the Syrian church, which
In thy light we see light
and scienceof flying. Given trust- for
H itl"
|
stituted.
of the
vnr
college in preparing men for post- has, to my knwoledge, one us
A light by day and by night.
most interesting and unique light
"Passengercar trade is continuGod. is light in whom there is no
«*•*Friend.
tome Yni friend. garduate work on the basis of ceremonies in India.
[tog active. Not only is there more
scholastic
standings,
the
Knickerdarkness.
may go, but critics go on forever.
To commemorate the Easter Ye are the light of the world. attentionto bodywork, but there is
iety of Hf
bocker society
Hope collegewill
Iona as stent flying continues
• • “
season, which Is celebrated several
marked mechanical improvement
Let your light so shi
thV,b’ U" l®«»r men, that they may see your good' 1^*), n‘spf‘ct, acceleration,
enurenes,the whole congregation works, and glorify your father|B™<!?,^n*M *i^»*>0]5rer
and other combustible materials,which is in
ex.I>nrt WM c*08e 40
gathers on Easter era with boxes
And there shall be no night there- h50’000 veh‘c,M 1*** year, and each
inese inflammablesuppliesare all and they need no candle neither rar 01,7ier becomes a salesmanfor
dared on one huge pile and then
liiriit of the sun: for the Lord
ExPerienc#Jn
irnlted. For miles around, the givrth them lirht: nnH
—
— ---iimo ojiuvtiiwai
giyeth them Hght; and they .v.ii
shall ff* Unit*d States has shown that
transplendentglow is visible.Thus
the
more
cars
there
are
in the Add
reign for ever and ever. Amen.
the better is the# market."
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who, in three
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Respect for the occasion

Profit

will breed in rising genera-

tions a respect for the

STUNT FLYING

which we

tutions
to call

are

insti-

proud

Ameritim.

„
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to a

form

of transportationthat to daily givtog greaterproof of its presentusetetocas aad future possibilities.

MUSKEGON
PLAN

Mr. and Mrs. Van Leeuwen,Mrs. following program was then ran- home of Rev and Mrs J A Rr.*
* Porter of Grand Rapids, visited dered: Julia Ten Brink, presidentof gen last week Friday and Saturday
Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Porter tost Sun7 ‘““‘"’"‘T*" John !t"onfmeyrr
f.mify
day.

CONSEKTATION DEPARTMENT
OP MICHIGAN CHIOCKING
OP
CHECKING
HAND DUNES FROM BLOW.

INGAWAY

POPULAR FISH THIS
BLUEGILL

vin.

i

The war departmentbureau of

the south arm

IV toyrf for pUntinp of
specifirationsfbrthe** raope NuegiUs is one

^vStr
,

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schaap, Mr.
and Mrs. P. Jordan were in Kala- Rnnk'^pUno^Mo,Plaint p'otter
thing that is worrying
jorrying conservactmserva- mazoo Tuesday.
reading, Mm. J. A. Roggen; Ulk^

con- St°
420-foot

91480,000 harbor works under
Btmction here to provide a

^

entranceDir«.»h the
th#. arrowhead
.rmwh*.H great
pent demand for this species of
_ rimrs, ’ says Fred Westerman,
breakwatergiving Muskegon the flngeri
widest harbor on the east shore of State fish culturist The species
must be handled the same as bass
Lake Michigan.
There is a possibility that the and can not be reared like trout.
This results in limiting our proengineers will decide to lengthen
the south arm which in present duction, for the fish must be
allowed to rear their young natuspecifications is 1,512 feet.
lally and our bluegillponds are
final action in the question of
limited.However, you can take it
widening the breakwater entrance
from me the bluegill has ss many
will not be taken for some time but
an immediate change in plans has mends in Michigan as any other

Mrs. Priscilla Allen visited at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schaap
for t few days.
song, high school. The room

was

d"
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Low Prices
Such as These Are

*

—
D^TvoSw^tolfDa!

Always Interesting

fists!

oVS*

News

to Thrifty Shoppers

Hose

Misses’

Boys’

Fancy Pattern*—

^ V ?
willttuVr ^
I^W

OPENING
ACCORDING TO

Michigan

8un-

...

TOURIST SEASON

__i

Pk

• .

60— J»4 East 8th St.

HoDsnd,

beautifullydecorated with the col-* J, . , „ . .
prs of the class, the color scheme 1 1D!Imck1B™lk f»mily visited
being carriedthroughout in favors, . r™Vi* ‘n Grwi(i Haven Tuesday,
napkins, place cards, programs and
d*uffhflowers, even to the centerpiece,a , r Adelaide motored to Caledonia
sail boat, which is the emblem of ‘••‘Sundayto visit the Clyde Willthe
.yard family.

Miss Deane Knoll from Holland
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Doornink entertained the eighth grade
of the local achool last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mason are in
Allegan, where Mr. Mason obtained
work for awhile.

—

J.C.PENNEYC0,

o' Cr*™1

, The saad dunes region of Michigan’s lake shores, which contain
of the highest dimes in the
and which now are being
- . developed in summer homes
recreationalareas, present an
Th, rommrrK-rmrntMarcia*, will
trtent current problem in the
The baccalaureateservice for the
. peo‘ n of the causes of their
game fish.”
Re^C^P ft*
graduating class of the local high pjn^at the
been ordered by army engineers as
—— —
a a IShCP f
___ and methods of control
school
was
held
in
the
First
Reoftk*
Holland will deliver
the
HHroea
___
i'oroiny voornoTst,Merton Dai
-- of these dunes are heavily a result of damage to the uncom- SUPERVISORS ARE FIXING UP formed church last Sunday. Rev. Dame
address! ' IV* achoof festivities iiB mo^cL
wooded and art especiallyadapted pleted harbor works caused by a
OTTAWA
COUNTY
COURT
H.
J.
Potter
preached
the
sermon,
or resort and recreational purposes. 60-mile gale last winter when two
HOUSE SOME
in which he stressedthe rewards of
D
of three caissonssunk for the south
Ilw deartog off of timber
true wisdom. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
arm
shifted.
L
W.
Goddard
of
the
and the excavating and
The buildings and grounds com- Hoffman,and a chorus of young
Grand Rapids army engineers' office
buildings,lawns and
mittee of the Board of Supervisors people furnished specialmusic. It
ouiSSedme strong lake winds to at^ announced today.
was in session today to make plans was an impressive service, .ppreapprebe dunes in the exposed
for repairing and redecorating elated bjr a large audience. Monday
lUs is resultingin “blowaome of the offices in the Court evening a banquet was held in
er excavationsof these dunes
Inb^.Rji^
i
th*lr •unt- “«••• Jacob Eding.
House. Bids were receivedfor new honor of the class. The Junior class
IN U. S.
were hitherto fixed by
Mr ,nd Mr» Alec Bleoc and chillinoleumto be laid outside the served as host and invitotionshad Bdtoian nriS^ All
te*cher* , dr«n motored to Chicago/ While
vegetation.The sand from the nucourt room. The prosecutor'soffice also been extended to the local
ill return next
I there Alec had the unpleasant expemerous "blow-oats" Is carried over
is being cleaned and several other teachers, members of the school
Marvin Zalsman is critically ill , rience of having the car stolen. Up
to the lee side of the dunes where
improvementswill be made.
and the pastors. A sumptuous with
I to date nothing has been heard conto many places it is burying houses,
Phillip Rosbach is chairmanand three-coursedinner was served. The
Mrs. Ben Boeve visited at the ; cerning the missing rar.
forests, and fruit farms. A dune
Alfred
Joldersma
of
Holland
is
a
The spring tourist season is
once in motion continuesto advance
about to open and motorists will new member. Henry Marshallof
slowly year after year, and unless
Coopersvilie holds over from last
some way is found to halt it, bur) s find about 60 different gasoline year.
prices in existence as they travel
everything to its path.
over the country according to infor.In IW7 the geological division of
NEW BOOKS FOR
mation from Washington, D. C.
the conservationdepartment in coDOMINIES TO BE
Statistics compiled by the Amerioperation with
____
the university of
can Automobile associationshowed
lEdSan began the study of this
Recently some very fine books
gasoline varies to price from 10 to
problem. The work is being con29
cents a gallon in differentlo- were added to the Western Theotinued during this Add season;
logical Seminary library. There
calities, and the gas tax ranges
special emphasis will be placed on
from
6 cents to South Carolina to were placed in the reading room
30,
esuae and nature «f movements and
for one week to give the students
2 cents in Wisconsin.
oatnethods and means of their conIt was established motorists opportunityto make an initial
acquaintance. The new periodical
At Holland Harbor Sea Scouts would use more than 14,000,000,- rack, lately installed, presents an
000 gallons of gasoline this year
AIWr. L
Holland Anilina Dye do.
and boy scouts have already done
Olson Paring Co.*
nd pay a tax of more than |300,- attractive list of magazines and Arctic If* Omoi Co.
Holland Awning Co.
Ottawa Allegan Monument Co.
some excellentwork in its way of
booklets. Dr. Pietersand his assist- AranH«hr>r»i. W’m
Holland BusinaaaCollege
00,000 for the fuel.
Ottawa FurnitureCo.
ArcnHghorat,
John
dmektog sand blows and at SaugaHolland City Newt
ant,
Peter
De
Jong,
have
made
sevPadnos.Louis
There are now 22,000,000pleasAMoeUtHlKbHUbi Mills
Holland CttnStataBank
tnek a campaignis to progress.
Pellegrom,M. H.
ure cars in the United States and eral improvements in the library Asaociatad Track Linas
HoUaad Crystal Creamery
Penny Company (J. G.)
Gao. H. Huislnga A Co.
11,000,000 of them will be used for management. The students extend Auburn Salas A Sarvica
Peoples Auto Company
Bay View Furaiturs
,
Holland Evening Sentinel
Pmples State Bank
touring on trips during the open their sincere appreciation.
/as. A. Brouwer Co.
Holland Foal Co.
PeoplesWholesaleMarket
BenBott, Chas.
season. It was estimated each car
Holland Furnace Co.
Para Marquette Railway Go.
Bnlhuis Lumbar Company
Holland Gas Co.
udll carry four vacationists or AN HONEST MILK MAN BUT
Petersen. Ahdy M.
Boemen. John
it
Holland Hitch Co.
fiteketea-Van Hula PrintingHouse
Pleasure »eekers and one- third of
Botur, Dtek
Holland
Ladd*
A
Mfg
Co.
Postma. Aba
the nation will take its recreation . “Ny danr," said the young hus- Bowmaatar. B. H.
Hottand Lions Dob
RabMaa. N.
band, "did you speak to the milk- Banner Bakery (J. A. Briars)
on wheels during 1929.
Holland Lumber A Supply Co.
Robbins.Nat, Jr.
Brink’s Book Store
Holland MonumentWorks
The average day’s run for a mo- man about there being no cream Brooks, K. C.
Robinaon A Parsons
Holland
Printing
Go.
Botw Cloak Store
Brower, Banj.
PROPORTION OP SCHOOL LBV- torist now is 234 miles, compared on the milk?”
Holland Refrigerator
Co.
Roaendahl.
,
Garrlt
US IN GRAND HAVEN ARE with about 100 miles ten years ago. “Yea, I told him about it this Buie.
Holland Sandwich Shop
Rotary
Chib
Boss
Marhina
Work*
Holland Shoe Co.
Good roads and smoother riding morning and he explained it satis- Oiampton. Roy B.
Rupa. W. E.
BELOW AVERAGE
Holland TheatreCon*
Rutgers. John G.
factorily. I think it quite a credit Oiarry^nV W
ears lengthened the distance.
HollandTile A Gravel Go.
Ratgrrs.
John J.. Go.
Grand Haven Tribune— School Tourists tre expected to spend to him, too."
Calumet Tourist Camp- Ch*. Ayers
Holland VulcanisingCo.
Safety Motor Coach Lina*
atisens TransferA Stores • Co.
"What did he say?"
taxes always are of direct interest more than 93,500,000,000in 1929.
Hnlleman A Da Weerd Auto Go.
Scholten. Paul
CHy RtoragaGaraga
Haogstratea.Gerrh
Saott-LugarsLumbar Go.
and recent figures compiled of edu- This staggering sum for vacations
"He raid he always filled the CKy Sign Company
Home Furnace Co.
Selby. Charley
cational executivesof Michigan by and pleasure trips includes equip- bottle so full there was no room Chicago, Duluth A Georgian Bay
Hoov«r,J. A.
Hellea, Peter i
Transit Go.
Supt John E. Erickson of Hillsdale ment and repairs for machines and on top for cream.”— Ex.
Ideal Dry ClMners
Shady Lawn FlorlsU
Cobb. Norman H.
Ingham, H. O.
oam quite significant.
living expenses.
Smith.Wm. Aldan •
Cook. O.. Co.
IXL Machine Shop
Spaulding
Shoe Co.
Supt E. H. Babcock announces S™. thousand AmericanmotorRev. and Mrs. James M. Martin CWumblaCleaners(D. Clamant)
Johnson,/. A.
Standard Oil Co.
teabtela survey revealed local tax ists will take their care abroad to went to Benton Harbor Monday to Comba, A. L.
Joldersma.Al
SUndard
Grocery
Go.
Cook/Dr. M. J.
Items as follows:
Jonkmsn, F.
tour the continentthis year. Steam- visit Mrs. J. Ten Cate at the hospi- Davidson,F. E.
A. Stakatoa Sons
Karr, Chss
Staketea-VanHuto PrintingGo.
ship lines have made special ar- tal there. Mrs.*Ten Cate is a mem- Davidson.Rev. Thomas W.
Ksrduv Groeery
Stevenson.W. R.
rangements for handling motorcars ber of the Third Reformed church Da Fouw Elec- Supply Co.
Kaefar's Restaurant
SuperiorCigar Co.
T. Keppel A Sons
and gasoline prices in Europe are and is confinedto the hospital there De /oBgb. /. A H
Superiorloa Co.
Da Free Company
Kinsey
A
Buys
Roal
Batata
State Park Concession—Wm. Kinney
no longer a bar to travel.
sufferingfrom a broken limb.
Da Free, Con
J. Klaasen FrlnUng Co
Swift. Carl E.
rent of school tax. 40 per cent
Da Free Hardware
------ -o
K lorn parana, Andrew
Tappan.
Dr. W. M.
De Free, Kenneth
Itt Muskegon Heights the school
Klomparaas,James
"BERTH OF A NATION"
Arthur C. Yost of Cleveland and Deur, Wm.
Taylor, Prof. C.
.Knoll.
Garrit
tax is 48 per cent of the total.
Taylor. E. E.
Lakewood, Ohio, is visiting at the Da Vrlea A Dornboa
Taylor Prodnca Co.
State, county and city levies are all
Let todies who feel they really home of his brother-in-law and Da Young. June*
Thu mum. W. A.
leas than here but the school tax can t afford more than two child- sister, Mr, and Mrs. W. R. Buss. Dlbbh. V. L
Koow. baas
Thorpe.H. W.
Diakama,G. /.
Kraker.
Henry
i higher. Bonds are nearly triple
Tlnholt, Gao.
vvsrythlng so expensive," East 12th street.
Diekema.KollanA Tan Cata
Kramar, Joe
Underwood. F. 8.
» local obligationwith the valua- consider Frau Alfred Voellner. of
Dlmneut.E. D.
Kramer, Otto
Van Ark. Peter H.
oaly about double.
Doaaburg.Harry
v
Lacey Studio
HAMILTON
Vtndenberg Broe. Oil Go.
Donnelly-KeDayGlaaa Co.
ion of school assessLatPPla. G. M
Vandenbarg Brea, and Tar Beak Bros.
Lawdwebr. A
FurnitureCo.
_ total tax in various Jg"* •JJ u[jder nine years of age.
Mrs. Walter B. Monroe, Sr.,
Undwahr. E. G
A. L. Van r.i'Tn
follows: AlMon, 44 per
passed away last week. Death came Du Soar. D. 1.
IcenbmitaJDr. A.
Vender Van. J. A.
Dutch Boy Go.
Laauw A Tar Hear
Vender Meulea. C.
Dyke. Frank
Uevanaa, F. M.
Van Dyke. Cornaliua
Big Rapids, 61 per 1M8, 1927 and 1929, sixteen child- bad been critically illrecentiyas a pykatoa Funeral Hopia
Limbert Company. Chas. F.
Ven Lendegend. Gao.
Lokkar-Rutgers
~
Co.
Van Lanta. A. B.
McLean. C. M.
r.
be recovering rapidly. The funeral Baaanborg Buildi
Bg
A
Lumber
Co.
Mcl<ean,
R.
R.
uttaffs, 41 per cent; Ionia, It was said
here dt
~ here
during the war services were held tost Saturday FadaralMfg.Co.
McCormick, C. B.
Van Schalven.Louia II.
that because conquerors no longer afternoon at 1 o'clock at the home Pint Suto Bank
Marstlk Thomas H
Vender Valda, Dr. O.
dtogged
women
away
into
slavery
Mayer
Music
House
^ -- ------- ---- '
east of the village, and at 2 o’clock
Van Voorst Bros. A Bsrandsa
MaadAWastrato
Germany would soon recover.
at the American Reformed church.
Michigan Ball Telephone Co.
Frau Voellner confirms tbst
Rev. Lewis, of Diamond Springs,
Michigan Photo Service
Miles. Fred T.
the pastor, had charge of the ser- Gasrda Electric Co.
S!.rr*,iro"i
Oaarllan.Henry
Model Drugstore
Warm Friend SarrioaSUtkm
Miss
Grace
Mersen,
assistant
vice.
She
to
survived
by
her
hus>
-- ,
one u Burvivtxi ny ner nuslar, Frauds
t Friend Tavern
supertntendentof nurses at Evans- band and four children, nil
Earl of Chiton hospital, Evanston, III., sper cage; Walter of this village; Bee of
Mooi RooSng Co.
the iee,k-end with her mother, Mn
; left Hoi-,W. Merton
Monroe, North Carolina,and Calls
'auto for 8.
Merten, 2 East 10th street.
Roblyer of Kalamazoo.
Miss Jeanette Hoffman of the
A good deal of interest has been
Public library is on a two- stirred up by the new Ferd town
r«York city sedan which is on display at "
’ "6
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fancy stockings 0f rayon and

Golf hose of itnrdy^rade
cotton, carefully made for

cotton— they wear so well that

active aervice. Pl^id and

Every mull mist likgj there

jacquard patterns,in attrac-

tive colors. Excellent value,

lection of color patterns, pair

39c

.

-

Seems,

at-

mothers like them, too. A re-

i

25c
a

ProveLower

Have You Enough

Bernard

-

HSWSf&T

Silk Hosiery?

-

but J.

y«?'SA,£
,
.„H
Ml

enough." They find* weight and a quality
for every occasion • * * and always
thriftilypriced!
No. 445-Silk and rayon, fott-faaMoned.
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Na 447— Pure iflk to the top
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Na 449— Service weight, pure silk, with
mercerixedtop. Wanted colors, -a
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popular color*. Piir..*.

No. 444 -A pore* rifle hoae, full-fashioned
and remi-aheer.And costing only,
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MOSTLY CANARIES

Twenty-Nine New Game and Fish Measures Enacted and 160 Old Fish

Laws

New Record Made

Over 500,000 foreign birds ware
imported into the United States
during 11)28. The most ef them

by Ottawa Co.

Guernsey Cowsr

Repealed During the 1929 Session

RELATIVES OF SUICIDE TO
BURY HIM IN HOLTON
Although Coroner’ Van Zantwick.
Grand Haven, waa willing to buy a
lot in which to bury Charles Randall, sailor, who waa found in the

.

*T.K.

A black, flat-bottomedboat iSM
picked up by Jehn Fli«ttanr«P1Nfr*
eatly adrift. The ewrer can secure
the boat at Ftleman>s Boat Livery
at Janison Park and pay tor Uds

STEWARD

.
U WSuaenH*
were song or ornamental birds with
canariesleading.Nearly two-thirds
government pond Monday, a suinotice.
of all the game birds brought in
Cttctmttor
The following interestingreview quent tax lands were all killed in were Mexican quail. Hungarian ALSO SOME VERY FINE HERDS cide he will not be called upon to
mediately on receivingthe Govem- committees.
LOCATED AT HOLLAND AND do this as nieces and nephews from A LT HOUGH Africa has given us
partridge came next.
AVOID RUSH ON
relating to new conservationmeasGrand Rapids came forward and
moat of the known anecle*of
ZEELAND
STRAW HAT CLEANING
ures inaugurated and old ones apoffered to bury the old man in Hol- the geuus “Uucuuik" to which both
SITE FOR NEW STADIUM FOR
pealed by the last Micliik'un ! • kisA new record for cows in Ottawa ton, where be ia now ouried beside the melon and the cucumber beHOLLAND HAS BEEN
Now U the tine to have ymt
latuw and printed in the Detroit
FOR BALE
FOR RENT straw bate cleaned. Make last
long, Hie common cucumber of
SELECTED
County has been made by a Guern- his father end mother.
News, makes interesting reading new' conservation laws were enMr.
and
Mra.
Van
Zantwick
seoverdar use la a uallte nf north- CAR DH— for sale «t the New* of- year’* look as good aa new
sey owned by Harter A Eaaton,
and should be itad by all Holland acted that repealed 160 old statutes.
Holland Sentinel: The high school Allendale.This cow produced 636 3 cured Itov. Heilman to conduct the ern India, where Irgrow* In a wild fire 32 W. 8th BtThis department sponsored 19 bills,
have it ready to waar when tho aeaGame Fish Club membera.
stadium project was given a boost lbs. of butterfat equal to almost services at Grand Haven Saturday, state at the font of the Himalaya
*on open*. Avoid the last minute
The 19f9 Legislatureis one that all of which with one exception
after
which
the
bodv
found
in
the
mountains
In
Sikkim,
home
of
(he
this week when the board of educa- 800 lbs. of butter on two milkinga
nu* by rending it in early^
will go down in history as pos- were passed by the Legislature.
river
was
taken
to
Holton.
-famous Indian nation of the Hlhka.
tion voted unanimously to set aside a day. Harter and Eaaton purSALE— Good barn— sis*
Columbia Hat and Suit < leaner.
sessed of a conservation complex. This one was our relicted land bill.
The wild plants found there are al- 46 x 42 includingfins stable. See
the vacant property between Maple chased this cow for $65.00 and
11 W. 8th Street,HoWand.
More than 66 bills covering some The membera of the Legislature
most exact counterpart*of the cul- John Kramer located near Baker* (adv.)
and Washingtonavenues and 22nd placed her in their herd to test in
use or abuse of our natural re- showwi splendidjudgment in pracof
tivated
encumber,
the
only
differand 24th streets as an athletk field. the Allendale Cow Testing AssoOil aUtioti, on corner of Lakewood
sources were presented to the law- tically every conservation proposal
ence being that some of the fruliJ and Waukesoo roads, or write.
This property was acquired by ciation. For every dollar expended
makers for consideration. The presented to them. The committee,
are sweet and some hitter, as it
Expire* June 8 1
the board of educationsevefnLraars for feed this cow returned to her
John Kramer.
great majority never saw the light that haiftledthe billa worked for
the case with the wild watermelons
HOARD OF REVIEW
R. R. No. 4.
of day beyond the committee the best interests of the State and ago, and comprises two city nloek* owners three dollar*and fifty-six
of Africa,which, nevertheleaa,
are
with the exception of one fifty foot cents. In addition to havina this
In
HOLLAND
rooms. On the other hand a number the people of Michigan were never
Holland,
Michigan
admittedly true watermelons.
lot in the southeastcorner. In addi- record cow. Harter aisi Easton
of good bills were turned into laws, better served in conservation matNotice
to
taxpayers. The Heard
Cucumber* have been cultivated
some of which became effective im- ters than they were by the 1929 tion to these two blocks there is a owned the high herd in butterfat MAKING OF PARTS WILL CONof Review of Holland tewnahip will
by
man
for
at
least
three
thoustrip
of
more
than
thirty
feet
on
production,ttair 14 cow* averag- TIM E -MILLIONS OF THEM
mediately on receivingthe Gobern- Legislature."
Sixty acre farm for sale or ax. meet at the old township half omt
sand year*, a« l* shown hj the fact
the east of Maple avenue extending ing 383 lbs. of buttorfat each.
----- Oor*s approval and the balance will
YET IN USE.
that In Arabic one variety has a change for city property with *tock of Holland on Tuesday and Wednesthe
length
of the two blocks which
Agricultural
Agent
M
i I h a m
go into effect in early August.
The manufacture of replacement name of Tunisian origin, older and tools. Calf sf 469 Columbia day. June 4 and 5, and also Monday
•
was acquired at the same time.
states that there are many cows parts for the millions of model
A brief review of the conservaft« 10 and Tuesday, June 10 and 11, for
than the Sanskrit.
In order to develop this property in Ottawa County capable of makFord cars still in daily use contion accomplishmentsreveals a
the purpose of going over the tax
It was Introduced Into China In
The Michigan Tourist and Resort for athletic purpoaea it will be ing high records and great profits
number of innovationsin laws gov- Association'sappeal to the state
tinues to demand nearly one third
rolls ami giving the taxpayer an
the
Second
century
before
Chriat
necessary to level and thoroughly but that unless they are entored In the production capacity of Ford
erning conservation affairs.
when the ambassador, riiang-Klen. LOST— Saturday evening, a n*w opportunity to find out how their
health departmentfor a campaign underdrsin it and fence it. A por- cow testing associationwork, fad
6 x 12 fibre rug on 14th street be- property has been aaaesaed and to
Among the most important are against mosquitoesin this state
plants here. Ford offidala estimate,
returned from Bactriana. Towanlthe
tion of it will need to be sodded. properly and records of production
tween College avenue and River file objection, if any.
the following:
comes at juat the right time. The This will be a beginning and the kept by a competent tester no one that there are still approximately west the apeclea has spread mo i
avenue, or on River avenue north
A law settniK the farms of our mosquitoes are beginning to hatch,
eight millions of the model “Tf'
By order Board of Review.
rapidly,
The
ancient
Greek*
raised
field can be used. To make it into will know about them. Toatiag cars in constant use in the United
of 14th street. Return to 264 Colseven conservation commissioners
Albert Hyiwa
cucumber*under the name alknoa,
and swamp pools are alive with a complete athleticfield a track helps eliminate poor cows, makei
lege avenue or phone 5306. Reward.
at six yeara each and increasing
States. Some of these cars are
which la still found a* slkua tn
larvae. It probably would require should be made, and a stadium good cows more valuable and adds
the salary of the Director of Conmany years old. Every now and modern Greek. The Homans called
a considerable-appropriationto built with seatingcapacityfor sev- profit to the dairy business.
nervation from $6,000 a year to
make a real drive against mosqui- eral thousand people, and dressing Olin Lapard tested in the Asso- then there are reportsof Ford car* thl* plant cnruniis. giving the root
$7,500 a year. The commission spof the old brass-boundradiator for the modern English name.
toes all over the state; but we'd rooms. These improvements will ciationduring the past year. The
lints the Director instead of the
types of twelve or fourteen years
It has sometime* been said that
at least like to see the state make ffrobablybe made gradually.
average productionof the 260 cows ago, still running after more than a
Governor, as in the old law.
a start.
The Metropolitan club of Hol- entered in the test was 7812 Iba. hundred thousand miles of service. th* cucumberwas the klschshulm,
A law making it possible for the
an Egyptian frplt which (he IsraelThere are two general systemy land has deposited to the credit of of milk and 304 lbs. butterfat.Ray
Forest Fire Chief to construct fire
The newest of the model "T" He* bewailed when they were in
for fighting the pests, one is by the High achool stadium fund Knooihuisen had the high herd in
lines over private property when
Fords is now nearly a year old, for lit* deaert. hnt no evidence ezUla
oiling the stagnant waters in which $854.05. proceeds from the play milk production, his ten purebred
necessary to reduce the Are hazard
the production of assembled model
they
breed,
the
other
by
planting
which they gave in the High school Holsteins averaging11508 lbs. of *T” cars was suspendedin May that encumber* were raised in
with or without the consent of the
Egypt that long ago.
property owner and increasingthe fish in such waters. The oil methad auditorium a few weeks ago. The milk.
1927, to make way for the new
One specie*of cucumber, known
is most generally followed, but it interestand efforts of the MetroHerds producing over 300 lbs. of model "A".
pay of impressed fire fighters from
botanlcnlly as the West Indian
has
these
disadvantages:
Oil
on
the
politan club is very much appre- butterfat per cow were owned by
20 cents to 30 cents an hour.
This suspensionof assembled gherkin, la possibly of American
A law saving the University of waters creates a fire menace and ciated by the board of education. Ray Knoolhuizen, Peter Siersama, model "T" cars did not affect the origin. It ha* been found growMichigan the nght to make a thor- is damaging to wild life such an This amount is a fine start. The A. P. Nienhuis, Dan Ebels, John production schedule of model “T"
ough scientificsurvey of Isle muskrats and ducks which may class of 1928 gave $300, proceedsof Ebels, Louis Kamphuis, of Hoi replacement parts however. ing outside cultivationIn monr
part* of tropical America,e*peRoyale and appropriating $16,000 frequent the swamps. Either kero- the senior play, for the same pur- land, Henry Van Farowe and Peter Throughout the past year the mandally Jamaica, other West Indian
for the purpose, to be spent, in two sene oil, gas oils or various com- pose. The class of 1929 will prob- Umar of Zeeland,A! Reisbig, ufacture of model “T" parts conIslands, and In Hraill and the Arbinationsof oils will do the work ably givfe a like amount, which will Grand Haven, and Harter and Eaayears.
1
tinued to occupy about one third gentine.Although many botanist*
if
sprayed
over
the
surface
of
the
COMMERCIAL FISHING
make the fund nearly a thousand ton, Abe Robinson, Geo. Kidrkh,* the productioncapacityof the Ford
have accepted this small, prickly cuwater to form a scum. New Jersey dollars. The High school council has John Potgeter, Ray Hubbel and G.
A law bringing all commercial
plante.
cumber as a native of tropical
has experimented considerably plans for raisingfurther funds. It S. Potgeter of Allendale.
fishing regulation under on* act
A few yeara ago newspapercor- America,other* hav* 'challenged
with various larvicides. Paria green Is hoped that the field can be suf—
o -----and making them uniform with
respondents asked Henry Ford how this conclusion.They point out
mixed with fine dust and blown as ficiently developed so that it can be
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Several
long he exDected to continue mak- that most other specie* of cycumla
SIGMA CHI HOLDS
a
powder
over the aurface of the used for fall athletics this year. In
drastic chan^ea we incorporatedin
ing parts for model “T” car*.
come from Africa and show that
BANQUET AT HOLLAND
water ia said to be resultful.
this case it will be necessary to use
this all tending toward the conser
.Until the laat model "T" is off this plant la known only along the
COUNTRY
CLUB
»
, temporary seating, as sufficient
vation of the food fishes of the
the roads." Mr. Ford replied coasts of America In districts that
A kitchen shower was given Fri- funds are not yet in sight for the
Great Lakes. '
promptly. Then he added: 'That carried on a brisk slave trade.
The annual banquet of the Sigma may he ten yeara, but we do not From this they deduce that the
A law giving the Superintendent day evening at the home of Mr. and erectionof the complete stadium.
ti
Chi literarysocietywas held laat intend to permit any Ford car ever prickly tropical cucumber wn* Inof State Parks complete control Mrs. Joe Van Kampen, 267 East
evening at the country club, at to become obsoleteso long as it can troduced from the Dark continent,
over all park concessions and 14th street, in honor of their daughGRAND
HAVEN
BANK
TO
which time the members who will be made useful with reasonable reallowing him to grant the privilege ter, Mflss Mary Van Kampen, who
found the country to Its liking, and
ENLARGE QUARTERS
graduate this spring were honored. placements."
to the highest bidder under a will be a June bride. The bride-tobegan growing wild before botanAssortment
Supt. and Mrs. E. E. Fell, Prinschedule of food, drink and boat be was the. recipient of many beau
Ford engineer!, from testa and ist* noticedIt.
tiful
and
useful
gifts.
Games
wen
The
Grand
Haven
State
bank
haa
cipal
and
Mrs.
J.
J.
Riemerama,
rental prices set by the State.
observations made over a long
(A. Iftl Wnltra NswaiwpsrPalos.)
oi Rustic Furniture.
A law making is a misdemeanor played and prizes were won by Ger- announcedit will build an addition Miss Joaephine Forsythe and Oacar period of years, havt estimated that
to possess a shotgun or rifle while trude Winoemuller,Jeannette to the present buildingto care for Holkeboer were the chaperons.The the average useful life of a model
Kleis, Alice Windemuller,Mrs. C. the expanding business.The con- central idea of the banquet was
under the influence of liquor.
“T” Ford car is about seven years.
A law making it a felony to Dykema and Mrs. H. WUteveen. A tract has been let to Jonker A “advertising” and the decorations Al De Weerd manager of the Hol- Born to Mr. and Mra. Albert
dainty
two-course
luncheon
was
Emery,
local
contractors.
The
strucbreak into a hunting camp.
carried out this motif.
loman De Weetd Auto Co. repre- Johnson, a daughter, Rosetta May;
A law giving the Conservation served. Mrs. William Wesdorp, Mrs. ture will be a two-story addition, Miss Louise Bosman, president senting the Ford Co. in Holland to Mr.' and Mra. Louis Vanden
Commission authority to establish M. Witteveen, Mrs. H. Winderaul- 37x40 feet. Estimated cost of the of the society, was toastmistreasof states that there is a great de- Brink, 236 West 18th street, at the
wild fowl sanctuariesand game re- ler, Mrs. C. Dykeman, Mra. B additionis $25,000. The addition will the evening and gave the first talk, mand for model T Ford parts daily
Holland hospital, a ion; to Mr. and
serves upon any of the aubmeiped Kloia, Mra. A. Alderink, Mr*. S. make the local bank one of the which was entitled:“It Pays to and these are being supplied
Mrs. John Acterhof,a ion. Russell:
Schuringa. Mrs. Jack Van Kampen, largestin Ottawa county.
lands on the Great Lakes.
•Advertise."
promptly.
to Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Kelley of
Mike Your Selection Early
—
_o
A law prohibitingSunday hunt- Mrs. J. Van Kampen, Mrs. P. TerpMiss Alma Cook represented the
r
Mr. Arthur Bos and Miss Dora seniors with a toast captioned: $500,000BUILDING PROGRAM IS Battle Creek, a son, Donald Earl.
ing In Genessee, Sanilac and Huron sma, Mrs. R. Visaer, Mrs. R.
Mra. Kelley was formerly Miss
Counties.Before there can go into Brower and the Misses Kate Boet- Vander Leek were united in marri- “There's a Reason."
Lcora Vandenberg of this city.
rffect the voton of 'the 'cMotias smaTerP- age Thursday evening at the parThe sophomores and junior* ON IN GRAND HAVEN AND
Among those who submitted to
SPRING LAKE
most 0. K.
»t«. Jeannette Rleia-jCfenevaAl- sonage of the Fourth Reformed were represented by Miss Helen
tonsil operationsare Gertrude HoiA law amending ouKfur dealers J6™*- M»ry anjUrifantia Visser, church, Rev. H. Van Dyke perform- De Young who gave a toast entitled
geerts, Richard Nyland. Mra.
act ao that the State witNiaye an Truda WeyfofpT HenriettaWes- ing the ceremony. They were at- “Hasn’t Scratched Yet"
Buildingexpansion to the sum of
5857
212-216 RIVER
ea^r time in checldng on furhoHt^dorpjGarfrude and Alke Winde- tended by Mr. and Mrs. Leo Ral- Mias Georgian* Heneveld gave a $500,000 is going on in Grand Jacob Van Der Scraaf and Albert
Derks.
ymutrer, and Gertrude, Anna, Jean fort. The newlv- married couple musical number listed as "The Haven and Spring Lake, although
A law allowing legitimategame netle and Mary Van Kampen were will make their home in Holland, World’s Best Music at Your Fin- startinglate in the season, prom13 West 18th street
breeders to kill a certain percent- among those present,.
^ ises to round out the year with an
gertips." Miss Margaret Steketee,
r-o
age of the game birds they liberate
also a senior,gave" a farewell twl unusual building program and to
A surprise party was given at The Pythians held tlieir annual Sigma Chi with a toast, “Time to take up tl}e surplus of manual
from September1 to December 1.
A new general game law consoli- the home of Miss Sena Oetman, 162 May party at the Big Pavilion, Sau- Retire?'
laborers.
dating all game regulations and West 14th street, Thursdayevening gatuefc, Friday night. About 125
A charactersketch, "What a Chief among the projectsis the
repealing 1* obsolete laws. This in honor of Miss Henrietta Bull- couples were present and Herb Van Whale of a Difference a Few $300,000 expansion program of the
bin will be analyzed later on in the man, a bride-to-be.The members Duren’s ten-piece orchestrafur- 'Sense' Make," was presented by ConstructionMaterial Oompany;
of “Our Master’* Mission Class" of nished the music. Thi« ends the the Misses Mary Ruth Fairbanks. $50,000,of the Grand Trunk; $25.season.
A new general inland fishing law the Central Ave. Chr. Ref. church social affairs of the Pythians until Norma Du Mott and Belle Decker. 000 State bank expansion; the Bell
repealing 127 old Ashing laws and were present. Miss Bultman was next October when they will hold There were about 60 persons Telephone building,at least $26,setting the open season for inland the recipient of a beautifulmahog- their first winter party which will present.
000, resides severalfine homes. Anlake fishing for bass, blue gills and any end table. Games were played be in their new hall over the new
drew Fife, Grand Rapids, is buildother game Ashes at June 25 (ef- and prizes were awarded. A dainty Sentinel building.
000 home on Spring Lake;
BRITISH BIRDS, NOW IN OTTA- ing
three-course
luncheon
was
served.
fective in 1930). The zoning feaWA
COUNTY, ARE EXPECTED Eugene Harbeck is buildinga $10,A surprise party was held Friday
ture and resident anglers license
000 home, and several others, beTO PROVE WORSE PESTS
miscellaneousshower w
evening in honor of Mr. and Mra.
provisionin this was killed by the
tween $5,000 and $7,000, are in the
THAN
SPARROWS
Lane Kardux at their home on the
legislators. This also corrects the given Saturday afternoon at t
course of construction.
home
of
Miss
Lucile
Vander
Werf,
North Side. They were the recipiresident trout license law and
At the Grand Haven beach propA
pair
of
English
starlings
are
18
Cherry
street,
in
honor
of
Miss
ents of a beautiful radio cabinet
makes it mandatory for every pererties, seven houses costing benesting
in
a
large
elm
in
front
of
son over 18 years of age to pur- Martha Barkema, a bride-to-be. About thirty-five guests were prestween $5,000 and $10,000 are wing
chase a license. Heretofore women Games were played and prizes were ent. Dainty refreshmentswere the home of C. P. Milham, county
for permanent horn
agriculturist,
on
Lake
ave.,
Grand
won
by
Mrs.
Winifred
H.
Durfee
served.
were eliminated.
This amount, added to innumerable
IN
Haven.
The
birds,
according
to
J.
'A relicted land law setting the and Miss Laura Boyd. Miss Bar
small jobs, brings the buildingproMr. and Mrs. Miendert Minnema, W. Stack, officialbird bander at the gram to half a milliondollars.
water'sedge on the Great Lakes as kema was the recipient of many
Our Stores carry only the beat in foodstuffs which are sold at the
the boundary line for abutting beautiful and useful gifts. The 340 Washington Ave., celebrated traps of the State College, will
property owners and a wolf bounty shower party was followed by a their thirty-fifth wedding anniver- eventually become a worse pest
lowest possible prices with money hack guarantee
Secretary of the Chamber of
law calling for the payment of $20 five o'clocktea at the Mary Eliz- sary at the home of Rev. and Mrs. than the English sparrow.
Charles Gross, has
Commerce,
if you are not satisfied,
The birds have also been seen
bounty payment for wolves and abeth tea room. The guests were John Minnema of Vriesland. The
rented the property which Andrew
Miss Martha Barkema, Miss Anne children presentedtheir parents at Spring Lake and William Concoyotes.
Klomparens recently bought at
Barkema, Miss Martha Jane Gib- with a purse, after which a short nelly haa watched a flock there for
SOME BILLS KILLED
East 13th street. Mr. Gross will
son,
Mrs.
Irwin
Lubbers,
Miss
several
seasons.
Bills to take the protection off
program was given. A two-course
move his family here as soon as
28 Oz. Jar
The starling is beautiful. It is
black bear; to prohibit hounds from GeraldineWalvoord, Miss Laura luncheon was served. Those presthe school year closes.
running in deer country; to allow Boyd, Mrs. E. De Free. Miss Ade- ent were: Miss Hermina Ver Hage. black with a bronze twinge over
o
'
rr'iTf
the State to lease relicted lands on laide Dykhuizen, Mrs. Winifred H. Herman and George Minnema, and the back and in the sunlight ia
Judge and Mrs. Kenesaw M.
Durfee,
Miss
Sandrene
Schutt
and
the Great Lakes and make it manRev. and Mrs. Minnema and HHene iridescent in purple and green Landis were guests at . the Warm
datory for the State to sell deiin- Mrs. Harry Hager.
Doris, Mr. and Mrs. Meindert Min- shades. The bird has a short tail Friend Tavern Friday evening They
nema. Mr. and Mrs. B. Bergman and a long sharp bill. It is pug- were on their way to their summer
and Hazel Ann, Mr. and Mrs. R. nacious and will soon drive the home up north. Judge Landis is
bluebirds, flickers and woodpeckBowman.
the world's greatest baseball mag(0
•
ers away from the nesting places nate.
Miss Anne Heinecke of the First it tries to steal. Song birds are alo—
State bank is spending a two-week’s so driven away.
Dr. M. J. Cook represents the
Is
Prof. Stack states there arc only Holland Rotary at the International
vacation in Cicero, III.
about 40 pair of these birds that Rotary convention which Is being
Mrs. L V. Brooks of Wheaton, have been reported in the state. held in Dallas, Texas. Dr. Cook
III., is visiting with her sons, Anyone noticing birds of this de- expects to return June 16th.
Mayor Earnest C. Brooks and Phil- scription are requested to report
M mvc every blotter that comet into thit
lip Brooks.
them to him.
o
house,” a mother wm hetrd to tty the other
...... -o
Julius Charles Essenburg, son of
A dance revue was given by the
day, “but we never teem to have enough!”
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Essenburg. Hol- pupils of Miss Margaret WaUon,
land route aix, ia confined to his Thursday evening, at the Woman’s
Now, the question is: How many blotters
Literary dub rooms. The revue
home with pneumonia.
•re enough? We can guess the mother's
--------- <» ---was given under the title, “Spring
answer: “A lew more than the childrenuse
Mr. and Mrs. Horlock and fam- Follies."Those who took part were
ily of Boston, Mass., have returned Anita Chervan, Margery Kirchen,
lor school and home study.” But, U you are
FIRE and collision are two
to their home after spending sev- Selma Cherven, Betty Jean McLean,
e business man, no home has enough bloteral weeks here ; visiting with Grace Hanchett, Joan Robbins,
ters unless at least one of them carries your
friends and relativesin thia city. Ruth Eleanore Trueblood,Joan dangers most feared by moVander Velde, Barbara Osborne,
name and sales message.
- ...... o
Jimmy Me Leafi, Vivian Tardiff, torists.
Miss Anna Essenburg has ‘j
turned from Grand Rapids where Shirley Shaw, Peggy Bergen, Ellen
Let’s consider another word in that lady's
STRIKE
she has been visiting with her sis- Rhea, Virginia Ellison, Ruth Mary
remark-*!mm every blotter."All the more
Automobile
insurance
Smith,
Mary
Good,
Barbara
Tellter fbr a few weeks.
reason why one should he yours, Mr. Mero
ing, Dorothy Visscher, Marjori*
is essential to your proSam Althuisof the board of phb- Szekely, Margaret Van Raalte,
chant. A blotter is a necessity, a highly
6 Boxes for r
Lb. Loaf
lie works was able to resume hik Elizabeth Szekely, Helena Visscher,
Larg*
* • ''
valued tool li it has been a gilt from you,
tection.
work Monday morning after an Katherine Wrieden, Peggy Bergen,
surely you hava gained in good will-end
absence because of an injuredfoot Marian Anderson,Margaret Vko
o
Leeuwen, Olive Wishmeier,Myra
food 10/// krxjils your butlneu.
You can prevent any finanDaniel Ten Cate and daughter, Tencate and Betty Smith.
Myra, spent Sonday in Ann Arbor
We design end print blotters. We havens
cial loss reaching you by inMira. Jack Wdler and Miss Ana
with Vernon Ten Cate. Mrs. Mart
number of good ideas in mind.
tha Robbins and Miss Margaret Steel gave a surprise shower Thurs- suring your car in the HartVan I^eeuwen who spent the week- day in honor of Miss Gertrude Steel,
Do you want one oi the beet?
end there returned with the Ten a bride-to-be,,at the home of Mrs. ford
Insurance Co.
Cates.
Weller at Graafschap.Mias Steel
was the recipientof a beautiful lure, collision, explosion and
sewing cabinet. A dainty threecourse luncheon waa served. Those theft losses are paid for.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
present were Gertrude and Anna
(Undenominational)
GOSPEL SERVICES AT THE Steel, Bessie Vanden Brink, Angie
.
Dogger, Grace Zerrip. Margaret
Whether on the road or in
WOMAN’S LITERARY
Paulus,
Mr*.
Jerry
Baker,
Mrs.
Edcomer Central avenue and 10th
street Rev. John Lanting will be win van Tatenhove, Mrs. Don the garage be sure you are inin charge of these services Sunday. Steepker of Zeeland, Mrs. Claude
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship— Lappings and Mrs. Frank Vogel, sured.
both of Grand Rapids and Mrs.
11:30 A. M. Sunday School.
Jack Weller.
7:30 P. M. Evening Service
for
Thursday evening at 7:30 pra}
Carl E. Hoffman was in Grand
and Bible study hour.
Come and enjoy the services with Haven Monday on business.
Miss Cora Boda haa returned
A
U You are invited to the prayer from Grand Rapids after a short
Just Phone 5016
meeting to be held at the home of visit there.
W. Mh Stmt (BMoad IKW)
Miss Grace McCarroll, instructor
Warm Friend Tavern
H. H. De Maat, corner Waahingfon
at Plainwell High school, spent the
ItMirn
SscmmI Hoar
,trwt on w,dn'‘- week-end with friendsIn this city.
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SANI-FLUSH

204.M

MATCHES

can

Northern Tiune

Pore Cane

RAISINS aid

TOILET PAPER

SUGAR

PRUNES

10 Lbs.

57c

3 Lbs. 25c

This Week at
449 Washington Avenue,

Mee

Beef

tat

27c;

!

19c

25c

SURE

Lb. Package

These •'Specials

Visscher-Brooks
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3 rolls 20c
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Large Package
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19c
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CATSUP 17c
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Large Package
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Rev. Jacob Prins of Forest Grove

Local

News

has declinedcalls recentlyextended

to hi
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the Calvare Reformed

Two Dead After

Rofl-u Moved Gerrit Van Sehelven

Soldier Honor

mold

Auto

hart compiled

it

were he

still

Th* fonntofai In Centeno!*! park
donned its annual garb. Monday.
vinta were
imbedded in the rock. They are
By E. F. CRpeon
The trial of Mn. Hattie Kruitoff, aft* by little streams which
charged with violation of the liquor tirtekW their way through small
A man’s reUgfon, or lack of it, law, opened In Allegan county be- pipe* opening through the crevices
might prevent his seeing any spe- fore Judge Orien S. Croes in cir- •nd larger streams at the top. The
cial significancein Christmas or cuit court.
fountain is built of Ohio rock and
Easter; he might be so recently
Harry Culver, who stayed at Mrs. stands In a large basin. The basin
come to this country that the JCruitors and gave the offlceih inT'j
me nunFourth of July would net mean formation that resultedin the raid, ‘b*!*
of goldfishswimming in the
much to him; the circumstances of testified that Andrew Van De pond.
pond. The
The fountain
f
was built many
his life might be such that he Bunte, brother of Mrs. Kruitoff, years ago, is about 18 feet high and
would not be especiallymoved by would make g trip a month from is• annually
admired by
thousands
, y aamirea
ny thousands
Thanksgiving; the whoopee of New M1lwauke?1' b,Wng between 45 of
of tourists
toiiriRtMwho vi.it the park. Sevc«..
Year's might not appeal to him;
moonshine whisky f^llwff® MlP bed* now furnish
he might not be enthused at the with him. All but about on« or two the leading attraction.
birthdays of Washington and Lin- imIIohs of this was hidden in a ciscoln; but where does there exist tern under the floor In the kitchen. ..... * ,-GRAF8CHAAP ....... .
in America one who ia not touched A linoleum was then laid over this
by th* pun and hallowed senti- •nd the oil stove placed on top, he
The Graafschap Choral society,
aaid.
mento of Memorial Day?
under the direction of Herman Van
It i#an occasion where there is
Other witnesses admittjftbuying Om, will render the cantata, “The
no room for selfishnessor differ- liquor at the place.
Shepherd of Men,” for the second
ence of opinion. It is a dsy of tribtime at the Christian Reformed
ute and memoriam to those who WHO GETS
church at Graafschaap on Wedncshave paid the nobleat sacrifice on
TOURI8T8 MONEY day evening,June 6th, at 8 o’clock.

Church and the Ninth Reformed
Collision
Church, both of Grand Rapids.
The late Gerrit Van Sehelven, lor many yean, on each MemoA «ma!I Art Monday morning TheologianNicholas II. B mi nix
of
rial Day, gave a compilation ol the dead hero toldiern ol all wan
kronghi oat both deaortjnen^ to u of Wsstern .Theological Seminary
whoee memory we honor this day. Since the paarina o( Holland's
Maa» at 110 W«ot 29th atreot wherr conductedservices at Ninth Re(Continued from pago 1)
an oil stove ignited some overflow formed Church, Grand Rapids,
distinguished citizen, others have kept up the liet. Each year the
oil Tie home belongs to John Sunday. Rev. John H. Meengs of
honorrol] grows larger aa new names are added to the list ol solHolland
- - at
- Calvary
- Tra
Chaawe. The damage was alight
•tales ha believed the lady had died
preached
Church,
Grand
Rapids.
Rev. John before they had reached the hosThere was considerablecommoBelow will be found thk honor roll up to date as Kr. Vsn
_______
mstra of
Hudsonville con- pital, she seemed so still, bit it
tion on West 14th street Sunday F. Heemstra
Sehelven
would want it to ba were he still with us:
was
noticeable
that
she
revived
ducted
the
afternoon
Holland
servevening when an alarm of Are
brought both department*to the ices at Third Church of Grand somewhat when the staff of nurses
took charge on her arrival.
absent-but NOT forgotton
boom of Mrs. Francos Browing, Rapids
The Lambs, who originallylived
where a curtain on the second floor
The Fennville Commercial Club in Texas, in the oil field district,
had taken Are. The blase had been has elected the following offfoera:
extinguished by the time the Are- President, Duncan Weaver; vice- are in Muskegon for that purpose, Civil War Veterans— resting la Southern soil
31
while Herman ia from California.Spanish War Volunteers—Buried at
men arrived.
1
president,E. C. Foster; secretaryBoth machines were demolished.
World War Comrada-’Tn Flanders’ Field, Where Poppiee
A short circuit caused by the wir- treasurer,Nelson M. Warren. |
No sooner had their case been
Grow , and
ing in one of X. B. Olsen'strucks
An attractiverign telling of the reported then Mias Miller, head of
brought out the Are boys when location of the Chamber of Com- Holland Hospital, called on every
flames began burning the car Satavailablenurse in the dty and she
erce in the Library Building
Total Absent,
urday evening. The street contrac- be erected as soon as the library was able to cope with the sudden
tor says it will not delay the street entrances are completed.— Grand emergencycase that with the large
RESTING IN “PILGRIM HOME CEMETERY”
paving in the least
number of other patientstaxed the
Haven Tribune.
The Story and Clark piano plant
Holland rural carriers jumped loarity of the force. But Mias NapoleonicOld World Ware-Private Graves
Whistle blew !.> accident today when
into their autos Friday evening Jfller was equal to the occasion Mexican War
FMvatc Graves
a workman got tangled in the cord.
and drove to Conklin where the and soon brought order out of Civil War
PrivateGraves • 62
The event started many rumors on
Ottawa County body of post office chaos.
Soldiers Plot - 32
the street of expected expsnsion.—
Four
Holland
physicians
were
employes and carriers met. Dick
Grand Haven Tribune.
Southside Cemetery 23
Van Kolken, of the Holland olHce, soon at the hospital to Uke charge,
Carl E. Bowen and William Con- was one of the speakers and pre- namely, Dr. W. G. Winter. Dr. Wilnelly motored to the Alpena Beach rented the Holland aggregation to liam Westrate, Dr. W. C. Kools and
rand projectyesterday.
the convention.John BruuKway of Dr. R. H. Nicholas.Dr. R. I Busard
Some 40 wives of Grand Haven Holland is secretary of the organ- of Muskegon was also called at the
business men were surprised Mon- isation.The conventionwent on request of the Pyles. The doctor
Spanish War— Private Gnvea
3
day noon when their husbands went record as favoringthe re-enact- brought with him three Muskegon
hone for lanaA The men of otunal ment of the Dale retirement bill by nurses. These were Mias Marjorie
Soldiers Plot
3
forgot to tell their wives the Com congress and the securing of Mich- Harvy, Marie Reed, and Mias Rob
umity Club had roeeseed for the inn legislationwhereby some of bins. Dr. Busard is the Pyle family
aammor vacation period Scvral toe gas tax may be
be used for the doctor.
Others who materiallyaided the Vorld War— Private Grave*
•hewed up at the Gildner from improvement of the lateral on
27
injured were Simon. De Boer and
feree of habit and then went home country roads.
—American Legion Plot
1
Gerrit Ruteerg, Holland rural mail
fte And a skimpy luncheon.
The senior high school graduat- carriers; Ed De Jonge of West
4v5lUiSJH?pp^ preaw,t Wto of ing class of the Saranac High Olive, John Walters of Holland
tha world championship in lb-1 and
School visited Holland Friday on rural route and Geo. Vender Bie,
18-2 balkline and a good three

North

Holland

« ^

_

Nicholas Pemokis, who establishad the Allegan Candy Kitchen about

Holland.

charge of Mr. and Mrs. V. E.
Downing. Mr. Downing is superintendent of the Saranac school. The
students traveled in three automo-

Hatcheries was the first upon the
scene, since his home is very near
STILL
the spot where the accident took
The aerviving veteran* ol the Civil
place. He immediately did all he
4
coold and stopped passing motor- with us, number
ists asking therfi to aid in extricatB. Vsn der
Swam
ng those pinned down by the
John H.
J. Don
wrecked Mrs. Almost as quickly,
Sheriff Steketee arrived, since he
was on his way home and not far

biles. Charles Gross, secretary of

the Holland Chamber of Commerce,
conducted the student guests to the

High School where they were

Total in focal

Henry Wolfe of the Wolfe

THE

earth— the sacrifice of life to one’s
country; an observance where both
friend and foe can bow their heads

6:
Hoop

War (1861-1865)

mi

Matt.

WHO

W.

should be pained with the oil drainings. Mites breed in cracks and
be crevices of wood, and such places
10 tickets given to each graduate
should be thoroughly treated.
for distributionto relativesand
®jnds. The Forest Grove pastor Allegan County School Commiswill preach the baccalaureaterer- sioner Guert V. Fales announces a
JiiSunday evening at the Congre- special examination for seventh
friional
and eighth grade pupils is to be

it useeasary to limit admission to

church.

near the Ssekely aircraft field, died
Sdnday afternoon in Holland Hospital, just 24 hours after his wife
succumbed to injuries received at
the same time. His body was taken
to Dykstra’s funeral home in Hol-

M.

.

in spite of strife, in spite of war,
automobiles, accessories,gas, oil,
in spite of differencesof any sort
and garages, 1145%; transportamakes all mankind akin.
Tha spirit of Memorial Day ia tion, 7%; taxis, jitneys, motor
not of enmity nor of that
t which busses, street cars,
; amusebreeds and will perpetuate war; ments, theaters,2.6%; cbnfectionit is the spirit which makes men
ery, cigars, miscellaneous,
5.97*.
understandeach other— points to
the nobility that Is in all races and
( reeds -the spirit that in time will
abollah war. At Christmas w* celebrate in devotion the anniversary
of the Man of IVace. Memorial day
we pay tribute to the men who
gave their Uvea that peace might
he brought nearer. There is much

......

_______

ol

muowI

a very pleasant time.
Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Potter entertamed the teachers of the Hamilton
school at dinner last Thursday evening.

memorial Bay

^

“*ti"

that? Where is there a purer senti
ment than that which makes our
annual observance a memoriam to
friend and foe alike?

Veterans.

THEATRES

^

......
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HOLLAND

(Bur* to ICeep ttye JTaitly
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MR
Memorial Day
that

is

-

best celebrated by

deep appreciation of the

loyalty,

devotion and heroism which made this

united nation and which should impress us with our responsibilityfor
keeping

it

united for generations that

are to follow us.

MR
THE FIRST STATE BANKwilldose
on Thursday,

May

30,

and

its officials

and employees together with our

city,

state and nation will join to properly

observe this most sacred holiday.

R R

SQUALL”

u

COLONIAL

b^mT*

FIRSTSTATEBANK
HOLLAND,

MICHIQAN

“ETERNAL WOMAN”
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Boy Scoots was well
Members of the cast

r d
i

FottJ^iSoa rmoll

%

MiUfc

BUx, Jay Gening and Er-

Atwood,
was called
Reformed

of

m
-.lit

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

WWMR?

w&g7.

t TW

5“iS' dSI
AUTOMOBILE AUCTION
Der Riei, Ed Nyhof, Harold Mra
BALE UNUSUAL Van
Michmershuizen,Sander Welters,
Joe Boers, Harry Peters,Ed Lam
uiiY°U doln t of!*n h*ar of automo- oen. Albert Lampen, Gerrit Aal
V' aUction eale* but nevertheless drink, James Robberts,Fred Lang
t^e!*a *oin* to be one on May 31st
at the garage of J. C. Westrate, land and Mr. Murton Bee Jay
,
18-15 West 7th street, and 40 good
cars are going to he disposed of to
Hr. Vander Bit, his brother Jack,
the highest bidder. A. (iTjohnston
and John Wolters, were eye-witis to be the auctioneer.
nesses of the auto tragedy on U831
north of the city last week and Mr.
"notSce
Vander Bie said that no driver ran
away. He stated that the Chevrolet
Cash paid for hawks, owls, large driver helped take care of the in•aakes and rare specimens for jured and remained on the spot
lounting.
until all had been taken away. No
Nyt p* Jonge, Taxidermist
one happened to know his name and
Holland BRIO, Phone 7U0F12
it was perhaps because of this fact
that the hit-and-run rumor started.

Lankheet.

‘
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Frank

1

of the
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The Lacey studio has token pictures of the tulip beds in the local
parks and some ofnhe unusual designs in the residential district for
the publicity committee of the
Tulip organization.
t M£wa.rt*.indc* A* 0urTiey'
both of Wayland, were token before
Justice Fidus E. Fish by Conservation Officer Harry Plotto of Allewho charged them with illegal

—
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............... 25c

Choice Pork

Roast .........................
22c

Fresh Churned No. 1 Creamery Butter ........ 48c

Wa

have a

of the most de.
Cold Meat* for your
full line

to pay.

Money sav-

by manufacturerswith
years experience

«

Government luapected Meats. - Groceries of
National Repute.

;

25

who have

We

deliver »ny order C. 0.

D.

the City for 8 cents.

reputation lOT building

k,34W.8tli

fetsa-jS-j. John

De Kraker,

MICH.
2941

if in Titos lake, Wayland
fine of |5

M
ft”*®

(none better) ...... 18c

Sandwiches

of planned

hXJS

Holland

Small Frankforts,just the site for Wienie Roast 24c

licioua

TimeSaved! HealtUvw.mFri^ta».nvSwud«id^ ed! Built and guaranteed

Falls on a visit.

Hams

Boneless Hams ..............

^ war&srrKa:
#d!

Each paid a

Sugar Cured Picnic

tn

Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Pernls of Los

of

Specials for Wednesday only

YOUTH”

Wby Pa; More
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Spanish American
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urday. A number of the pareMs
oleo accompaniedtiie children.All

Thoae who decry war memorials
and war memoriams— if there be
any who decry the latter—should

Mrs. Pyle's body was taken SaturMulder and B. A. Mulder
in th“ dty June 10 and 11 to day night Double funeral will be
WOW iu
»ecomn>«i*te
^ those
•••wera.who
WMV were
Wt.sc; taaaw
unin Grand
Grand Haven
Haven on
on business
business ....
held Wednesday afternoon for Mr.
able to attend the regular examina•day.
and Mrs. Pyle. John Herman, also
in
tion on account of sicknessor (juarAm June approaches the number
injured in the crash which hurt
antinc.
cf applicationsfor marriage liseven, is in a critical condition.
Hidden in small towns in Wisrenaea increase at the office of
Teachers, pupils and residents of Herman Is an oil driller of Water- consin, quietly enjoying the last
Cowty Clerk Wilds, who reports Georgetown,Ottawa County, will vliei Mr. Iamb, a fourth member, yesrs of their life, are the twin eon United States district court in 1844
Matinee daily at 208
having received the followingapt.li- pay their respects to the soldier will leave the hospital today. Mrs. and daughter of Capt Jonathon ordered burned into the hand with
Evenings 7 and 9
wwk'end: Earl dead Thursday. The group will Lamb, while not considered in dan- Walker, “the man with the brand- a red-hot iron, stood for Slave
gjj, », Blendon, and Edna Hub- meet at the school at 9 o'clock and ger, is in a very seriouscondition.ed hand," whose body today rests Stealer.
march to the cemetery, where the
Her jaws are broken in four in a grave in EvergreenCemetery, Capt Walker believed human
Sat June 1
program will be held. Rev. A. E. places,all teeth gone, and a den- Muskegon.
slaverywrong. He waa a Cape Cod
Rin-Tin-Tin
and Davey Lee
Reudink will give the invocation tist and plastic surgeon who came
Dr. Lloyd Garrison mariner, and in 1844 the captain
and Marion Poskev will recite from Indianapoliswere unable to Walker, of Pound, Wi*., and Mrs. of a vessel engaged in coastwise
in
The Blue and the Gray.'’“Hats do any work for fear of infection. Mana C. Underhill, of Plymouth, trade. He attempted to convey
Off, the Flag Is Passing,’’ will be
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Pyle, the Wia., the only known relativesof seven slaves from Florida to the
given by Francenia Tigelaar and other couple injured, still are. being the man, whose name was made Island of Nassau in the Bahamas.
“FROZEN RIVER*’
the address is to be given by Rev. nursed carefullyat the local hos- famous by the poem of the Quaker He was caught, returned to Pensa“VTTAPHONE TALKIE”
J. J. VanderReek.
pital.
poet, Whittier, and the words of cola and tried aa a thief and convicted. He was sentencedto be
The Women’s Foreign Mission- Coroner Gilbert VanDeWater im- every other anti-slaveryleader.
added
ary Society of the M. E. Church of panelled a jury to probe the acciIt was only recentlythat the non placed in a pillory, to be branded
•nvried by state Allegan will enjoy a May breakfast dent, but a meeting of the jurors and daughter of Capt Walker were with the letters $. S. in the ball of
J* of drivingwhile Tueaday at the home of Mrs. has been postponed indefinitely. located. Muskegon baa been en- the right hand and to be kept in
wraigued in Grand Jennie Tracy, celebratingthe six- Jurors are Dick Boter, William deavoring for some time to locate solitary confinement for one year
g«WL H. Jrij ,
178
tieth anniversary of the society. Visaera, Alex VanZanten, Peter the burial place of Mrs. Walker so in addition to a fine of |600.
Branded Hand Famous
Mrs. John Sligh and Miss Alice Lievense, William Deur and Peter her body may rest beside that of
Moil, TW, Wed,
the sentence in every
Jones will be in charge of the DeGoede.
her husband in the local cemetery. ,
Mr. VanDeWater stated that the It was during the search for the detail, but he lived through ft to
breakfast and Mrs. S. Clay Benson
June 3*4-5
inquest would not be held until location of the body of Mrs. Walker carry the branded hand through
in charge of the program.
p- frttem. 0/ Wyo100 percent
Frank Nelson has been appointed after Decoration Day. This would that it was learned that a son and the North. He was hailed as a hero
and martyr by Garrison, Wendell
enable officers to secure witnesses daughter were living.
janitor of the Allegan postoffice by
“VITAPHpNE TALKIE”
Phillips, Whittier and every antiMay Locate Grave
Postmaster Volney W. Ferris and •M give enough time to see how
slavery leader.
will assume his new duties June 1. others in the wreck come out at
It is believedthat Mrs. Underhill
Pauline Frederick, Bert Lytell,
His story was worth an army
Nelson is commander of Ferdinand Holland Hospital. Some of them, can furnish the necessary informawaa formerly a Holland pastor.
Lois Wilaon
corps to the cause of the North.
if able, will be called as witnesses
Sebright Camp, Spanish-Americsn
tion aa to the resting place of her
Whittier told the story in a
when the inquest is held later.
war
veterans.
mother.
c^*1 A«in
poem, “The Branded Hand,” on
fSrb?.i. i ll • p‘0D<*r women,
A marriagelicense has been is- Thomas G. Lamb of Indianapolis, Dr. Walker and his sister were Captain Walker’s return to the
celebratedthe ninety-secondanni“ON TRIAL”
at Pensacola, Fla., July 19, North hi 1846.
jjmry of her birth Friday. She sued in Kent County for George one of seven persons injured in the born
1841,
Green, 26, Holland, and Miss Lorautomobile accident on US31 FriCspt. Walker came to Muskegon
Tbure, FrL, June 6-7
etta Snyder, 19, Grand Rapids; also
Today, a man’s right hand,
wWch cauwd the deaths branded with the letters S. S. is in 1862 to spend the rest of his
for Gilbert B. Drew, Hudsonville,
* 100 pet
days. He bought a few acres along
of Hr. and Mrs. Richard Pyle of
and Agnes DeWitt, 19, Beveriy.
Muskegon,will be the first one to carved on the face of s granite the lake and operated a fruit farm.
“VTTAPHONE TALKIE”
Chief of Police Pippel of Grand be released from Holland hospital monument at the Muskegon cemeThere he lived for 16 years. He
A< B' Bonn«n cele- Haven has received an inquiry some time this week. Mrs. Lamb, tery. The two letters which the
was
80 years old when he died.
nffkJk* ®ft7-*econdanniversary from the state fire marshal as to
“THE
his young bride, has shown some
of their marriage Friday Thev
storage of x-ray films at Hatton improvement.
Hospital or other places and given
The conditionsof Mr. and Mrs.
The Holland High school faculty
instructionsas to the care with Adam Pyle of Muskegon still are
will entertain the graduating class
which they are to be handled. The critical, but indicationsare more
on Monday, June 3.
ether and nitrocellulose of the film, favorable for their recovery. John
•StS?
Netherlands, and as proven by the recent tragedy
The proposed automobile trip of
Herman of Texas still is in a seriMr. and
nd Mrs. John J. Cappon and
"IS
of ,ohn W- B®8- ft CleveUnd Clink Hospital, is ous condition.
Miss
Margaret
Bill
of
Spring
man, Holland s pioneer tailor and
Hr. and
w
nd --Mrs. ---------Nicodemus m***,,
Bosch to
highly dangerous before it has
New York and several countriesin
Boimtn w" been exposed and the storage of ZEELAND MAN INJURED IN
here in Milwaukee, her father also
Matinee Sat. only at 2:30
pirns is being carefully
noon. Miss Bits spent most of the Europe has been cancelled on acAUTO COLLISION
“mff been a merchant tailor.
cheeked. The Grand Haven hospital
winter in California but has vis- count ot the ill health of Mrs.
Evening 7 and 9
Daring his residencein Holland S. L DeWitt has a small portable
Bosch.
has served the dty as machine which he uses in Hatton , w<,»ly Hungerink, whose home is ited 22 states since last October,
Sat. June 1
just north of Zeeland but who is
Mr. and Mrs. John Cherven of
Hospital and takes films from his employed by the. Grand Rapids
Chicago visited at Holland High
office. He keeps only a few at a
on June 14th when a special echool Friday. Mr. Cherven was a
wed with his father in the doth- time and he feels there is no dan- Gravel Co., was injured when his mg
motorcycle crashed into a truck. program and a spread by the losing member of the graduating class of
“fWUBness. He also conducted a ter of fire. Chief Van Ry of HolBoth Hungerink and the truck side of a contest between the blues 1911.
rt01?.1" Hamilton. He re- land also received notice from the
end reds. Mrs. H. Johnston led the
ared from active business several State and after a check-up finds driver were bound for Grand RapAdrian Kammcraad and Misa
ids. The accident occurred about 1 devotions and Miss Catherine Netyears ago.
everything safe at Holland Hos- mile west of the Vriesland sink- tinaa rendered two piano numbers. Grace Staring represented the HolMon., Tues~
G J. Di^m. h,, berr pital.
land Christian High school In the
hole on M21. Hungerinkwaa taken Refreshmentswere served by Mrs.
oratorical contest at Coopersville
June 3, A 5
The police board met in special to the Zeeland Hospital where an M. De Boer and committee.
last night. This contest U being
•easion Monday afternoon at the examination showed injuries to the
Miss Minnie K. Smith, principal sponsoredby the Ottawa County
city hall. Officer Bontekoe was ap- face and a broken collarbone.Mon- of Junior High school, entertained
OF
Sunday School association.
pointed to have charge of motor
his conditionwas reported im- the following at the Boven cottage
""g** Grand Rapids will patrol No. 1. Detailswere worked day
The
lot
committee
of
the
Champroved.
on the lake for the week-end: Misa
^rea^Kouraeat the Coopersville out whereby the officerswill have a
—
-a
Thun., FrL, June 6, 7
Geora Skinner, Dick and Marilyn ^r of Commerce met at the First
Monday afternoon.Wymiscellaneousshower was Skinner,Helen Edith Smith of
t^;Wfek’8 vac*tion each year, in
“SPIRIT OF
of Holland was affiltion to one day off out of each given Thursday evening at the Kalamazoo, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. nand Wichers, the trustee, was
J? rr,r** of the services at the seven.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lank- Fletcher of St. Joseph, Miss Mar authorizedto sell the remaining five
lots if that could be done at a rea“.Tri" Bef0™«5 Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit neet of Overisel,in honor of their jorie Beery of Fremont, Mary sonible fimire, and also to see what
Hoogstratcn, 214 Maple avenue, a daughter Miss Alice Lankheet,a E izabeth Beenr of Mt. Pleasant,
•on.
bridc-tof*.Games were played Yiola Beery, Miss Bertha Lefler price could be gotten for the entire
nlat
•nd
a two-courseluncheon waa and Miss Vonda Lefler of Alma.
for a
a membership goal of 850. The Gerrit Hoogstratcnof Holland served. Miss Lankheet received
The Senior Christian
hristian Hi
High school
was called to Kalamaxoo because of
The following spent the week-end glsedub
sang att Harderwyk church
many
beautiful
and
useful
gift*.
<
the death of his mother. Mr. Hoogat a cottne «t Bear
ar Lake: Th
The
straton is manager of the Buehler Those present were the lAsaes Mlssea Minnie Buter, Gertrudie Honday evening Rev. L. Van
Alice Lankheet, Ruth Zoet, Janet
Market.
Sprietsma, Martha Bud, Gara M
0r”’ “
Terpstra, Janet Nyhof, Margaret
Clellan, Gertrude Althuis, Elino
. Dr* John If. Vender Muelen of
Adelaide
Louisville, Ky., stopped off at HolRr.‘n7G«^™'.„AV^M .S'L" The Ladies
Fourth r of orm^churc^wiif mert The American Beauty— can
land for a few hours yesterdsy.
J. B.

HAMILTON

spiritual purity, in the two observ-

Bo*.

^

War

Uy

hi common, much of the same

, ^'orcnam

VAN DE WATER, Comnander

......

...

the tourist's dollar k split

the graves of their own men who
perished in the conflict, they
showed their impartialityby strewing with flowersthe graves of Federal soldiers as well. In view of all
the rancor that prevailed,all the
bitterness
sufferingas a result
result
uiuemeM and
ana sunenng
war’ wh*t •ction could have

Gunst

ur

.....

How

cumstanceswhich gave rise to our
spring holiday. It came from a
spontaneoustribute by women of
tne South to soldiers of both sides
in the Civil War. Met to decorate

Notkr

G. S. Doesburg
royally entertained.
trip to
Ukewond Farm was a treat to the
visitors and Con De Pree of the De from the spot when the smash
THOSE
ANSWERED TAPS
Free Co. thoughtfullyremem- came. The impact and screechingof
aoidhi. creamery at Blooming bered the ladies in the party by
1928-1929
brakes could be heard for at least
to the Pet Milk Co. Blaine has pur- giving each a compact and the boys
a quarter of a mile, and within a
Peter
Peter Da Vries
chased a creamery at Paw Paw.
were the recipientsof a shaving very short time the highway was
Spanish
or
World
War
veterans
passed
away during 1928-1929
The Hudsonville high school next outfit each.
all but blocked with can coming
Friday will graduate the largest
from every direction. The highway
nr • 1
anas of seniors in its history. Oil drained from the crank case had the appearanceof a shamble,
World War soldierswho answered tape during 1928 1929
of the family automobile isn't any
Exerciseswill be in Reformed
more use to the auto, but it can be red with blood.
tor,
Ruben Sun** Cug, V„ Di.
Artbu.
chuck, which buildingaffordsthe
used to combat mites in the poulJargiMt resting capacity of any
try house. The undersides of the
Richard
Pyle,
terribly injured
MnMfag in the village. Lack of the
roosts and bottom of the nests Friday in the crash of three cars
Holland, Mick, May 30, 1929
reemfor such an occasionhas made

A

~

consider the neeuliar spiritualcir-

Miller

Wise

still

u/lw,

in common acknowledgment and up: Merchandise,^", ; restaurants, The catechism classes of IHfeel that there is an ideal which, 2W, ; hotels and rooma, 20.37*; American Reformed church held a
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ALLEGAN HEARING AjjjJLOM plants and
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their flrst lap of a three-day tri
The party of 15 students were

IN

.

Sea

cushion billiard player, gave his
first exhibition here Thursday after
noon at Grand Haven. He played
a match of balk-lineand one of
three cushion and afterwards followed with some exhibitionwhich
rimwad Us ability as a billiard
pl«y®r. v

. ,

.

V

elsewhere
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MEMORIAL DAY

Bring.
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time Number 58

Colored

In Box
GANG OK COONS
VICINITY OP

PLACE

MEMORIAl DAY EXCISION
-TO-

Holland scouts will go over in a
body with Francis Geiger, the head

•

gee, Okie.
Sheris. Steketee and dept? Emil
Klumple followed the fr*(ght to
Holland where they picked Up Beat
and three other Negroea. Tea
White, 28, Detroit:Joseph Mlliam,
28, Chicago, and Walter Smith,
Chicago,in the Waverly yards.
They admitted bumming a ride
from Muskegon but nude many
contradictory' statements.B at t
started to run when. Sheriff Stek•let and hit men came up but a
shot halted him and ha waa brought

The Grand Court of Honor is an
annual gathering of all scouts in
this area of two counties. It is the
only oceasionduring the year when
scouts from all communities are assembled together. Scouts from 10
communities will be among the 500
scouts who assemble on this acca-

12,

50c

DON’T MISS THIS TRIP
Lend

in sight during the entire trip. Plenty of lunches

snd refreshments

to be had aboard the steamer.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE.

Goodrich Transit Co.
Phone 2778

or 5881

Over $415,000,000 Windstorm Insurance

the

Protecting Thousand, of Michigan Property
by t>* Liberal Policie, of

Owner,

Michigan Mutual Windstorm Insurance

*

Company

'HOME OFFICE — HASTINGS, MICHIGAN

Farms

Vicinity Soon

For Highways

Returning Lv. So. Haven 3:30 P.M.

Round Trip Fare-Adnlts $1.00, Children under

The chief aim of the Grand Court
of Honor is to pay recognitionto
HIT-AND-RUN OFFENDER
all scouts who have advanced in
in this
MUST STAND TRIAL IN NEXT
rank during tip' past year, and the
goal of the scout council is to have
TERM OF CIRCUIT COURT
"Stick ’em up boys and quick,"
every scout advance at least one
he said. They gave him a few cents
step in the scout program during
in change. Not satisfied, he begun
Bert Meulenbeldt,a farmer living
the year. Scouts who have met this
to get rough and in the fight Dove
a few miles aouth of Holland, waa
requirement will receive an achievegrabbed the gun which went off,
bound over to circuit court by Jusment badge which will be presented CONDITION OF TRUNK LINKS
tice C. De Kevter Friday on the ZUTPHKN WILL SOON GET the shot striking the roof of the
by Gov. Green in person. The sec- * BRINGS ACTION BY STATE
car. Best got the gun again and
charge of leaving the scene of an . ELRCntlC SERVICE FROM
ond purpose of the event is to give
ON TRUCK TRANSIT
shot Treats, and then shoved the
CONSUMERS POWER CO.
accident after he had struck and
the scouts of the area a chance to
two out on the pavement according
seriously wounded Anthony Van
demonstrate their skill in scoutcraft Due to the conditionof many of
At a meeting held in Zutphen re- to the statement of the dying maiC
Ry.
Meulenbeldt
furnished
a
cash
through competitions, exhibitionsthe state trunk line pavements it
cently, some thirty-flvapatrons
The gang had been paid off In
was decided recentlyby the State bond of $500 for his appearance.
and demonstrations. •
signed an agreementwith tne Con- Muskegon and was going back to
Witnesses
allege that Meulenbeldt
E. H. Babcock at Grand Hsven ii departmentto place in immediate
sumers Power Co. for the purpoae of me
me men rpicked
the soumwesi.
Southwest. The
chairman of the committee which •nect the following regulationson not only etruek Van Ry’e bicycle but securingan electric line in that com- up in Waverly claimed they knew
that
before
he
fled
from
the
city
will manage the big event Other movement of overweight loads unmunity, and the signing up of these nothing of the fray. Sheriff Stekthe machine he was driving collided
members of the committeeare O. der special permit.
contracts insures the extension of etee said there waa no eviden
evidence of
with
a
tree
and
other
machines.
Require that heavy equipment be
T. Schubert, Richard Van Hoeven,
electric servicethere.
drinking.
Before he reached his home, where
shipped
by
rail
rather
than
be
hipped
and Stephen Mead, representingthe
The Consumer* Power Co. is exThey said they had been living at
North West District; Joseph Rhea transported by trailer over high- officers were waiting to arrest him, tending its sendee very much In Murphy's boarding house, MuskeMeulenbeldt
had
ms
machine
reand Prof, Bruce Raymond of Hol- ways in every case where rail shipthat section of the country. The exiMd, representingthe West Central ment is possible; all special trailer paired in a garage at Hamilton.
The gang is being held in the
Meulenbeldt, officers say, admit- tension of their aervtee in Drenthe
District; Jacob Braak, representing movements be limited to a maxiunder the able sponaorahip of Rev. county jail awaiting the outcome of
ted
he
waa
intoxicated
when
his
mamum
speed
of
eight
miles
per
hour;
the Spring Lake District:George
Benj. Essenburg two ye*rs ago, and Treats in the hospiUl.
Caball, representingthe East Cen- no permit to be issued for a total chine struck Van Ry.
also at Forest Grovs at about that
Examinationof Treats by physAnthony
Van
Ry,
who
Is
emtral Distnct; and Lee Lillie,repre- grott* load of equipment and trailer
time has demonstrated to tha rural icians revealed the bullet entered
senting the North East District m excess of 40 tons; a conference ployed at the Limbert’s furniture home owner that the rural service
be held by the stata Highway factory,suffered a fractured ankle
A
the committeewiU
be Mid in Grand Haven Monday _jpartmeht with trailer manufac- and cute about his head Thursday
the spinal cmS, atmoff teverinr It
evening, st which time the more turers relative to design of trailers, afternoon when he was thrown from
During the last few weeks meet- The man Is paralysed from his hips
detailed plains and arrangementswhich will afford a better distribu- hit bicycle by the hit-and-run
ings in various outlying communi- duwn. Hia condition Is serious
will be worked out
tion of load; publicitybe given to driver on College avenue. Van Ry
ties in this territory have been held although it is uld he might live ia
the efforts of the department to was picked up in a dated condition
with marked success. This has been this condition for several months.
protect the highways from special and rushed to Holland hospital. ReTWENTY YEARS AGO
greatly enhanced by a recent de- There was no bleeding and there
heavy loads, and a bond be required ports from the hospitalarc favorQUEEN WILHELMINA
cision of the public utilities com- is s chance for his life, the doctor
able
for
his
recovery.
with
each
permit
issued.
GAVE BIRTH TO
mission which places rural service reported. ’ . .
PRINCESS JULIANNA The state suggests that in order
on a par with urban service. Preto make the regulation quoted
Robert Best, who is alleged to
DAUGHTER OK FORMER
vious to this the rural patron was
Grand Rapids Herald— Holland above effective, they should be apcompelled to pay a monthly meter have fired the shots when attemptSHERIFF
DIES
plied
by
the
county
road
commitresidents were rejoicing twenty
rent of three dollars to cover the inc to obtain $2 from Treats, is in
years ago this week with their siona in the restriction of such trafextra
expense of carrying the serv- solitary confinement In the county
Mrs. Ferris E. Cook, formerly
countrymen across the sea at the fic on county roads.
Jail awaiting the outcome of
This matter will be discussed at Miss Eva Woodbury, a daughter of ice into the country, but the dropbirth of a daughter to Queen Wllping of this charge has now made it Treat’s Injuries before a formal
the
next
regular
meeting
of
the
Mrs.
A.
M.
Woodbury
of
Grand
helmina. Consul Jacob Steketee
nearly as easy to get the service charge is lodged against him for
Haven, died Friday night at Mercy
raised the Dutch flag when the news county road commission.into the farm as to get it into the srrsignmentbefore Justice C. E.
0
hospital following an illness of sevreached Grand Rapids and appointcity home.
Burr. Robert Dove and three other
eral weeks. The direct cause of her
ed Cornelius Dosker head of a com- HOLLAND MAKES
The time is now rapidly ap- negroes who were picked up In
PREPARTION
FOR
MEET
OF
death
was
pneumonia
and
complimittee of Holland citirens to accent
proaching when this modem con- Waverly yards with Best, are held
GENERAL SYNOD cations.
subscriptionsto a gift fund.
as witnesses.
Mrs. Cook's death is particularly venience will be in every farm home
Similar funds were being raised
Treats says he has • wife and
The committeeswere announced sad as she leaves four little chil- in this section.
by Holland people all over the
o---two children,a boy of five and a
today
who
will
be
in
charge
of
the
dren,
the
youngest
one
five
weeks
world, and the money, by request
girl of three years, living in Kanof Queen Wilhelmina, was to be arrangementsfor the meeting of old. and a devoted husband.
sas City, Mo. He had been emMrs. Cook lived at Grand Haven
used for a memorial children’s the synod of the Reformed church
I'loyad at the foundry of Cannon,
home, to be located, probably,in the in Holland in June. The following most of her girlhood,coming from
Wyant A Campbell in Muskegon
committees
will
serve:
Allendsle
when
her
father,
the
late
Hague. Similar committeeswere
and
with the other men had been
Outing
and
Recreation:
Chm.
G.
Jessie Woodbury,came to the counappointedby Consul Steketee in
laid off following the completion
MEMORIAL of
Zeeland. Kalamseoo and Grand Ha- J. Diekema, Austin Harington, E.-P. ty jail as sheriff.She attended DEDICATION
a big cement job in connection
Stephan.
Grand Haven Schools and business CHAPEL ORGAN AND CHIME8
ven and Holland.
with an additionto the plant.
Lodging: Chm. Prof. Lampen. college. She was emnloyed in the
TO FEATURE EVENT
He told the hospital authorities
Rev. J. E. Kuitcnga,Prof. J. B. law office of Louis H. Osterhous
Formal
announcement has been he was not going to Kansas City
Nykerk.
and later was a secretary for Wilmade of Hope's commencement pro- but expected to go to Pontise where
Souvenir: Chm. Mayor Brooks, liam Hatton at the Eagle Ottawa
gram which opens Thursday eve- he had heard work was plentiful.
Mr. E. H. Landwehr, C. M. McLean, Leather Co.
The officers searched the yards
Dr. 0. Vander Velde.
She was a member of the Con- ning, June 13. with a recital by the
school of music. Commencement ex- and tracks near Columbus and
Badges: Chm. Dr. E. D. Dimnent, gregational church and always an
ercises of the college high sc!
Sixth streetsSaturday but to date
Rev. E. J. Blekkink.
ardent worker. She was also a
jvill be held Friday evening.
have found nothing of the gun
Preaching by Delegates in Local member of the Order of Eastern
Baccalaureateservices will be which is alleged to have been shot
GEORGE ROOT OF TALLMADGE Pulpits: Chm. Rev. Jas. Wayer, Star and of the White Shrine of
held Sunday evening, June 18, in off twice in the hold up. BmL Mid
OFFERS ENTRANCE FACILProf. 8. E. Nettings. Rev. Seth Muskegon.
the new chapel. Dr. William L. Treats, knew he and his friend
ITIES FOR AMEN PARK
Vander Werf.
Besides her husband and mother,
Chamberlain of New York dty, sec- Dove had been paid off. He gave
Transportation: Chm. John Van- who has been with the family for
An invitation has been extended der Sluis, W. J. Olive, Dick Boter, weeks, she is survived by the fol- retary of the board of foreign mis- up some small change but refused
by Supervisor George Root of Tall- Rev. W. J. Van Kersen, Rev. C. P. lowing children:Virginia,7 years sions in the Reformed Church in to part with His roll.
America, will deliver the sermon.
madge Township to the Ottawa Dame, E. E. Fell.
old; Ferris E., Jr., 6; Jack WoodThe dedicationof the new mem- LIMB-LEGUMESTRUCK TO
County Road Commission In conFinance: Chm. Henry Geerlings, bury, 4: and Btuce, 5 weeks old. A
orial qhapel organ and chimes will
junctionwith the Kent County Park Wynand Wichers, Henry Winter.
TOUR ALLEGAN COUNTY
sister, Mrs. William Gordon, and a
take place Monday evening. The
Commissionto visit and have dinner
Registration: Chm. Prof. T. E. brother,George Woodbury,both of
program will be featured with
Following is the scheduleof
at Amen Park just outside of Grand Welmers, Rev. E. H. Tanis, Rev.
Pontiac,also remain.
era! numbers by Hope glee clubs
Rapids on M-50 to inspect the park, Henry Van Dyke.
The funeral was held from the under direction of Mrs. W. J. Fen- meetings of the Lime-Legume
Truck from the Soils Department
and four or flve acres which Mr,
Reception:Chm. Rev. T. W. Clock Funeral home in Muskegon ton.
of Michigan State College.
ftoot has given to this project which Davidson. Rev. John Vander Beek, and burial was in Muskegon cemeThe annual Hope alumni dinned
Wednesday,June 5th, 9:30 a.mn
will enable a road to be built Rev. P. Van Eerden, Rev. James tery. '
will be held Tuesday in Warm Otsego, Otsego Sanitary Milk Co.;
throuj^Jt connecting Leonard Road Wayer. Rev. Hsnry Van Dyke,
0
Friend tavern.The annual business ImO p.m., Wayland.
Rev. C. P. Dame, Prof. J. B. Nymeeting of the alumni association Thursday,June 6th, 9:10 a.m.,
The beautiful piece of land is t'erk, C. M. McLean, E. E. Fell, TUITION IN SAUGATUCK
WwhrewUy afternoon Pullman;1:00 p.m., Hamilton.
ideal for .park purposes. It was Rev. James M. Martin.
HIGH SCHOOL WILL BE $55 in Winant s chapel.
Everyone interestedia urged to
donated originaHy bv a man named
The college commencement will
Amen who is buried in the canter A receptionwas held Wednesday
There seems to have been some be held in the memorial chapel be present at the moet convenient
meeting. Every farmer is Invited
of the tract which is his memorial. evening in the Sixth Reformed misunderstanding about the tuition
Wednesday evening. A class of 90 to bring samples of their soil to
The generosity of Mr. Root enables church to welcome Rev. J. Vander- charges to students in Saugatuck
will be awarded bachelor of arts be tested for lime requirement.
the park to be reached from either beek and family. Frank Newhouse High School who live outsideof the
degrees and certificates will be givdirection.
opened the meeting with prayer. district.There is not to be any en to a class of 7 in Hope High Anyone having marl depositswhich
have not been tested are urged to
It has been suggested that Amen The followingrendered musical change in the tuitionrates. High
school. Prises and honorary <lr>KreeB bring samples of tha marl to the
Park be utilised for an outdoor xoo selections; the choir, a solo by Miss school tuition for next year, as in also will be awarded
meetings. Both soil and marl will
IfirojUr to the extensive one at De- Jean Brandt, a duet by Mrs. Eylfs years past, will be sixty-five dolRecords of Hope alumni show be tested at each meeting.
lta which allows the animals the and Miss Eleanor Hieftje,'talection lars, sixty dollarsof this amount is
that Gerrit Bolks of Orange City,
Local problemsrelating to limof natural haunts. A deer by the double male quartet,selec- to be paid by the districtfrom
la., ia the oldest living member.
trendy is at large on the tract.
tions by the single mixed quartet, which the student comes. Tuition Bolks was graduatedin 1887, the ing, green manuring,and successful growing of slfidfawill be disThe Root property skirts the duet by Mrs. Eyles and Miss Ele- for grade students living outside of
claJJ?10 ,eav« from the in- cussed in detail at each meeting.
and old mill site on Grand anor Hieftje,duet by Mrs. Ruth the district is $30.00 and this stitution.
The pioneer class of 1RW, The exhibitscarried on the truA
River and encompasses some of the Eding and Mvl. C. Westrate. Short amount must be paid by the pareight members, is extinct.
will graphicallygive the results of fM
most beautiful scenery in Ottawa talka were given by Frank New- ents. Tuition rates are lower by
numerous experimentscarried on
county.
house, Louis Dalman, Mrs. F. New- several dollars in Saugatuckthan
Mrs. Sophia Ellen, 365 College by the Soils Department on the
house, Mrs. Van Tongeren, Mrs. they are in any school in Allegan
— r" 0
avenue, celebrated her ninety-see- various soil types in all parts ef
A miscellaneousshower was given Henry Slager, Mrs. Scholten, An- county.
ond birthday anniversaryFriday.
0
!>y Nr*- Dick Steketee at her home, drew Slagor, Howard- Scholten,
Mrs. Ellen ih probably the oldest
24 West 18th street,Wednesday Rev. J. Vanderbeek and Mrs. J.
Mj. and Mrs. James Ver Houw, person in Holland today and she is
The five-year-old son of Mr.
evening, in honor of her daughter, Vanderbeek. Mr. S. Ver Burg closed 519 Michigan avenue, celebrated stiU enjoying good health.
Miw Gertrude Steketee,a bride-to- the meeting with prayer. A social theJr fortieth wedding anniversary A birthday party was held Thurs Mrs. Peter K. Zaisman of T
be. Games were played and a two- hour followed and was enjoyed by Thursday. A cablegram from the day afternoonin honor of Mils ton ia vary skk with plural
courae luncheon was served. Miss all
Netherlands from two brothers and Geneva Helen Strong, 614 Wash- monia. ft*
Steketee was the recipient of many
one sister of Mrs. Ter Houw was ington avenue, the occasion being
beautiful and useful gifts. Those
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Scott of this received the day before.
her tenth birthday anniversary. the
' o—
present were Mrs. H. J. Damstra, city have gone to their cottage at
Game, were played and prize, were
Mrs. M. Essenburg,Mrs. Peter Jenison Park.
The members of the Ladies*Aid won by EVefyn Van Perots, Elsie
John Buchanan, formerly of Hol- society of the Seventh Reformed Gebben, Ruth Witt and Louire
Prince, Mrs. H. Riasclada,Mrs. P.
Van Vulpen,' Mlrs, R. Wdghmink land, now of Valparaiso, Ind., is church were guests of the evening Peerbolt, Those present were Herand Mrs. B. James. 'the Misses visiting here in connectionwith the with Mr. and Mrs. J. Mileras. Mr.
Winifred Dykstra, Mable Vanda coming Memorial Day exercises.
and Mrs. A. Ver Houw of Grand
Water, ChristineVande Water,
Mrs. M. J. Cook was the guest of Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ver fort, Evelyn Van Pernls, Vivian
JeannetteRoos, Frieda Overway, her son, Dale Cook, at a parents' Houw. Miss Minnie Ver Houw and
Helerfe Wcighmink, Henrietta Ris- reception held Sunday of the Phi Mrs. Edith Walvomrd of Holland.
selada, Evelyn and Adriana Stek- Deto society of M.8.C. at East Lan- A dainty three-courseluncheon was Ath« Wjrmdink .nd R„lh Witt
served.
sing.
D,mt; refreshments were ,er»ed.

Regulations
Are Decided

Herb yanDuren’s Famous Orchestra
11AM.,

back here with the rest.
According to Dove's story ha and
Treats were leaving Muskegon la a
freight car when Beat crept into
the car as It was crossing tha river

sion.

Assisted by

1

IN

HOLLAND

The two were returning _
homes in Kansas City and Okmul-

lead by the scoutmasters.

HOLLAND HIGH SCHOOL BAND

Car

James Treats, a
about 40 years old is
ton hospital, Grand Haven. 1
bullet which plerecd his left
juit above the heart, receiv*,
scuffle in a box ear of a Part
nuette train which passed
that city about 10:S0 p.m.
The man was picked
police ambulance near
of Sixth and
where he had been
ocen shoved
snuvfa out
oui of
oi
the car *lth his
ds partner, Robert
Dove, 29. They "id they had hsta
employed at Campbell,'
amphell, Wyant A
Cannon in Muskegon.
The man was still conscious to*
day but Is sufferingmuch.
Dove identified another
man, Robert Best, as the

of the organiutionpresent The
Sea Scouts from here will also go

South Haven

is

SHERIFF ROUNDS UP

TAKES

Gov. Fred W. Green will be prccent at the annual Grand Court of
Honor of the Ottawa-AUegan Boy
Scout Council which will be hold
in Grand Haven June 8, accordina
to information Just receivedby a£
fleial* of the council through William Loutit who has just returned
from Unsing where he conferred
with the governor. Gov. Green has
long taken a deep interest In tha
Scout movement, having been actively identified with the program
over a number of years. His dadaion to be present at this annual
function of Ottawa-Allegan Scouts
is another indication of his faith in
boyhood and in the Scout movement. His presence will help mala
this event the most outstanding «ctivHar ever conducted by the scouts

Man

Fatally Shot

HOLLAND MEN itT BE REPRESENTED WHEN BIG OTTAWA
ALLEGAN SCOUT CONCLAVE

Two

Nambor22

Here She Comes

With Big Ottawa
Boy Scout Event

Lv. Holland

Stction

Holland, Michigan., Thunday, May 30, 1929

Governor Here
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
SERVES FIVE YEARS FOR
CRIME THAT HE DID NOT

IS PROUD OF MEDAL
PAROLED GIVEN FOR BRAVERY

COMMIT; BE'S

After serving nearly

Male Mates

of

FORD SIX DAY
TEST INMOUN-

SHELL FIRE
five years
•DER
91

jJbbeJy5Got.

H- T*.

n;a”sR“^n, WBrW

.^TtaindistrkCIS
MOTOR OFi MODEL A

W*r.

31, was
by
( 0"'Ple*«dHia Mission After
s given a parole
na
• HEAD CO-ED
COLIST,
Having Been Shot
Green today on information that
CONCKIT OF
OF MOVIE ('laugheris innocent of the crime
STARf CAN _____
8WKAA AND
Henry 0. Thrall, cashier at the
of which he was convicted.
DRINK A LJTTLK
All
Flaugher was sent to Jackson Pere Ma muette depot, Allegan,
onlj man in Allen
,
* prison In connection with the rob- probably the only
Men muiit be Ma&art-looki
eived a
bery of the Peninsular State bank county who rccei
bet they need not necessarily
bravery during the World war. Due
[J* of Detroit.
andaove as a movie star in order
Two co-defendants,Fred R. to Thrall's modesty in heralding his
) make geed husbands, In the opinThompson
and George Holstein, honors very few people have heard
m of 29 Michigan State college both of Detroit,
testifiedthat
co-efe Who gave their spec ificaThrall Joined the army at Camp
Flaugher was innocent.In a statetiona for a model husband
ment to the court at the time of the Custer and served for two years in
AH 29 of the co-eds agn>H that
the 125th regiment of the 32nd di(Mr mate must be tall, end boast trial Thompson said he implicated vision. He was transferod from the
Flaugherin the crime because of
an -athletic physique.'’Twenty a grudge over a girl. The iury re- Battle Creek ramp to Camp Mcof the grouu expressed a prefer
fu.scd to believe him, nor did they Arthur at Waco, Tex., and in Febence for dark men. Curly locks and
listen to the plea for leniencefrom ruary, 1918, he sailed for France.
a moustache were reu mied as addi
It was in August of 1918 that he
the prosecutorfor this man.
nt which might
mig beaumade a heroic effort to run half a

An official test of the Model A
Ford motor in Switzerland, with
the Alps as the proving ground, has
demonstratedthat the new Ford
could be operated for a long, con
tinuous period over abrupt steep
hills, without lifting the hood. Reports of the test have just been re
ceived by the Ford Motor company.
The Ford Motor was kept run'
for
*
a period of six <teys »nd
„ing virtually all of that time the
car was en route over the Alpine
passes, a relief taking over the operationwhile the driver rested. Day
and night the test continued. No
attempt was made for distance nor
speed, the sole object being to determine the reliability ann power
of the automobile.
The fact that the trip was mad*
when roads and climatic conditions
in the mountains were bad Is cited
as further evidence of the stability
of the Ford car. A strictly standard
Model A Ford with Tudor body was
used. Zurich was the startingpoint
The hpod of the car was sealed officially by a representativeof the
township. Two persons occupied the

v

nt

o

opinion

5T

^I NNING SIX DAYS OV
AIM; MOUNTAINS

mile through shell fire from comhandsome
Tbey MANY BUILDINGS BEING
pany headquartersto batallion
ERECTED
IN
HOLLAND;
since moat were of the
headquarters to carry a message.
WILL
ADD
TO
PAVING
tt
that men are conceited

On his return to batall'on headto be quarters, a bullet struck him just
erected
I by the h
Michigan Bell Tele- below the knee but he struggled on
rfjrood looks.
phone Co., on the site opposHs Cen- and reached his post. The nearest
Ta# age of a husband T
Tha
? Between
hospitalwas 200 miles from Paris
The Most Marvelous of all Clothing Values
23 and 2X years, said the ro-ods. tennial Park and adjoining the Ma- and it was two days before the bulsonic temple, is the largest buildThey thought it necessary for the
let could be removed.
prospectivehusband to have a bank ing project listed for 1929. ArchiWaa in Germany
tects are at work on the plans. The
t to start out with, and his
After
lying in a hospital two
$2,500 a total expenditure will be at least months Thrall was again able to go
might be
b< “around
"
$700,000. Building proji
lecta to be
car.
nto the ranks. Soon the armistice
When questioned regarding the completed within the next few was signed and he was transferred
In lact they ire made of materials and poasew
Pissing through Lucerne and the
months
indude
the
new
Hope
me•emailed “bad habita** of husbands,
Germany
where
be
stayed
six
Grimsel pass the car took the Furtailoring that ia usually found only in suits much
co-eds were divided. Nineteen morial chape), a large addition to months guardinga river crossi
'•ros.-mg.
ka pass at an altitude of 2,431 metof them said they would permit the Federal Manufacturingplant,
HOMELIEST
RAPIDS ers, then the St Gothard pass down
In June, ........
1919, he was awarded his
higher in price. Beautilul, fine, long-wearingfa.....
their husband to gamble, provided an additionto the Szekely Aircraft service medal at Camp Custer.
MAN TO TREK TO HOLLAND the Italian lakes through all the
brics . . everything that any man or young man
plant,
the
new
Bethel
Reformed
he^did not lose too much money
IN COVERED WAGON
TO BE A
Thrall’swork as runner was allarge Swiss towns and bade to Zur__ j vote waa practically unanimous church, and the Holland Evening ways a dangerousone. Sometimes
could
want in a suit. And the price is only
ich. On its return the seals were
hth
that ftreaiiiif, if done in a gentle- Sentinel building on West Eigh
A modem interpretationof the examinedby the offieislwho placed
he would run from one hradquar
manner. is not an unfor- street.
trek of ’49 is to be undertakenby them on the hood and were found
ters te the other as often as 15
Plans are fostered for the erec... sin, and nine of the co-eds
Fred C. Havnes, 188 Monroe ave., intact. /
times in one day. Shells were fallthey wouldn't mind a mate's tion of a new brick block to replace ing on all sides He lived in eon- SaugatuckCommercial Record— Grand Rapids, this summer, with a
In each town the car was stop-tf he didn’t make a fool the last wooden structure in the slant terror of his life most of the Saugatuck is exclusivelya summer team of horses and a unique wagon ped, but not the motor. The motor
• swugMtuvm so xTAiiuns
xji jr
ruuiiurr
block between River and Central
body as his schooner and Hollywood ran constantly from the time the
time, he
----- * * —
'**
The old building has served “Great genesals plan campaigns; resort town. The sooner every man, as his goal.
car was started in Zurich until the
woman
and
child
gets
that
iden
MICHIGAN FARMERS KNOW as postoffke, restaurantand in sev- it is the unknown soldier who wins thoroughly ingrained
His wagon will be constructedin retam six days later.
ined
ini
into
his being
lines trade, to be erected by
Holleman De Weerd Auto Co.,
the war,“ holds good in Thrall’s the better it will be for all Every any fashion and painted in any
HOW TO GROW SOLID SPUDS eral
Walter Walsh.
case.
colors or combinations to suit some River ave., are the Holland agents
business,
industry,
activity
and
Mr. Walter Walsh will also erect
of Michigan potatoes
home in town is dependentupon potential advertiser,be says, the for the Ford.
now
a large building on the site nov
the touristbusiness,even our big revenue from his advertisingstunt
I not be seriously troubled in the
COLLEGE
SPORT
IN
1792
occupied by the Walsh Drugs store
none with hoUow heart in the building a wooden structure.
pavilion of which we are all so to provide the means for his en
DISGRACE
MISSIONARY'S
PLAYS
proud cannot prosper without the trance to the film studios.
tubers,if the growers will follow
Several paving projects will be
Once in Hollywood, Mr. Haynes
WITH MOST DANGEROUS
60 E. 8th
Phone
Holland
summer visitor and to have them
the recommendations
of Michigan
completed this year. These include
Pity the poor college student of we must have places to keep them. expects to present himself as the
State College spedaliats as outSNAKES
Tenth street, one of Holland'sprin- 1792. Then think what his collegiEvery hotel that is here and all homeliest man and to sell and acfined to approximately 4,000 farmcipal streets.Work will be started
Grind Rapids Press— Reports
era along the Pennsylvaniaand this month and these projects will ate brother of 1929 with raccoon that may come is a distinct asset. count of his journey as a motion
coat, 20-inch trousers and a trick It has long been known that every picture theme, “Working Through ” from India contain a startlingexAm Arbor railroads.
add between two and three miles to hat would say to this— its an exThe journey will take about five
stranger who comes into town for
ience of Teddy Zwemer, a litt
As the special potato improve- Holland'spaved streets.
(•AY*rr WITH PLOWERf)
cerpt from the rules of Sokesbury his vacation spends as much for and a half months, Mr. Haynes figa of a deceased Holland missionmeni trains
iram, were operatedover
M. E. college, founded 1788:
amusements and other items as he ures. He will leave Grand Rapids ary, with two cobras. Tha snakes
theSped
.
aiista took ad“All in the college shall be kept does for food and shelter. For in- between May 15 and June 1. Mr. were concealed under some papers
vantage of the opportunity to iinat the utmost distancefrorn vice in stance, a hotel that takes in Haynes was bom in Grand Rapids n a small wooden packing box, inform fanners that hollow heart
_____ is
genera],so in particularfrom softr $15,000.00fo $20,000.00per season 48 years ago. He has spent several to which the lad crawled. Teddy
ttmtroDahle and can be avoided if
Is
ness, and from effeminacy in gen- brings another like amount to the years in circus advertising,he said, protestedwhen he was dragged
will plant larger seed
ocommunity.A factory that would .
eral.
from the box. He then went
__
nt to
to his
wRl space the hills 12 to
“We shall therefore insist on do that would be hailed with pleas LUE’S SAVINGS, $13,709, GONE mother and told her about the
as apart in the row instead
“pretty snakes.” Mrs. Zwemer intheir rising early in the morning— ure and considered well worth hav' 14 to 86 Indies, will spray their
Aaron Toma lived on 20 cents vestigsted and dound the cobras.
w three to eight time* each sea- (IYE SURVIVING MEMBERS this is of vastest importance to both ing. Since our locationis such that
The gardner was summoned and
sad will fertilizethe crop lib- PLEDGE TO CENTENARY EN- body and mind. On the same prin- we cannot have them, why not go a day for ten years.
after and encouragethe thing we
He saved $100 of his meager tbey were killed, even though Teddy
ciple
we
prohibit
play
on
the
stricta week or more before plantDOWMENT FUND.
can have;
monthly salary of $106, earned as again protested.
est terms.
In the light of these fact* it is a sectionhand.
Teddy end his mother had.
The class of 1882 of Hope Col- “The studentsshall rise at 5 neither a charity nor generositybut
Every month he gave his savings planned to sail this month for the
o’clock
winter
and
summer.
Their
OM is tl
the first of the college to
good plain business to improve a to his cousin, George Toma, 6440 homeland, but the trip wae posU
ed^Prefs. H. C. Moore sad C. M. mbscribe
recreationshall be gardening, walk100 per cent in the eenstreet, clean up an unsightly spot Austin ave., Chicago, to put away poned as the lad waa taken sick
reported,that dos« tenary endowment fund of $100,* ing, riding, and bathing, without
or any other thing to help that for him. Recently George died.
with whooping cough.
in the rows tends to in000 which is being raised for Hope doors, and the carpenters’,tuners,’ place bring another guest to it*
Yesterday Aaron was told by
erearethi yleW about '48 bwh^ls and Central colleges. Its contribu- poiners',or cabinetrmakers' busidoors and keep them happy and -eon Edelman, assistant
(tant probi
probate
that spraying hikes the
ness within doors.
tions topped the $100 mark by a
PHEASANTS BUILD NEST
contented so they will want to re- judge,
„ . that he was penniless.
shout 42 bushels and thatfer“The students shall be indulged turn again and again. Let us forget
good margin.
hearin
RIGHT IN DOOR YARD
'caring
of
his
$13,700
claim
boosts the yield on an averThe class had nine members at with nothing that the world calls the individualin the case and all against the estate of his ciead cousage of 89 bushels an aere
play;
let this be observed with the
IS
graduation and included the first
pull and work together for a pret- in showed that his life savings had
The ring-necked pheasantsomela 1,800 tests, the college found
two women to receive bachelor of atrietest nicety; for those who play tier and more attractive Saugatuck. been wiped out
times
selects
strange
places
to
build
i use of certified seed on an avarts degrees from the college. Rev. when they are young will play Every dean, respectableresort
Judge Edelman told the laborer, te nest. Walter Hughes, overseer
when they are old.”
should have all the encouragement who came over from Roumania in
Philip T. Phelps and Mrs. John A.
of the State Fish Hatchery at Benwhlis' the smtetquality
William G. Robinson, district re- and support possible because no one
Otte, members of the family of Rev.
1919, that checkup on his savings ton Harbor, reportsone in his yard.
presentative
of
the
Playground
and
place
can
take
care
of
or
suit
all
The trains were operated in an Philip Phelps, Hope's first presi- Recreation Associationof America, the people. The more accomoda- showed that the money had been ortjr feet from the front door of
dent, still living are members of
invested in worthless mortgages.
muse. He says, “The way we
effort to urge farmers to plant certhe class. So was Rev. Gerhard De read this bit before the meeting of tions we have the more people will
Aaron looked at the judge. He discovered this nest was by the
while it is selling
the
welfare
council
of
Ingham
come.
Jonge, who recently died at Zeecock-bird’sactions. He would come
looked at his grimy overalls.
--- a
land. Five members survive. The County to show the changingatti“I’ll start over again,” he said. so close to us that our suspicions
Tommy O’Hara, a 9-year-old “I’ll live on $2 a month.”
others are: Dr. John W. Bosnian of tude in what constitutesrecreation,
were aroused and wc began to inGRAND RAPIDS MUSIC
o
hoolboy of Roms,
Roms, III., found a
Kalamazoo, Charles T. Steffens of
vestigate. We soon found the mothTEACHER GOES
SENTENCED
TO
3.083 YEARS
two-headed
king
snake
which
is
Milwaukee, and Mrs. E. A. WhitPARENTS OF ALLEGAN BUSI- er biid in a tuft of grass so small
TO ANN ARBOR enack of River Falls, Wis.
IN PRISON FOR FORGERY now thrivingin the St l/ouis xoo.
that it is a wonder she can remain
NEIS
DIED.
The reptile'sonly difficulty is the
CAME WITH VAN RAALTE hidden, there she was brooding the
Oziwj tw!!jrmz*S tr u
The Spanish criminalcharged fact that the two heads sometimes
David Mattern, for the last three BLACK -AND WHITE
egg*. Mr. Pheasant is on the job
-or a poned plant. Wherever die k, our Florid.
with 33 different offenseswho has have different ideas. When one
years music supervisorin the
It has just been made known that it break of day in front' of our
[RD8 FLOCK INTO
TelegraphDelivery Sendee te a guarantee of
just been sentenced to a term of head wants to travel the other is
Grands public schools,will leave
the parents of Leonard W. Stein, louse, doing his crowing. I have
POLICE QUARTERS
fAK
end proper delivery.
483 years imprisonmentdoes not intent on napping. The left head prominent businessman of Allegan, ilaced
at the end of the present school
w .mgai
___
r
....
signs twenty feet on each
hold a record.
is
the
best
eater,
but
the
right
yrer to become professor in the
Grand Rapids Herald— Part of a
who died 10 days asu hi Florida, side of the nest warning visitors
InJuly, 1803, the mayor of Alba, seems to be more assertive and
University School of Music at Ann flock of birds, apparently migrating
where he was wintering,came first away, and we hope soon to have a
Arbor which Jus become a part of northward, and caught in the in South Spain, was convicted on wide-awake.
to Holland from New York with nice brood of young birds.”
-o
tht Universityof Michigan through storm which visited Grand Rapids 217 counts of forging public docuthe Van Raalte colony. They staged
recent action of the board of reg- early Sunday morning, flew into ments. The Spanish law’s penalty
Good Sticky PbiU
only a short time, visitedin Alle
for
this
offense
is
14
years,
so
that
•ate.
police headouartersand fluttered
If you want to make good gan and decided to remain. Allegan
the mayor was sentenced to 3,083
about the hall ways and open rooms
is even older than Holland and was
home-made
paste add shout a ten
years’ imprisonment.
FIRE TRUCKS MAY HAVE
before escaping through the winspoonful of powdered alum to the quite a settlement when the Stein
TO CHANGE LIGHTS dows.
parents arrived. The Steins grew
floor and boiling water. The past)
TWO DEER YARDS ARE
There were more than a score of
up with the city and the son enwill
have
a
much
greater
"•tlcklng,'
CREATED
F!la U-ucka, ambulances and sim- the feathered visitors, according to
tered into business and the large
quality and will last twke as long
ilar vehicles which must travel the Officer Herman Rhode. Police were
firm of Stein A Griswold was the
Two
deer yards, one of 40,000
•terete at
bigt
of speed,
--^ rates
-----to wy what kind of birds acres and the other 20,000, were
result
be eouippedwith they were, but described them as
would havei to be
Making Friends
seme type of revolving warning black, with white breasts and about
Making friends, lays a phlloso
Faith Atona Needed
light, which could be seen 2,000 feet the size of swallows. Some of the
pher In the Woman's Home Coro
Let none seek henceforth need
nder the provisions of a bill offer-1 flock were nearly exhausted, police
acreage within the boundaries of panlon, half the time does oof
lea cause to approach^ the filth
«d by Senator Herbert J. Rushton reported,but none perished. *
these two yards under privateown- mesn going out to meet people; li
(bay own; when earnestlythey seek
of Escanaba. An exception is made
ership and until the state is able means going In to meet and corre<» such proof, conclude they then be
•f police ears, where such a wam-l BUYS RAILROAD STATION
to secure these holdings either by ourselves.
gin to fall.— Milton.
iwr light might defeat the purpose
FOR HIS MUSEUM purchase or condemnation,anof the occupants of the vehicle.
The little old slate gray railway nouncementwill be* withheld as to
c
station, owned by the Grand Trunk
FOR SALE
FOR RENT railroad at Smith’s Creek, near their exact location.
LARDS— for sale at the New* of Port Huron, Mich., a landmark of
CUTWORMS FEED AT NIGHT
flee 82 W. 8th 8tthis sectionfor 73 years, has been
l
purchased by Henry Ford for his
Cutworms take unfair advantage
museum of pioneerdays. The auto- of the home garden and carry on
mobile magnate is soon to remove
their depredations at night and
the brick building which is reputed
sometimes on dark, cloudy days.
to be the stationat which Thomas
Investigationof the soil dose to
A. Edison was dumped out when,
jnjured plants, however, will often
"M bid ten! Will you go twelve? Dj I hear
as a newsboy on the Grand Trunk,
disclose the guilty worms hiding in
twthv? Ten— will you bid twelve? IThblatlw
______
his chemicals used for his printing
small burrows. It is easy to get
press on the train became ignited
«U« and (fed call—* And dwauctionm “knocks
nd of them by a poisoned bait.
down” another piAe-brrdcow lor one thousand dollanl
and nearly set fire to the train.
>T
|
Mix five pounds of dry bran and
•
When the sale U closed, and you have figured out
one fourth pound of Paris green,
s
a
day
it is a real need
ANNUAL REPORTS PLANNED stirring very thoroughly.Mix one
your net profit you decide rather definitely « bet her or
BY REFORMED CHURCHES
not the auctioneer “did hit wufT well
very
a
pint of sirup or molasses with three
IN AMERICA
But anotherlector in the wiccrte oi your talc, Mr.
or four quarts of water, and add
wonderful
household
help
it ia!
Farmer,or Mr. Stockman, te the kind of edvertidi*you
this solution to the bran and poison,
Statistical reportsof churches in
did to get ponibte buyer*to come within the tound of
Hot Water can be easily and abundantly obtained at
stirring the whole mixture conthe Reformed Church in America
his persuasive appeel
stantly and slowly. Add only
such
an
extremely low price during this Special Sale, every
are being compiled for submission
We are equipped in our shop to produce nle bilk
enough water to make a crumbly
at the annual meeting of the genfamily
can
afford to enjoy it.
of any me. from a card three inches by lour toapoeter
mash. Put the bait around late in
nl synod which convenes here in the evening so that it will not dry
as big •* two newspaper pages.And we can add to
June. Unofficial report* indicate too much before worms come to
your descriptive
copy the iliustratiooeand the seilinf
continue to use those antiquated methods of teakettle,
that a toUl membershipof at least
talk that will get remiitt.
feed. It can be broadcast or sown
160,000, a Sunday school enrollment
pots and pans? While you can have better Hot Water Service
CWt pey your good money to some big-cityprinter
by hand along the rows or about
of approximately 125,000and total
ior a ule bill that we can produce fust as well for a
the base of the plants. Many kinds
at
a saving, install this
Genuine Copper Coil
offerings of $4, 500,000 should be
uholt lef /m Let our figures prove it to you.
of cutworms winter in the soil and
Drded in
‘
recorded
in the final
summary.
Water
Heater
complete
with
Tank
during
this limited Special
begin to work early in the spring;
therefore early treatments Wore
Offer. You need Hot Water! These convenient terms make
the crops are planted, or before
it easily available.
they came up, will be of great ad„ vantage in the prevention of crop
te damage by these pests. ,
when the^are plain, with
ouTSaving the additionalhandicap
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bte Copper Coil Tank Water
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makattaj

mg JUVJUUUt «*ll Li# F eilllville folks by W. E. Shiffert, who
went the winter at St. Petersburg,
Florida, and became a more or less
skillful player. A cement court in
required along which a round disk
is pushed by means of a specially
constructedstick. Trianmlar spaces
at each end are marked with a
series of figures, and a total „
’
fifty can be scored. The game is
•a W. 8th
the same as that played aboard
ocean liners and is said to afford UAT I A VTY
reins id tn
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Water Heater

in process of construction at the
rear of Fisher’s barber shop. The
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eMOLUERT A —
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Shore Line and 3500 Lakes

'

CHAPEL NOTES

HOPE COLLEGE

Paradise With 5000 Miles of

:

>;.r

'

idwP

-NEWS-

With well over 6,000 miki of
tore line on the Great Lakes, 3,-80 inland lakes and uncounted LOOK AT THIS
thfuaanda of miles of trout waters
"PUNT AND BAfcN’
inland rivers and streams,
in offers the sports and com"Plant a Barn," is the slegan
„ flshehnan a pUyfround and being used in Oceana County wjiere
storehouseunexcelledin Am«r- a 4-8 Rangers Club is being mganized among high school boys tad
> Our range of game (Uh spedee girls. The youngstersare beiag
Includes small and large mouthed urged to each plant an acre on their
black bass, rainbow, brook salmon parents' farms to pine and spruce
and brown trout, wall-eyed pike, trees. The project is n|>on.M»ied b
myling, blue gflfs, calico and rock County Agent Carl Hemstreet
baas, crappies,white bass, sunflsh, co-operationwith the forestry, deperch, grass and Great Northern jiartmfnt of Michigan SUte Colpike and muskellunge.Among the
feed and rough Ashes are found
whiteAsh, ciscoes, herring,suckers,
farp, mullet, redsidcs,burbot lawyera, chubs, lake trout, catAsh,
BARBERS
GOVERNOR'S
Il4epihead, saugers, bullheads and
SAURY
AND
THEN
SOME
itargeon.

m

“EAGiB-EYE” BOSCH
FlftDS DEFECTIVE AD

wf

are
the people who have
made this ear such an
overwhelming

:

The free Milestone given to the
person first finding the srror in the
advertising section of the book
went to Leon Bosch. Mr. Bosch cut
his Milestone at 7:02 A. M. Wedneaday, and at 7:03 his money was
given back.

J Jj

L

Employment
I

Service Offered

Graduates

PAY

ho
i

'

sueeess?

^iby,

•
'

emerald, amethyat, lopas, tittle children. It Is divided into
The Alierton House, Official Inand
sapphire
are tha reflections four parts, the first representing
tercollegiate
Alumni
Residence
of
The
barbers
of
Michigan
contribProp and Oasis
ute enough to the sUte treaiury Chicago, was the first of the Inter, of the ruddy sunset light falling the oriental world, the second, a
The New Pontiac Big Sii la icoring a
family, the third, Christ and the
| In addition to this the frog yearly, aside from the Uxes they collegiate Alumni Hotels to open an
through the multi-coloredpanes of
children, and the fourth, a mother
mai fshes-efthe state furnishplenty pay on their homes and shops, to Empoyment Bureau for college
All preriotu Pontiae production record* hare bean aar»
4#*port for thoee who revel in frog pay the salary of the governoflfor men and women. The Alierton the new chapel’srose window. Cast with her children.
too high to streak the shiningwhite
pasted.
the
intereatingphase ol Pontimfr
" while the clam Ashing on the nearly five years; enough to build House is a 1000-roomclub resiStill more intricate is the design
td rivers supply enough rsw nearly two-thirds of a mile of dence and accommodates on the floor of the balcony, the level ray* of the rose window. The outer
latest and greatest success lies, not in the
el
ck to make a siring of pearl but- paved highway. This revenue comes average of nearly 1,000 permanent gently touch tha tops of the rich circle present* the creation scene,
, -• reaching from here to Seattle. from fees for examinations to prove guests, both men and women. Out brown chairs and lend a solemn Paradiaa,th# expulsion from Eden,
people who are buying it, hut in the kind of people. Ifeep
'With orer 8, WO resident mates that they measure op in skill to the of this number of permanent guests radiance to the dim interior of the Abraham leaving Ur of the ChalpuMhesinf trout Ashing licenses law refiuiremenU,and for shop li- there are from 600 to 600 college chapel.
give the real clue to the value this car provides.
edans, prosperityin the person of
The nuances of light and shadow
and an estimate of 400,000 unll- censes. In 1928 the SUte Hoani of graduates.
Solomon, the Captivity and the
hUm tfU
» 6. PwitfM, MWM#**. ptm d+mn
manoend
censed sports Ashermen,Mkhigen Examiners of Barbers collected in
The management through their give a new significance to tha sym- Waters of Babylon, and finishes
bols portrayed in the window.. A
Bifttr. mguUr mufruot •< »a«M oMro *m* Cmwoi M— w Ham ftwwml
can well be called a community of term
fees $44,640.17,
fit,-. ,1,
i, rspfiicicu
expended lor
for salsal- contact
conwicv with
wiwi so
no many college peo
peowith the nativityof Christ. These
mmitmkU .1 mUUmmm mm.
'/*
•Bgkri. In addition to this over aries and expense^$20,349.13, and pis, had the followingfacta brought fresh glory makes a halo about the •ie interspersed with medievsl
* 60,000 non residents pay for the turned into the general fund, $24,- to their attention:first, that the head of the Infant Christ The church symbols. The second circle
privilegeof catching our trout and 291.04.
college man or woman coming to Creation scene glows with increased is composed of conventionaldesigns
ConeUer tko doUmrod prim m woll as tko lift prim whon eamporingMin
bass etch year, and this total will
Chicago to look for employment splendor, while down below Adam styled after European cathedral
mines . . • OeUand-FonUee deNvoved priest Inetode ealy NeeswaMe dMi
tills the soil tfl gloomy repentance.
increaae as roads are opened up in
comes with something to sell; he or
decorations.The insigniasof Har9 delivery and la an
^
Abraham
departs
from
Ur
of
the
the more isolated districts.
Steel
the comes equipped with some spevard and Yale, the oldest UniversiChaldees, a place of dim shadow,
cialised or technical trainingand is
ties in the U. 8.; of Rutgers, the
Comm err la I Fishing
in search of an employer who and the 'holy Ark of the Covenant oldest R.C.A. college; of Princeton,
reposes in solemn darkness. One
wants to buy his services.Second,
Of course the money value of this
beam of light just touches the gold the oldest Presbyterian University;
there Is the employer who is in
resource is unknown except that
crown of Solomon, relieving the of the Universitiesof l*yden and
search of someone with specialised
covering the commercial ArMnT hMichigan, are engraved in the third
otherwise somber scene, and in conor technical trainingwhose services
H. Kooftrr, III * 81k.
Hick. PHom 2S51
dustry. This shows that 1,082 Ashcircle. Intermingled with these are
trast Israel weeps by tha waters of
ing ImaU have porta in the state MODERN TYPE OF FREIGHTER he wishes to buy. 'The one knows
the symbols of Chemistry, LiterBabylon
afiainsi
a
mocking
backal u r e , Painting,Mathematics,
HHr ei£y ^Pment worth $8,167,. RIDES OUT HEAVIEST SEAS that the other exists, but does not ground of light
•
931. The annual catch of food AshMusic and Astronomy.In the cenMost of the art and science s
WHILE
14
OTHER
e* ran 82,503,000pounds last year
ter of the entire group is the seal
CRAFTR FAIL
with a market valne of 48,078,149.
of Hope College.
theft vivid daytime colors, and the
leg man’s getting in contact with
Th* •tate operates 17 Ash hatchTwo windows along the north
Although terrific storms have em|fioyerswho can offer him desir- Hope seal is almost entirely in and south sides have as their centhe Federal Government
shadow.
The
uppermost
convenable
employment.
The sUte alone produced whipped the Great Lakes into a
ter the Madonnas. Arranged on
The Alierton House started its tional designs share the subdued
139^84^237 nmall Ash /or planting fury that sunk several steamers
of sunset, reflecting the last each side of these are the figures
m our lakes and streams last year, built for ocean •service, not one uo auiijsoXq ejjAjas ;uauiXo|duia glory
of the disciples and Zechariah.Set
ravs of light
while the government’sactiviUes steel steamer of the type now used the larger business houses,2,000 in
in the upper part of these same
Higher
and
higher
climbs
the
itt
were devoted almost exclusivelyto for ore and grain, has been lost in number, in the city, with the object
windows will be the figuresof th*
radiance,
until
only
the
rosy
afte*
11 years.
of acquainting the business men
glow shines through the window. prophets.
As a result the belief is growing with the employment service that
(ion»*
ne is the light and color, and the
On the College Avenue side are while isler. AH were up at six
• Michipn is a Asherman’s sUmp- that the giant steel freighters, they were going to render and to
o’clock for
tor "morning watch." None
ipel
is
left
to
}he
benediction
of
the
windows of the Y. M. C. A. and o'clock
St.'i
,
ground. Statistics and full which pass the Sault locks almost ask for the businessmen’sco-operaof the fellows felt quite hardy
fcness
and
peace.
the
Y.
W.
C.
A.
At
first,
the
Cross
creels prove this.
100 a day in mid-season, are vir- tion.
enough to accept "Bob” McGllvra’s
and Crown is depicted, next is the
The success of the Alierton
tually th* ultimate in lake vessels.
head of Christ, followed by the invitationfor a moonlightdip at
' the lawyer fisFiTrich
All disastersto steel, ore, coal and House in developing this service, •»* Artistry oi the highest type
<
ides! youth and ending witl
'deal
with the eleven. Hence ticketsof memberIN OIL, STATE CLAIMS grain freightersin the last dozen has been phenomenal. Together to be found in the windows of our
ship to the Polar Bear club are due
chapel.
The
richest
tones
of
I
Y.
M.
C.
A.
symbol.
The
Y.
W.
years have been due to collision or with getting the co-operation of
only for Rnxle Haldane and Marie
stranding due to fog.
those firms which have previously Delft blue predominateand are emblem is the first off the next
|ntesr8\t,l?
fi»h
Grooteri, who went swimming be*? tT_(ire*t Lakes, promise to be
As the 1929 marine season opens, employed college trained employees combinedwith deep shades of red, group. This is followed by a head
fore seven o’clock Saturday mornamethyst,
green
and
amber.
of
the
Madonna,
the
ideal
maiden
industry in marine men are confidentof com- it has succeeded in pointing out to
ing. At least that’s what the girls
Michigan, according to information parative freedom from storm dis- others the desirability of employing Entering the chapel from Col- and the Cross and Crown.
lege Avenue, the first glance falls
Representative symbols give the said, Slid i wet bathing suit on the
received today by the department aster. The wooden type ship is now well educated men and women.
of conse nation at Lansing.
long Distance Rates Art
On an average of fifty good posi- upon the chancel window. It is the finishing touches to the larger line seemed to prove the assertion.
at a low stage numerically,on the
Red seemed to be a favorite
portrayal of Christ blessing the windows.
Lcomm€rciBl fishermen lakes. Every storm ofseverity has tions are listed with the Alierton
vnorts reior for the girls, chiefly
Surprisingly
on the lakes have sorted out what- Uken iU toll of wood vessels until House each month. Listed below are
demonstrated in the blazer, tie.
a
few
of
the
position
opened
at
the
few
remain.
Fire,
too,
has
menaced
Wfn in ^ir n«ts and
earrings,and stocking of Loie De
given them to farmers and garden- he wood fleet. The old "lumber- presenttime:
For Infttincei
Wolf, and the sweater and hair ribhooker ” of the Michigan timber
1. *Young college men (3)
bon
of
Winnie
Hager.
Prof.
Hager
days, is almost extinct— although wanted to fill sales position with
was the only one of the men who
an occasional one, with iU worn firm manufacturing nationally
succeededin wearing a necktie.
tow-barge, passes through the locks known product. Salary $175tOO and
Some of the boys put in some doto the delight of the throng of expenses.
rfope made a fine impression at
mestic science training in helping
tourisU.'
the
fourteenth
annual
intercol2. *A college man who has had
in the preparation of meals and
_ Lwt year saw 14 steamers lost experience managing a retail store 1* giate track and field meet held at
dish-washing.Possibly the most
on the lakes through storm, Are. is wanted by chain store organiza- East Lansing last Saturday when
interestingmeal was the Saturdsy
Hi^0rdiJf 10 Q**# R* H0ff>rth, stranding and collision. Only one tion. Salary $300 per month.
Scudder came in second in the broad
directorof conservation,the scien- was a steel vessel, the M. J. Bartafternoon cafeteria style "Help
3. Girl with journalistic training jump.
Hello, everybody. Working hard
leme, a bulk freighterwhich went and experience. Must have editorial
The team which Hope sent to the or loafing hard? Well, it doesn’t yourself" repast, at which large
quantitiesof beans, hot-dogs,jelly
hard onto Cana Island, Lake Michi- experience. Must be able to edit meet consistedof De Velder, Marmatter. If you’re working the fac-doughnuts and coffee met Watergan, in a fog, Oct. 4.
tin,
Wiilet
and
Scudder.
De
Velder
house organ for large bank. Beginulty will celebrate,and if you’re loo.
or lest, between 4*30 turn, and 760 p. m.
uuaiified in the 440-yard run and
ning salary $175 per month.
loafing you’ll read this and we’ll
HOLLAND IS IN GRAND HAVEN 4. 'Sales correspondent,a young for the javelin, although he did not celebrate.
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
You cun call the following points and talk for
collegeman who has sales ability, place in the respectiveevents. The
Will
to flll position with large manufac- mark which Scudder made, 22 feet
We hear some people are just too
THREE MINUTES for the rates shown. Ritas
The 1929 football schedule for turing firm. Beginning salary $125 4% inches,breaks the M. I. A. A. popular to live among common morto
other points are proportionitdylow.
Grand Haven High school has been
to
record broad jump, which is 22 feet tals. Not satisfied with one banquet
In
completed with the exception of
4
inches.
The
relay
team
placed
5. *Secretary, must be able to
bid, they've already received two
games for Sept. 21 and 28. Creston take dictationand typing rapidly, fifth with a time of 3'27\
VER SIR ATE BATS HIGH
and three, with perhaps more to
All Branchesof Poultry Industry
or Union High’s of Grand Rapids wanted by national advert
There were 171 entries in this come. Now what would you do in a
dvertiaingde
Will Be keperesented At
are seeking those dates, but Coach partraent of large newspaper.Be- meet, representing all the M. L A. case like that?
Score 13-8
Rapids, Mich ......
t
World Show
Cohrs feels that ha should have ginning salary $30 per week.
A. schools as well as Michigan
Grand
Ledgt, Mich. ........ ........ 1
easier games for the first of the
State,
Detroit
City
College,
Adrian,
6. College men with retail store
On behalf of the girls' societies
Hope's baseball team dropped
schedule.
Lansing, Mich ............
......
experience preferablygrocery line), *nd Western State of Kasoo. Con- we want to thanh Miss Martha BarPou,try Co"*
Cohrs will have a veteran back- are wanted to fill sties positioni riderinfthe strong oppositionthat kema for the very delightfulpro- another game to Albion at Riverf^nnion in July of next
Ludington,Mich
..... ........
field back. VerDuin at quarter saw with large manufacturing firm, the thindads faced it surely is gram to which we were treated Fri- view Park last Wednesday after
Elkhart, Ind. ........... . ............
SaJ,! ?? OtS** by hundreds considerable
quite a slugfest by the count of
service last year, and Salary and expenses.
somethine for which Hope should be day evening.
prominent
Michigan City, Ind .......
13-8.
Hope
played
good
bail
for
the
Huttonga and Kelt, regular half7. Salesmen, clean-cut and expe- proud to have Scudder make such a
" lnL?u*W«a
Iwt year.
South
Bend, Ind ......... ...........
first five or six innings with PopAtojhean interests art preparing backs, and Boyink, regular fallback rienced, to sell classifiedadvertising fine showing in the meet.
Yes, the "Vs" have "retreated"
pink doing some fine hurling but
th* ^ip that will take of last year will be back. In the for Chicago newspaper. $30.00 and
again. Someone has expressed the
We’re very sorry that Ethelyn wish that he hopes they’ll advance the support that was given to hlnn
fiwst poultrythe United line Shields,veteran center, Scott comoMseion.
The rates quoted era Stothn-to-Ststhn
Day rata, effective
and
J.
Elliott, veteran tackles will
Koeppe
has to enjoy such a forced again. Let us nope that the wish was insufficient for a win.
4 JO e. m. to 700 p.m.
u Vr(iT- Thi t,mc inter8.
Man
to recruitsales organiHope played right up to Albion
vening k sufficient to breed up return.
vacation. Be good and get well soon, fairy has been good to him by this
zation. Salary $35 to $40 per week.
a good share of the game but were
Ethelyn.
The schedule:
jtock and give the American indusEvening SfMtbn-to-Stotbn
rata ere effective7ff0 p. a. to
Those/ who are going to Chicago
rather weak In the field, which cost
Sept. 21 and 28, open.
try opportunity to make scientific
•JO
p. m., end Night SferibA-to-Etstfanrata, I JO p. a.
in seardh of employment after rethe game. The local nine got
Oct 6.— South, there.
«ho"[ rinff fowls. It
to 4 JO a. m.
ceiving their degrees this spring
pretty warm in the seventh inning
goes without saying that OtUwa Oct. 12.— Charlotte,here.
by pushing across five runs as well
County poultry from what is conOct 19.— Western State, there. will find the AliertonHouse glad to
as knocking1Albion's pitcher. ReinTo obtain Out-of-Towntelephone number*,
sidered the poultry center of MichOct 26. — St Mary’s, Muskegon, lend them a helping hand.
*8tar positionsrequire personal
klewitz,out of the box. Lightbody
here.
call "Information.’*
application.
Applications
sent
by
relievedhim.
resented n0t
WiI1 ^ reP’
Nov. 2.— Holland here.
Hope collected eleven hits, seVen
Nov. 9. — Benton Harbor, there. mail must consistof a detailedlistwhich went for extra banes, Albion
ing of training and experience,toNov. 16.— Muskegon Hts. there.
garnered thirteen blows. Harvey
gether with a photograph. Address
upor
Glee Clubs to Participatr
H June 7.
"H«
ear Us Lord” ..... ..........Snderman Ver Strete led at bat with three
with the board of agriculture for GRAND HAVEN PLANS CITY all applicationto Personnel Service,
Alierton House, Chicago.
Everybody is anxiously awaiting Lamb of God" ....... ........ Soderman hits and Brink showed up best in
northern Ireland.
BASEBALL LEAGUE
ie dedication of the new Chapel “Hu is Blessed" .............Soderman the field. *
Every branch of the poultry in..... o
and I am sure that their anxiety “Great and Marvellous" from
The Grand Haven city ba.^eball
oustry in the United States will be
is
justified
as
that
day
shall
be
a
............... Gaul’s "Holy City”
league
will
start
play
soon.
Last
pPreM1nt*d- It is expected that the
Four Students to
memorable one in the history of “U Deum” in "E” Flat
Federal department of agriculture,year the league consistingof the
Hope College.The dedicationshall
....... - ..................
. ....... Dudley Buck
Enter
in Fall
the state departments and colleges Kellers,Chrisman Lumbers, Eagle
take place on June 7 and one of
It is hoped that at the exercises
of agriculture, state experiment Ottawas, VanZylons, Jonkers and
the most important featuresof the the pew organ will be used. There
station* and other institutions will Molls Shoes started play May 15.
Four of Hope’s senior science
exercises shall be the songs rend-. is to be an organist from outside
Several of these teams have signibe represented.
students have achieved the apex of
er#d by the Girls’ and Boys’ Glee the dty who will play for the
n ph«re will be national educa- fied their intentionof being in the
distinction for pre-medics:Miss
Clubs of the College. The Glee chorus.
officersIelected
tional exhibits from practically all field this year.
Eva Tysse, and Messrs. William
clubs
shall
be
augmented
by
former
We
shall
ail
feel
very
proud
and
countriesparticipating.The United
Beswick, Roy Bremer and Herman
student*
of
the
conservatory
of
happy
of
our
valuable
new
possesHope ChemistryClub ended the
The University of MichiganstaStates probably will have a comHarms have obtained entrance into
prehensive exhibit ^Portraying the dium now seats approximately year with a bang by attending a Music. The singing is under the di- sion when tlicse impressive exer- Rush Medicr.l School.It is a singu
more Importantfeatures of the bil- 87,000 football fans. Dr. Keene stag banquet at the church parlors rection of Mrs. Fenton and at pres- cises take place. The Glee Clubs lar honor, both for the applicants
lion dollar industry in this country. Kirkpatrick, former physical edu- of Trinity Reformed Church last ent they are practicingtwo nights will do their utmost in making who are acceptedand for Hope,
In 1840, when the first Govern- cation director at the Ann Arbor Wednesday evening, May 15. Each a week. Also the three Glee Clubi* their contribution a fine one in that these students will enter Rush
assistinga*, re- every respect, so we may look for- next fall, because the entrance rement census of the industry was school, who now is at Princeton,re- member present was assigneda accompanists are assist
m,..So ..
are. — rd to
w ...»
June 7
, with
... justifiable
made, the value of poultry was set members when the attendance av- topic to speak unon for three min heanals. The following songs
ouirementsfor Rush Medical are
at $12,176,170. In 1926 American eraged 250 around a roped off field. utes. Some of these topics are as the selections that they will render pride and anticipation.
the highest and the most exacting
o
follows: Six Feet of Rubber Tubing;
of any middle western college. The
$LWa? VvaJued ftt,
My Little Black Pipe; Broken Test
000. Not only have poultry numbers
Yala's Football Soag
greater percentageof applicants
Whit a comfort
check
be.
Tubes; Shy Larks; Centrifugal Y. M. - Y.
more general discussion, about the fail to get in, and so it is with
increased,but hens now lay more
It is a Yale tradition that -Bools
“Y” yearbook, freshman week, and great pride that we congratulate
and better eggs. The hatched chicks Boola," tha football song of thsi Force; Nuts; Old Golds; That Big
the fall reception,the last-named our seniors on their success. Out of
•re larger and healthier.In 1854 university, was Introduced to the Black Precipitate;Unknowns; Fire
to
an especially moot question. In the five applicationsfrom Hope, four
• PfnjJm » good year’s work if she class of 1901 by Albert Hunt Extinguishers;My 'Old Rubber
evening Miss Ross conducted, or have been accepted, and the fifth
laid 80
Today whole flocks Marckwild after he had heard It Apron. Each member added test to
Pina UU for Coming Ymr
gave the impetus to, a kind of may be also. A fine tributeto our
of laying hens average 200 eggs an- sung in the South Sea Island* As the program, while In Dr. Van Zyl’s
nually per hen.
a native ditty it bad been sung talk, the senior chemistry men were
Friday afternoon the curious forum, in which problems of the science departmentas well as the
othere for centuries, and MarckwaM urged on. Dr. Van Zyf told each might have been amazed by the im- cabinet members themselves in re- students!
startedthe class singing it gimplj man that he i* being trustedto up- pressive array of blankets, grocer- gard to their conduct on the campus
BIRD WITH 300 SONGS
as a folksong.Another student hold the honor of Hope. He empha- ies, and jauntily clad Eds and Coeds were brought out and threshed out. Non Co- Educational Plan
TRAINED TO SING
Allan MortimerHirsh, took It np sised also, that chemistry has three in front of Graves Hall. T was the After marshmallow toasting in the
Triad for Short Period
OVER THE RADIO si a group song, then at a football I’s. These are Interest, Individu- beginning of the spring “Retreat’’ open fireplace, the meeting broke
ality,
and
Industry—
ail
necessities
up,
everyone
deeply
satisfied
with
air, finally haring It aet to music
of the combined Y.M.C.A. and
It seems that some of the boys
the material and spiritualresults
A bird virtuoso, “Blue Boy," with as • popular song.- Detroit News for a good chemist
Y.W.C.A. cabinet*. Under the tutearound the campus have had the
Election of officers followed the lage of Prof. Harry Hager, college of tbe “Retreat
• repertoire of 300 songs, is the latidea that they would like to attend
program. The results follow:
est artist extraordinaryto be
Would that the writer had the use Princeton. Well, the other day Hope
pastor, and Miss Melt* Ross, hisPresident
...........Marvin Kuizenga
Liberia
flgitod by the National Broadcasttory teacher, the group of about of several columns, or even a page tried Princeton’smethod of running
E. Langeland twenty-five, in assortedconvey- of type, to relate some of the comimg Company. A second bird, “Big
Tbe populationof LiberiaIs en Vice-President..Earle
• college and we haven’t heard for
Boy," has bjen taken on as an ac- ttreif of the African race; aboui Secretary ...................... John Mulder ance* rahging from flivverto Bulck, cal, or humorous, or hilarious events
sure yet if it wax a success or not.
Treasurer
......
^^..Willard
Withers
companist and understudy.
IU0.0UOol the dwellers along the
journeyed out to Steketee'scottage, that happened outside of conference For some reason or other the girls
—
t H is tha first time that birds coast may oe considereddfrillscd
north of Inakeview,for a day and a hours! Friday afternoon before were detained after chapel and the
Never was a text book so stu- half of conference,inspiration, and supper some find exhibitions of
have been booked for appearance on The number of Americannegroes
boys went to their claases. From all
"indoor" baseball were given. Prof.
the air. It is the first rerord of Is estimatedst 20.000. Liberia diouslypursued as were Milestones recreation.,
reports that have been circulating
Coat $6.00 peryev and up.
this
past
week.
A
few
verses
and
birds who can sing anythingbut was fotfnded In 1822. when a settle
Friday evening, after an excel* Hager made a first-rate first base- the campus since then, many ontheir natural songs.
ment was made at Monrovia bj quotations were pozzling to some, lent supper prepared by the girls, bow a ball should be batted in a real usual scenes took place in tbe classDepeadiui upon
So keen is Blue Boy’s ear that he negro freedmeo from tbe United but there's an explanationfor all,*if the cabinets first met separately. man, while some of the girls showed rooms. In some of the classes the
you
go
to
the
right
source.
big-league
manner.
can follow the orchestra through a States wilh the assistance of Amer
The two groups then held a joint
boys weren’t even able to recall
..... O
composition that he has never heard lean colonisation societies.It was
meeting, and laid plans and passed
Friday night the boys went to their lesson. In some of the other
The season for house partieshas resolutionssnent subjects of "Y” Damstra’s cottage,three mile*
declared s free and Independent
before.*
classessome of the fellowswere so
arrived. This week-end the call of work on the campus, prayer week, north, for their repose— and from
republic on July 26. 1847. Its con
lonesome that they were unable to
itltotlon Is modeled on that of the the lake reached E. Geeriings, M. and other subjects not exactly in ail reports it was the boys whd
red to. However, some of the young
United States. Electors most he De Kuiper, A. Buth, E. Mulder, G. the line of "Y", but of interest to were promptly in bed, with lights
men enjoyed it so well that they
of negro blood and owners of land Fredericks,L Walvoord, D. Ehle, C, the student body.
out first, at eleven o’clock, while are^planning on attending Oxford
Palmer, P. De
Saturday -morningwas spent
. j*
tbe girls did not quiet down until a
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John Robbert,son of Mr. and

J* p- Hoek, 76, died at six o'clock
ZEELAND
week of May 27 to 31, services to be provided for in said mortgage, and
Monday morning at hit home, 183
no suit or proceeding has been inheld every evening.
West 14th street Mr. Hoek ^.s.
Today the American Legion in
The Ladies' Literary dub wit- stituted at law to recover the debt
member of the Third Reformed this district are invited to Rocknessed a style show at the regular now remaining secured thereby, or
jAujxh and waa also president of ford. It will be the last meeting of
meeting l\iefday. The economics •ny part thereof, and whereas dethe Men a Bible class for soma time. the year. Ufa give our comrattt*
class of tha high school provided fgult has ben made in the payment
The deceased ii survived by one
the entertainment. The musk for of the money secured by said mortdaughter and four s<ma: Mrs. Fred "IS
send off by having a large crow*
gai*. whereby the power of sale
De Vries of Dutton. Mich., J. P. the Ugion Rooms hew at 5:45 the afternoon waa furnished by the contained thereinhas become operboys' glee club.
Hoek of Chicago, E. S. Hoek of from Zeeland at Rockford. Leave
1
Church records have been made
PorUand, Oregon, Ray Hoek of p. m.
Now, therefore,notice ia hereby
and kept for many ages, but Peter
this city, and E. J. Hoek of Grand
given that, by virtu* of said power
Haven. Funeral services will be
department by working several Swedish-AmericanLine.
The usual MemorialDay aenrioaa Steg eman of South Blendon haa h of sale, and in pursuancethereof
record
of
church
service
that
many
hours avartime.
John Heetderka, 55, died Monday hald Wednesday afternoon at two will be held on Thuraday morning,
and of the statute In such case
laymen the world over would be
made and provided, the said mortThe Federationof Women's Adult morning at his home one-half mile o clock from the home with Rev. May 80. The parade forma on East
proud
of.
He
has
held
an
office In
James
M.
Martin
officiating.
InterMain street at • a. m. Th* newly
gage will be foreclosedby a sale of
Bible clasae* met in the Maple Drive south of Grafachaap. The deceased
the
Blendon
Reformed
church
fbr
the mortgaged premises, at public
ChristianReformed church Wednes- ia survived by his wife and five ment will be made at the Graf- organised drum corps will make
their first appearance. Chaplain C. 46 year*. The aged farmer church
day evening. There waa a larnc children, Mrs. Albert Slenk and schaap cemetery.
Miss Anne Vander Werf and Swart* of the Spanish War Veta, oBtor wii elected to hlT'BnTt
attendance and an address was Herman of Holland, and Jennie,
'*« d‘y of Gntod Haven In „.*d
given by the Rev. Harry Hager, Henry and Gerrit at home. Funeral Miss Dorothy Dekker are at pres- of Grand Haven, will be the
the church first was organised, county of Ottawa, that being the
pastor of Bethany Reformedchurch serviceswill be held Wednesday at ent with the Hart A Cooley Co., of speaker.
April
14,
1883.
From
that
time
un:00 o’clock from the home and at New Britain, Conn., as representaplace of holding the circuit court
of Rowland. 111.
til recentlyhe served continuously
tive* of the Kart A Cooley branch
The American Ugion men
1 ;SQ from the Grafachaap Chr. Ref.
within said county, on the 30th day
Rev. J. P. De Vries of Harderchurch with Rev. John Bouwman of this city. Miss Vander Werf and Zeeland will again go on their an- on the consistory, the church's ex- of August, 1929, at ten t'clock In
wyk, was extended a call to the
Hiss Dekker attended a beach par- nual fishing trip to Six Mila Lake ecutive board, the congregation the forenoon, the description of
officiating.
Goodwin Heights church in Grand
ty a few days ago at Sachem Head, at Ellsworth.The boya always look now haa decided the rotary system which mortaafed premises convunBorn to Mr. and Mrs. John BeereRapids.
tory members holding office
tained in said mo
lortgage ia as folboom, 184 East 5th street, at the Conn., of which Miss Florence forward to this occasion.All thoee is to be followed;
u, that
wiat IB,
is, to
w miuw
allow a
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Trumbull
and
John
Coolidge were wishing to go should get in touch
lows: The South » ____
hdf of Lot Two.
Holland hospital, a daughter.
Nyland of Graafsehap, a daughter,
also members.
with Gus D. Romeyn or Harry year to elapse before the member •*d the East Twdve feet of the
C. Vander Schaff,259 West 12th
can
hold
office
again.
At
the
time
©Doris Jean; to Mr. and Mrs. WilDerka as soon as possible as we ex
North half of Lot Two and the
liam Hammelink, 355 East 8th street, has applied for a permit to
pect to go on or about June 17th. of the organisation of the church, South half of the East Sixteen feet
NORTH HOLLAND
enclose a porch with glass to cost
street, at the Holland hospital, a
Make this your vacation.W* mt a Stegeman also was choeen as clerk of Lot Three, and the East Eight
985.
consistory. He has served in
e consistory.
ton. William Dale; to Mr. and Mrs.
lot of big ones last year, but them of the
feet of La>t Seven, all in Block Five
5k ny local and outside people
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer
this capacity
— J.—
the entire 46 /'Mia
years
John Vcr Sehnre, 300 West 18th
are still a lot to get
in the City of Holland, Ottawa
vliited Centennial Park Sunday to spent Sunday in Grand Haven visand all the minutes of every meetstreet, a ion.
County, Michigan, all according to
see the beautifultulip display.
iting with relatives.
An address of welcome by C. A. ing since 1883 are to be found in the recorded plat thereof.
Word was received from New
Virginia Ellison and Keith Sod
Mr. Russell Lievense, son of Mr.
his
little notebook, written in the
DeJongc,
superintendent
of
schools,
Haven, Conn., that Chester Loomis erberg enjoyed a plunge in Lake and Mra. Gerrit Lievense, who had
Dated this 25th day of May, 1929.
talks by Mis* Florence Backer ami Dutch language. All the church
JITntema of Holland, 1926 graduate Michigan yesterday afternoon.
hit appendix removed on last Mrs, H. F. Hocman, nutrition records that have ever been kept
JOHN VERMEULEN,
of Hope college, had been awarded
Holland coast guards saved the Saturday night at the Holland hog
Assignee.
a Sterlingfellowshipin biology at •‘Bobcat,” an outboard motor boat pital is reported as getting along specialists at Michigan State col- have been written by him. When __
lege; a playlet and reading* are on the church first started it had no F-RED T. MILES.
Yale University.
nicely.
from sinking Saturdaynight The
the forenoon program. County real pastor; from 1888 to 1887 the Attorney for Assignee.
Mrs. Scholten and daughter, "Bobcat” was being operated by
Wedding bells rang last Friday Agricultural Agent C. P. Milham elders had to take charge of the
Business Address: Holland, Mich.
Julia, Mra. C. Vos and daughters, the 12-vear-oldson of Mr. Paten- for Letter Veldheerof this place
services, so Stegeman haa had his
Theresa and Elaine, Mr*. L T. gale of Lansing. The boy was and Miaa Margaret Van Slooten of Miss Esther Lott home demon*tra< his turn a* preacher also. The
tion agent and C V. Ballard, assistSehadelee and aon, Leon, and Mr. cruising around Black Lake and West Olive. The newlyweds will
ant state county agent leader, will financial condition of the church did

News

Mrs. J. Robbert, 516 Central avenue, graduated from the medical
department of the University of
Ohio. Dr. Robbert in a graduate of
Andrew C«r»on, 84 West 16th Hope college and will nerve as an
Street, hsi applied for r prnnit to interne the coming year at Chrisenclose the porch of his house with tion hospital, Cincinati.
fhss at a tost of 9150.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Bosch will make
trip to Europe this summer,
The new 10th street water main
was connected up Friday evening leaving on the third of July on the
by the board of public work* water steamship “Kungshelo” of the

Local

In jMemoruutt

ative, ,

May

AND HUMAN RIGHTS CALLED
FOR THEIR AID, THEY

RUSHED
FORTH TO RALLY UNDER THE
BANNER THEY LOVED, WITH
GRAND SINGLENESS OF PUR.
POSE ANB HEROIC DEVOTION.

-

OSOUL

reside in Holland.

Mr. John Bosman, Mr. Harold
Veldheer and Mr. Davis Bosch, together with Mr. Ben Ter Haar from
Holland,motored to Detroit on
last Friday to drive through some
new Plymouth and Chrysler cars.
Mr. Ter Haar is from the Chrysler
garage, Holland.
Mias Phila McIntyre, Mrs. Edna
Knooihuiien, Mrs. Grace Nienhuia,

address the afternoon gathering.

%

KHUtZ

BANK
Home of the Thrifty
V HOLLAND, MICH.

not permit of a pastor at that time.
If the congregation

Thursday moming the Juniors

CAML

PEOPLES STATE

__

and Mrs. R. A. Sehadelee attended turned aronnd rather sharply,thus
the annual naduation exercisesof causing the boat to overturn. The
the South Shore hoepital, Chicago, coast guards went to the rescue and
at Windsor Park Luthers* church. took the boy and boat to Jcsieck’s
Miaa Luwicna Sehadelee,daughter boat liven,
of Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Sehadelee.
Mary Elisabeth Hoffman, infant
and IQta Christine Scholten of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Graafsehap and Holland were mem- Hoffman,died this morning .»ih the
bers of the graduating class.
Homestead addition,just west of
The Methodist church will ob- the city on Route 12. The child was
serve Children’s day Sunday and an at little over a year old and ia surappropriateprogram will he given. vived by the parents.

y

WHEN TH* CAUSE OF LIBERTY

1

-

30

little

money ahead

it

had gained a
would engage

held a meeting for Die purpose of a student pastor for three months.
electingan editor-in-chief
for the Rev. Albert Oltmans, who later
7a
aa a missionary
1930 Stepping Stone, resulting in went to 7apan
jt student preacher.Rev.
the election of Helen Clark to that
position. Helen has been a Junior G. D* Jone of Zeeland was the first
associateeditor all this year and regularpastor. Stegeman recalls in
the Juniors are confidentthat with in the eariy days of the church
her help and able leadership they that money was very scarce. When
and Miss Bertha Nienhuis from will be able to put out an excellent the first collections were taken 12
Crisp motored to Grand Rapids on
annual next year. Mr. De Free, who to 14 cent* was received at the
Saturday.
has been the sponsor of the Step- morning service. That year this
Rev. Van Vliet, pastor of the
ping Stone for the past two years, sum reached its height in 32 cents
Crisp Chr. Ref. church, has two
will not be here to help us next in the morning and 42 cent* in the
calls under consideration,
one from
year and we realise that It will be afternoon.In 1884 the first mission
Beaverdam. Michigan, and one
much more difficultto do the work G. De Jong of Zeeland was the first
from Leighton, Iowa.
n; nevertheless, the At
ALl the
th* close
cIose of the year
vear the book*
without him;
Rev. Minima from Vriesland juniors are al
all r.__
planning to
a balance of 915.38. Blen*
Reformed church had charge of th
k heart
heart and
soul,, _
and
Refo™*d church was a struginto the work
_____
services at our local church on
Rlmg congregationuntil a few
put out a good* annual next year.
Sunday.
years ago, when it began to grow
That “music hath charma” is
in membership. Stegeman waa a
’Ml
fully illustratedby Benjamin C.
OAKLAND
faithful laborerall these years and
Van Loo of Zeeland, who haa comtoday be can see his reward in a full
pleted 35 years as organist in this
Mrs. John Hoeve and children city. He has served two churches membershipand the beautiful country church edifice. The elderlylayviaited at the home of his parents, in that time. A natural love for
man organisedthe firat Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoeve, one day music has converted thia layman,
school in the church in 1884. One
last week.
who spends all his spare time with
night that year the memA program was held in the his muaic, into an. accompliahed Sunday
bers of the church met Stegenga
Christian Reformed church here player of several instruments.Van
appointed the teachers,having one
Thursday evening.
Loo find* his businesstakes a great
for each class. About six classes
Mr. and Mrs. John Dozeman vis- deal of his time but has has devei
were
ready to begin work the folited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. oped his music into a hobby, taking
Dozeman of Bentheim, Thursday it up as other men take up golf. N-'vmg Sunday. Stegenga was
superintendent25 years. In 1909 he
evening.
VanLoo’sinterestin music develFarmers are busy getting ready oped eariy. His dad was set on hav- turned it over to younger hands.
The junior records will still be kept
to plant corn.
ing the son learn music so the boy
in the Stegeman family as Manly, a
Mrs. B. Snelleris confinedto her took his first lesson at 12 from
son, was electedto fill his father’s
home with illness.
Mr*. Christine LaHuis, this city^s
place on the consistoryand also will
first piano and organ instructor. At
serve as clerk. Peter Stegeman also
DRENTHE
20 VanLoo began to play the organ
wa* directorof the South. Blendon
in First ChristianReformedchurch.
school 25 years and he was a memThe Christian Reformed church Then the bellows were operated by ber of the town board 27M years.
extended a call to Rev. De Haan hand and the organ operator usu- He served as a school moderator,
ally was a young man. In those days
of New Jersey.
was township clerk 17* yeawand
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Walcott via- when the Dutch psalms were used was township supervisor 10 years.
Brightest Spot on the Great
ited at the home of her parents, exclusivelyin the local church, the —Grand Rapids Press.
organ pumper had to be prepared
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mast.
Chester LaHuis of Miami, FlorMiss Elinor Van Rhee, who ik for a great deal of work. On one ida, is visiting in this city.
confinedto her home with pneumo- occasion, VanLoo relates, the organ
The local Boy Scouta are ready
caused him much embarrassment.for jobs so that they may earn
nia, is slowly improving.
Night,
Mrs. R. Rredeweg is doing nicely. The preacher had announced the their uniforms before the Grand
Wedding bells will soon be heard number, the congregation was Court of Honor convenes and also
beautiful special
play
of Mr. Henry Walcott and Miss ready to sing but the organ would to go to the summer camp.
not play. Quickly disappearing beDena Horlings.
The track meet of the Junior
featuring
hind the organ the organist came High school was held at the city
upon his helper fast asleep. While park Friday afternoon. Miss JuCENTRAL PARK
in
organist at First Christian Re- dith De Jong and Mr. W. Vande
formed church, VanLoo played more Water had charge of the athletic
It’s almost time for the Saints to
of the old Dutch melodies, psalm*, meet. Miss Nell* Ver Rage and
gather at Saint’s Rest.
etc. But in the past 15 years, as Mrs. E. Bouwman had charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Kloote of Grand
organist of Third Christian Re- entire field day program. The folAlso
and
Rapida are preparing their cottage
formed church,he has played hymns lowing were declared as the winfor the summer, spending weekand choral music. About 15 years ners: Violet Winstrom, girts' biends at Central Park.
ago the local organist took a trip cycle race; Earl Schaap,V boys'
oys’ biMrs. Fred Pyke of Chicago is an
to Europe and played on some of cycle race; Elisabeth Viach, high
early arrival at her cottage and will
the oldest organs in the world. jump; Josephine Bouwens, broad
stay until fall.
8c30 to
by Herb
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Timmer There not only the music of the old jump; Gladys Moerdyk, distance
masters hut the beautifulpaintings throwing contest; Amos Dalman,
held open house to Zeeland and
Orchestra, 8 Musicians
made an impression on his life and pole vault of 8 ft; Alberta Vander
Holland frienda last week at Centhat when he came home he set Kooi, girla’ 50 yard dash; and Raytral Park.
some of its impressions to music mond Lammer won the boys' 50Mrs. Mabel Cook has as her summer guest her brother, Mr. Robert for his own pleasure. Van Loo’s yard dash.
musical energies have not been conHenry Stegeman of Hudsonville
Theil of Flint.
fined to the organ. He plays several waa elected vice chairman of the
Mrs. George St. John entertained
Night.
last Wednesday. Those present other musical instruments such as East Central district of the Otta'were Mrs. L. Serdath of Virginia the piano, clarinet, saxophone, wa-AUegan Council of Boy Scouts
Park, Mra. Geo. Timmer of Holland violin and cello. The mastery of at a meeting of the district committhese instruments was accomplish- tee in Zeeland. Chris A. DeJongc
and Mrs. T. De Free of Zeeland.
ed through his own ability without of Zeeland is chairman of the disthe aid flf an instructor.For 37 trict. The district is comprised of to
years VanLoo has been a member south-easternpart of Ottawa
^ >; 4-e
e £ *.
^
of the Zeeland Concert band, but a county and the northeastern part
short time ajjo business cares de- of Allegan. Two troops are orgamanded his time and he resigned. nised in the area, one at HudsonVanLoo has traveled extensively ville and the other at Zeeland. all
about Michigan dedicating organs Scoutmaster William Vande Water
and is widely known in west Mich- of troop 21, Zeeland,was appointed
ican among the church circle*. In district commission and will superall his years as a musician the local vise the troops in the district. The
man has not played a jazz niece. new commissioneralso will be diHe says jazx is not music. It i* the rector of the council camp this
music of the masters that appeals summer, Camp McCarthy,which is
located about four miles north of
to him.— Grand Rapids Press.
Sensation
Miss Mabel Moeke of Western Port Sheldon.
The delegation of Zeeland counState Normal, Kalamazoo,Npeni
of
cil members headed by Mayor
the week-end at her home here.
Christian Roozenraad, instructor Mk>eke returned from Lansing well
at the Junior High school at Lan- pleased with the report from state If
Ready for immediate delivery to your home!
sing, spent the week-end at hi* highway commissionersthat their
request for the re-routing of M21
home.
The wither that ha* blazed a new trail in effiwas favorably receivedby the state
miscellaneous
shower
was
ciency, economy, convenience and mechanical
given Thursday evening at the and would be given much considerperfection!
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Ver ation. It is aimed to divert the
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Will be sold to the Highest Bidder, one at
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COLLEEN MOORE

“Lilac

B1GDAY ANDNIGHTSALE

Time”

News

Comedy.

Hello, Everybody!

DANCING

From
1230 Music
Durens

DANCING

Because we have sold so many

new automobiles during the past few months we have
accumulated a large number of good automobiles that
were once new not very long ago. We paid our good
money for these cars, but, as you are going to buy

Van

AND MOTION PICTURES

them, we have decided to

Every Saturday

'

v

on each and every

£

^ v;

let ytfu place your o\vn price

one. So we

cordially invite you

a

attend our big auction sale where you can secure

v;

own price. We have nearly
makes of cars and you can have any one of them
demonstrated to you if you call atour sales-rooms be-

good automobile

at your

fore

Washer
1929

SskdaSpeed

Hatfe. Central avenue, in honor of heaty Grand Rapids traffic from
Miss Judith De Jonge, a Junior high the main street and have the state
teacher. Miss De Jonge received pave a new route over Washington
a number of besutiful and useful street The present youte has been
repaired.
Rifu. Games were played and
dainty luncheon was served.
Rev. Justin Hoffman has accepted
a call to the Morrison, III., church
Expires Aug. 24
Wesley Hungerlink, son of Ger
MORTGAGE SALE NOTICE
rit Hungerlink, Zeeland, received
Whereas John Dunnewind,a sininjuriesin a motorcycle accident
Friday evening. He was returning gle man, of Holland, Michigan,
from Grand Rapid* when the acci- made aqd executed a certain mortdent occured. He was taken to the gage, bearing date the 3rd day of
local hospital where his injuries April, 1926, to Cornelius Vanden
were found to be a broken and dis- Heuvei and Gertrude Vanden Heulocatedshoulder and cuts about his vel, as husband and wife, which was
neck and face.
recorded in the oflke of the regisThe drive to remove the Zeeland ter of deeds of the county of Othoipital deficit wg* placed under tawa on the 6th day of April, 1926,
way Saturday with the committee at 11:20 o'clock in the forenoon, in
in charge working on the volunteer liber 134 of mortgages at page 501,
And whereas the said mortgage
sy»tem. The bank* have been deaigw
natod aa receivingstation* and they haa been duly aaaigned by the said
will hate an attendant working af- Corfieliua Vanden Heuvei and Gerter banking hour* in order to pro- trude Vanden Heuvei, by assignvide accommodationsfor factory ment dated the 20th day of July,
worker*. The Exchange dub ia 1927, and recorded in the office of
aponsoring the drive. The deficit in- th* register of deeds of said county
curred in the past fiscal year ia on the 80th day of July, 1927, at
about 92,500. The Exchange dub nine o'clockA. M., in liber 141 of
committeeha* set June 11 aa the mortgages on page 205, whereby
dosing date of the drive. The goal the said mortgageia now owned by
set by the club ia 93,000 to take John Vemeulen,
care of the indebtedness and also
And whereat the amount claimed
set up a small reserve fund.
to be due upon said mortgage at
Rey L Brown, Detroit buainesa the date of this notice is the sum
man, teacher and evangelist,will of Six Hundred Seventy-seven and
conduct a Bible conference in the 22-100 ( 9677.22) Dollara, together
Zeeland high achool auditorium the with an attorney fee of 925.00 ai
,

U waahee your daintiestUoe* and chiffon,
ema man gently than yon can do it with
ywor fingers—It has the power and drive to
heavy work clothe,and floor covertag* of Inground dirt and grease! Swift,
aaamt exactly the right speed-adjusUd
a* nm torn a faucet! Sea lit “
III CaO, telephone or write-TODi
)AY!

deamo

m

JAS. A.

Ask for a Free Home
Demonstration

BROUWER

PUBNITUHE— CARPETS— RUGS
212-216 River Are.

CO.

31st, 1929

you want to trade your old car in on a better one,
have it appraised before the sale starts.

A

Ttlmdcm

MAY

Don’t Leave Before the Sale

Get
Johnston

Sale

J.

In on the Big
Is

Famous

Over-

Surprise

His Startling Surprises.

for

Conducted by Automotive Auctioneers of
America-Coast to Coast.

C WESTRATE

13-15 West 7th

St.

Holland,

Mich.

Your Own Price.
-

•

.

Phone 5815

Good Automobile

Imagine Yourself Buying a

.
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Hie Worst Foe

Crow
Mister Roup

of the
Is

KILLS THOUSANDS OF BIG
BUCK FELLOWS WHEN
DISEASE TAKES HOLD
Were

it

kupwn as

not for a deadly disease,
roup, crows would in-

crease to overwhelming numbers
But roup holds them in check, more
effectively than the traps, guns and
poisoned baits used by man.
Throughout the fall the crow*
migrate south in scattered bands.
TwMc bands progress slowly, remalniiigM vetai days in given local
Itias, and then proceeding to the
nett. Their destinationsare im
men sc roosts, where hundreds of
thousands of the sable marauders
congregate, and use as a base for
• v
There are a half dozen big roost*
In the centralstates and the South
that serve as a focal point for migrating crows. Here they literally
blacken the air. During the day
they venture to the surrounding
countryside for food, covering many
miles with their tireless flight,and
returning again at night.
Roup, an infectious disease,
ijuickly spreada through a roost. Iteffects are particularlydeadly,and
often, the kround is heaped with
victims. Thousand* sometimes are
snuffed out in a week er trr nr- h
to the delight of the surrounding
f ’nr n<.
Bitter cold weather in the North
also claim* crows as victims, but in
an unusual way. The eyes of the
birds .freeze, and they are stricken
with blindness, and eventually

operations.
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and conducted under .the auspices of The American
l egion, to draft an authentic code of flag etiquette. The
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home

“parson’' of the ChristianReformed
denominationwho is 83 years old
and still is in active pleaching service. Peter Koeten is the oldest ac-

tive preacher in the Christian Reformed church.
Mr.
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Grand Rapids Press— In
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We can die, but which of us
knowing, as some of us do, what is
human life, could, were he conBcioualy called upon to do It, face,
without shuddering, the hour of
birth.— De Quiney.

CHURCH

^

Do not too tbo Fine la oar fons of at

PROPKR USE OF HUNTING
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•PMkar'a d**k nor to drop* over tb* front of

OLDEST ACTIVE PREACHER IN
CHRISTIAN REFORMED
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breeding ducks in the prairie
slough*. A few years ago very few
rrow* Invaded this region, but today they can be counted by thou-

STILL

mM

CAUTIONS

Phtol

0»o

a slight annual increase, according
to conservationists.The increase
is particularlynoticeablein western Canada, where they are recognised as a dangerous menace to
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Army and Navy experts,
»nd are binding on all of the organisationswhich took port
in the gathering. The conference constituteditself a per.
manent body, so that modificationsin the rules can be made
If this proves desirable The rules as given below are from
the Anal correcteddraft of the code as brought out of the
conference. Legion post* will find the rale* snd disgrams
worth calling to the notice of school pupils and citiseni

rra
--1,-

T^jj___ ftytvrr
- yj

•ta*

• ttaiM «r mono.

bodies of the United States and of

Ik.

starve.

The crow’s most persistentenemy, the great horned owl, ia no
longer a menace to the species. The
big owls habitually raided the
roosts usually picking off the
“squabs.”Today, however, the
great horned owl is very scarce,
due to the shrinkage of the large
wooded areas.
Despite roup, crows are showing
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MICHIGAN THIRD
IN CROSSING
R

of a church he still preaches almost

EMO

not automatically .-mire 100

Would Not Rob
Birds’ Nests;

V A L S

every Sunday.- In the entire period
Michigan ranked third among the
of his ministry Mr. Kosten never
ha* preachedanfi English sermon, states in the Union in the eliminaHis entire catal og of about 8,000 tion of rail and grade crossings
sermons weretfdelivered in the

cent obedience?

Why

cMiriS'iirst
REVIVES

jun

BILL OF
FIFTY YEARS AGO

ciates were he to persistentlytake

It's a matter of education.. Worn
breeding fish.
anglers understand why lefuges
—By Arthur G. Baumgartel
have been set aside they have been

Spawning Beds

Sex Fixed
A

letter

from

Professor Pettit

of Michigan State College

3

By

Mother’s Nose

states

gan art
Fitsgibbon, special that some sections of Micni|
due
this -year to be over run by TWIST ONE WAY OR ANOTHER
- ----the experience in Michigan’s l!>28 THINKS VITAMIN B IS D1A- , writer of the Detroit New*:
Baumgartel Scorns Statements unofficial experiment in Camp.
BETE8 CURE
“In the last month of the session June beetles. This is the adult stage MEANS SONS OR DAUGHTERS
of the common white grub. The
That Plan Cannot Be Knforeed; Pickereland Spring Lakes.
Dutch language! I
A
treatmentfo, di.lwte., Ken^Kml
various species of these have a
The contour of a woman's nose
gaurcreu
uy
Mr. Kosten is a aelf-msde man.l
ProducesTestimony of Other
The psychology of the prop.-i which it is belived may prove more
•’ •P, of AU**tn three or four year life cycle.
- whether
„
________
p
and shouldersindicate
her
the
Detroit
Automobile
Club.
This
County,
introduced
a
bill
to
have
Bom in The Netherlands he came
lion
should
not
be
overlooked.
It's
Statee
efficaciousthan insulin,was anProf. Pettit has requested that i children will be boya or girlff> aato America with his family when state waa led by Wisconsinand
natural to respect breeding ma- nounced before the Ohio academy of the state compile and publish all
farmers in any sectionof Allegan ! cording to Mrs. Monteith Erakine,
22 years old. His education con- Alabama.
tures— man knows in general that scienceSaturday. Dr. C. A. Mills of public school books, the books to
county in which they are especially I wife of the member of the Hoosa
Arthur
G. Baumgarte), formerly
The
United
States
as
a
whole
be
sold
at
cost.
The
bill
was
refersisted of three short winter sessions
reproduction must be permitted m the Univenity of Cincinnati Medof Holland and now of Grand Rapred to a committee and died there. bad bring about a dozen or so of ( of Commons from Westminster,
in the crowded Dutch school in the eliminated 390 rail ahd road grade
the species become extinct. II. has ical college told the medical
ids, writes the following interestcrossings
from
the
federal
aid
Its proponents realized that it ap- the beetles to the office of the coun- Mrs. Erskine who has made a
province of Zeeland.
learned by long experience that lie sciencesection of the academy that
ty agricultpralagent for the pur- 1 long study of the subject, claims to
Grand Rapids was the site picked highway system throughout the ing and sensible article on posting must not take the eggs of nesting experiments he Had made in China peared so late in the session that
fish spawning beds:
I have foretold with almost exact v
United Statee in 1928.
it would be a waste of time to try pose of determining their^spocies
by the father for his future home.
How much more enticing is the birds nor tfye immature progony; and America led him to believe and have it passed.
"This number is only a fraction
Young Kosten was told to get a
must not destroy the retreats "f that vitamin B extract, a vegetable
the tturpow of chort-i
of the total number of such cross- field of conjecture than the realm
"The same bill appearedfor the
job and for a year he labored with
useful animals, if the supply i> to product,not only had insulin’s proIng the areas in which they occur mother's shoulders and hips.
ings removed from all roads in the of actuality? In the former, imfirst time just 50 years ago. It was
a shovel, later obtaining a position
be kept up. So he, if a novice, a>ks perty of controling diabetes, but
nation,” according to the club. agination can be given free rein;
then sponsored by Senator Crocket and determining the means of preIn outliningher theory Mrs. Erwith the Nelson t Matter Lumber
why the posting of certainportions had curativepropertiesalso. Vita- Me Elroy, a prominentmanufactur- venting their damages.
There are no statistics available in the latter one must stick to
sldne said:
Co. Ilia father needed him at this
of
waters
and
learning
the
reason
min B is obtained from alflfa, sweet er of St. Clair. At numerous sesshowing how many crossingswere fa«ta-”andfacts are stubborn
"When the left shoulder is hightime so he went to the farm about
. respects the
notices. One would clover, onions, bran and other
A __
__ %
a
abolishedon state, county and thing*. "
sions since ’79 the bill was again SMOKE SPARE THOSE TREKS er and shorter from the neck’ to
five miles west of Grand Rapids.
plants.
municipal thoroughfares. Of the
introduced but was blocked every
While granting that the fish refarm
than
the
right one, or when It
The desire to learn was very strong 390 crossings referredto, 107 were
—
o
time by school book publishingcom- A motorist,fixing his tire,
is pushed out and forward, the orwith the young man, and he took eliminated through grade separaJeannette Mulder to Peter Gre- panies.Until the present sessionit Said, “These trees give the shade gan* correspondingto that side will
[the bass and bluegill problem, some f, L®
^
°ea1th.;
special study from the family pasI require."
tions, while 283 were excluded express fear it cannot he Riiei'oau ^ becomes general knowledgethat vengoed’and wife, Lot 157 Post’s had not appeared for a decade or
be less well developed, dwarfed or
tor, Rev. J. Boer. At the age of 34
Tossed a cigarettestump
through relocationof highways.
more.”
fufiy careied out in Michigan owing refuge,, *** cstablishedProl,‘ct Ith Add., to City of Holland.
••unvested. There will then be a natyears he entered the Theological
In
a
dry
poplar
clumu
Between 1917 and 1928, inclusive,
:
ural preponderance of boys bom to
seminary in Grand Rapids, and a total of 4,291 grade crossings to fancied difficultyin enforceAnd started a seven (lay fire!
that woman.
ment. So let us for a moment leave
within four months he deliveredhis have been removed from federal aid
the field of conjecture and learn
. “When the right shoulder i«
first sermon for Rev. L. J. Hulst,
TICK! GOES THE SATCHEL; hunched and awkardiy tilted,4he
highways. Grade separations were what has been the experience of
In 1884 he was graduated from the employedon 947, while the remainBOMB
ALARM
RAISED
other states.
curvature will have affected the orseminary and was in receipt of ing 3.344 potential death traps
Massachusetts— Dr. William C.
gans to such an extent that to
Detroit Free Press.— A detective
were abolishedthrough highway re- Adams, director of conservation,
The first call was to a Chicago location. .
bureau
flier
hurtled
across
wrote me August 7, 1928:
wU'
church which offered the highest
"loop” district at 2:30 p. m. yes“For the year 1928, Wisconsin
“After an area has been thus in“On the other hand the girl Hke
salary |800 a year and free coal. heads the list of eliminations,with
terday in response to an agitated a ’straightyoung sapling' will bt
closed (posted) the regulationsare,
The second call came from a church
summons from u downtown office most likely to have sons and daughof .3f • Alnbama is second to al! intentsand purposes, one of
in Alto, Wis., which offered $560 wth 31 and Michigan Is third with
building,
---------„. where
....... a bomb
bomb was re- ters alternately.’*
the fish and game laws, and is enand free coal. The third offer, he 26.
forced by our wardens in the same
Mrs. Erskine has formed another
accepted, from Oostburg, Wis., alway. These regulations are rethough, he receivedbut $450 a year.
WORLD’S THREE WQRST
spected in the same degree that
He staved there five years, in which
SNAKES
and attendants keeping a respect
any other fish and game law is re“A woman with a nose slightly
time he organized three other
The three most dangerous snake* spected.”
ful distancefrom a suitcase on the
I
crooked and incliningtoward the
churches and had the classis of in the world are the king cobra of
floor. A detective placed his ear
Ohio-D O. Thompson, chief,
left is the potential mother of
Sheboygan started.In this period India, which coils around its vicagainst the side of the suitcase.
divisionof fish and game, advised
sons,” she says. “If the turn Is to
Mr. Kosten met his future wife, tims; the spectacledcobra of Asia,
An
ominous
“ticktick”
could
be
me Dec. 4,
.
the right, then daughters are tho
Miss Jennie Leeuw, who is still aid- and the bushmasterof the Central
heard.
“As a rule we find that the publikely offspring."
ing him in his work. In April 1889 American tropic. The latter snake
While the nervous group debated
o— ------- ’'v
Mr. Kosten went to Sheboygan to shows great animosity to humans. lie co-operatesvery well in the pro- |
whether to throw the infernal maSEEK
ASSISTANT
FOR HOPE
fttilr..I« tl.-A... -- - --SJOtata
ADolf*
I run
HIM J
organizea church although* there]
-- 0"
Minnesota - Thaddeus Surber,
were only seven families. They met
The Board of Game Commissioncim It
! r°AC"
SCH°'JT“
superintendentfish propagation,
in a house and held serviceson al ers of Pennsylvania has announced
stranger
stronger bustled
bustled up.
!
Aritation has been started
started in
Ii
writing July 18,
|
Agitation
week day aa the pastor worked in that proof has been found that the
“Here, here,” he said. “What are athletic circles at Hope college for
“The anglers fully appreciate
hi* own church Sunday.
ringneck pheasants feed on JapanIng with my suitcase? an assistantto Coach Jack Schoutour effortsto mainUin fishing in
During the time Mr. Kosten was ese beetles, one of the most seriset something down en.
the areas set aside for bass and
in Oostburghe received 17 calls to ous insect pests found in eastern
for a minute without having the
crappie propagation and we have
Sehouten coaches football,
various churches. After refusing 16 United States
.
police butt in?"
ketball, baseball and track. He
their complete co-operationin seehe accepted the call to Third ChrisIn response to soothing words he as trainer.He also is requi
ing that such reservationsare untian Reformed church in Muskegon.
opened the case and disclosed an direct from four to six gym t.
molested, because they have bean
Thia church he served three years. ministered to thaae people five
alarm clock.
and arts as collegephysician
afforded an opportunity to see the
He then went east, locatingin Pas- years.
large number of students.
immense
benefits from such a ressaic, N. J Success was with the
FIRST AID FOR DRINKERS
ui Util IMBl
With all this amount of
ervation even though it be only for
preacher
students say, Sehouten has
a period-May,June and July.”
The special Providence that is given a fair vnuKV
malady whirl
chance to
v
Why, then, in the light of the
said to take care of drunkardsis worth in any one field
i of speech and
experience of other states, should
assisted in Amsterdam by a society and as a
up his active i
ult Hope
we feel it would require an army
founded for the protection of the not trium.
ww. ,n 1912 he was lorced to re- of wardens to compel respect in
intoxicated.The society work*
A. ,,,
rivals as
“ign his positionand Zeeland wel- Michigan? We depend on anglers
only for one and one- half years,
business lines and has a scheduleI under more
to return undersized fish to the
of prices. A revellerwho has lost tions.
water; in so called pike lakes wc
heard *and° he retu^ed*to*5ew
control of his legs is led home for
depend on the honesty of the
time I orating- in Paterson. conduct regular serv
15 cents. If unable to walk he can
rtc*®r •*_
anglers to not take bass until the
be conveyed in a portablechair for
laid claim
iff the oldest active Dutch
35 cents, or in a wheelbarrowfor
45 cent*. A cushion is 4 cents extra.
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Mary Roberts Rinehart •
Northwest Wyoming.
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heart’s sincere

may

be that you are thinking about a Memorial.
we ml] be very glad to show you our display of all
typea, indudbif Guardian Memorials.

r

GUARDIAN.MEM0R1ALS
of Everlasting
IXsffrtsrrd

Utauty

Trsds Jfarl)

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS
CEMETERY MEMORIALS

18 W. 7th

St

HaOanfl, Mich.

Phone 5271
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Sec. 9-5-16
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220 West 16th

PHONE

St.

5638

Edgar G. Landwehr to Mrs.
8. W. frl ^
.W W.
„ ...a
4-5-16
Park Twp.

Sel-

,wP

See.

Time

the

Ptltr

Order

‘16

W‘

Carl Otto
Sec. 15-5.

^ S*

31-5-15

W.

.

called v
Mayor.
?0nind

Present: M.ynr Brock,, Aldl
Weitinf, Kiel,.
th*
Vandenberg,Hyma, McLean, Stef- Adoptad*

'J!?*
Proved.

all Fertilizersfor

25 Pound Bag— $1.50
50 Pound Bag— $2.75

mu
surely find nothing finer than “Grasgro'’

my Lawn
following Dealers:

*

Deur 8 Zwemer, Hdw. De Pree Hardware
Nies
Corner Hardware
Vogelzong Hardware Ver Burg Hardware
Vander Warf
Holland Co-Op. Co.
Gebben & Vanden Berg Reliable Coal Co.
Central Park Grocery Frank H. Eby
Weller Nurseries

Hardware

Hdw.

For establishedLawns use 2 to 3 lbs. per
100 sq. ft. For use in preparing New Lawns
lbs. per 100 sq.

ft.

is re-

Chemical Co.
K

pergola, or gateway, over

which vines or climbing roses

may be trained.
trellisesto

We

make

order in any de-

sign desired.

‘

Lumber and Building Materials

„

CALL

'

V1

.

-

5821

•

Bolhuis Lumber

& Mfg. Co.

BOLHUIS QUALITY MILLWORK

1

P,lone5821 *
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t
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HoHand, Mich.
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Scavenger.

filed.Li®
I

.
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P

of

^
filed.
0„h,

for

Pt. Lot 1, Sec. 35-5-16 W. Park
Twp.
Marvin D. Hoffman ft wf. to
John Wichers etal Lot 74. Wiersing
1st Division.City of Holland.
Maragret J. Gold to Frank E.
Davidson ft wf. Pt. S. W. H N. W.
** Sec. 38-5-16 W. Park Twp.
Abraham C. Rinck to William A.
Looman ft wf. Lot 68 Slagh’s Add..
City of Holland.
Jacob Wabeke ft wf. to A. C.
Rinck Lot 68. Slagh’s Add., City
of Holland.
John D. Klom parens and wife to
Herbert E. Harrington etal, Ix>t
Vanden Bosch Sub., City of Hoi-

E.

U4

r

Harrington etal

to

,

,.

th*

k

surety.

..

“F
1929.
Adopted.
62,

How Ike Ui«h] Flub
to

ByT.K.

Carried.

I

re

4

Mukinil

STEWAltO

WNU SorolM

CHALK THIS

artichoke Is not actuallya
distinct genus, but t* a culti-

vated form of a plant culled
“cardoon," which Is found wild In
Madeira and the Canary Islands,
in part* of Morocco, and In sections of Spain, France and Italy.
This makes it definitely a species
of Mediterranean basin origin.A*
an “artichoke,’’ the cardoon ha*
not been found outside of garden*,
although It* cruder wild, form Is
abundant. By an unusual freak of
transplantationIt has become naturalized to the pntnpa* of Soulh
America and has flourished there
some.
Ancient writer* show little familiaritywith tbe artichoke and
It* Introduction Into Italy, even,
ban been rather recent, according
to a writer by the name of Targionl, who declares that It was
curriedfrom Naples to Florence in

.A

Grade

seat,

$2500.00 p» year.
Aid. Brieve Godspeed on hit trip
On motion of Aid. Vandenbcrg. abroad and wish him a safe return.
Resolved, that the Council reconCarried.
sider ita previous action and that
The Council here took a recess to
the Committee on Ways pnd Means five the Committee on Ways and
be given opportunity to take this Means an opportunity to discuss
up with the City Assessor and re- with Mr. Van Ark the matter of report back later.
consideringhis salary.
Supervisor Damstra called the atAfter recess the Mayor called the
tention of the Council to a resolu- Council to order. All the Aldermen
tion that had been presented a few were preaent.
weeka ago, requesting the Council
On motion of Aid. McLean,
to take the proper steps to amend
Resolved,that the Common Counthe City Charter so as to clarify cil reconsiderits action taken prethat provision pertaining to the viously in this meeting in approvelection of supervisors.He was as- ing the report of the Committeeon
lie inspection.)
quired, with American Surety Co.
011 Ordinances
sured by the Mayor that the mat- Gaims and Accounts.
Allowed
and
vouchers
ordered
isas
** rwiu«*te<l to prepare a suitable
ter would be given eonsideration.
Carried.
sued.
Approved and licenw granted. ordina«*e wvfrinf the collection of
Committee on Public Building*
On motion of Aid. McLean,
Boarft Public Work* reported the
I garbage and that matters pertainand Property requested authority Resolved,that the item of $225.00
Re ports of StandingCommittees' I 'n* to the operation of the ordi- collection of $11,568,19;City Treesto receive bids for the City’s re- for Mr. Van Ark ’a salary be stricken
urer,
$278.74.
,
*| n“nce be placed in the hands of the
qnirements on coal for the ensuing out.
Accepted and Treasurer ordered
Committee on Ways and M< an« Board of Health,
year.
» ,
charged with the amounU.
who were authorized to receive bids I Adopted,
Grunted.
• On miotion of Aid. Kiris,
on City printing reported having Mayor Brooks reported that Aid. Gerlt-reporiedamount due Henry
On mbtlbn of Aid. Steffens, *
Resolved, that the Common Connreceivedjust one bid, viz., from the Brieve was going abroad and Winter, Treasurer of Memorial
Resolved, that the Council attend
Holland City News, and rec im wished to appoint the following* Day Committee, in the sum of $200. Memorial Day Service* in a body, oil amend the Salary Ordinance so
aa to make ML Van Ark’s, the City
Allowed.
mended that
micjiucm
knn i same
'Mini lie
i»e a»
awarded
annul io
to uermcn
dermcn to laae
take his place on toraCi
at First Reformed Church, May Assacsor, salary $2500.00 per year.
____ TIT _ A* TV i t
them as per their bid and schedule raitteesiWm.
C. Vandenbcrg,Chair26th, 1929, and MemorialDay exerMotions and Resolutions
Carried,all voting Aye.
da*fd
15,
man of Street Committee; Seam
cise* at Centennial Park, Memorial
On motion of Aid. Vandenberg.
McLean on Sewer Committee; AnClerk presented resolution from Day, Miay 30, 1929.
Resolved, that Mr. Van Ark be
l„ommittee on Streets and Cross- drew Hyma on Welfare Committee,
the Board of Review endorsing the
Aid. Vandenbcrg again brought asked to sign a statement, to bewalks
requested
authority
to
Mayor
Brooks
also
reported
that
walk! , work of our new Assessor, Peter up the matter in regard to the re- come a part of their recorls; setting
ceive bids
bids for another two-tan since the Committee on Bridges and Van Ark,
ceive
opening of East 9th street from forth the reasons' for the Council’s
truck;
I Culvert* had practically no work to
Filed.
Garretson avenue to Fairbanks ave- previous action in originallyfixing
9.rantcdi do, he wished to delegate to this
Mayor Brooks suggested that the nue. This matter had been referred his salary at $1800.00 per year.
Said Committee to whom wa* re- 1 committee the business of looking Council reconsider their previous
to the Street Committee and they
CarriM.
ferred for further investigationthe after the Civic Improvement of the action relative to the City Assesreported progress
Adjourned.
matter of paving 7th street and j city.
sor’s salary; and if they did reconOn
w ----motion
------ of Aid. McLean.
Oscar Peterson.
Pine avenue reported recommend The Mayor also reportedthat sider same, suggested a salary’ of
Resolved, that the Qoundl with
City Gerk.

NOW•ON!
.vv:

artichoke may have
Imhui developed In the gnrdens of
Carthage,or at least of some north
African country ts Indicated by the
fact that, tbe Berber tribes have
distinctnames for the artichoke
and cardoon, which Is taken to
mean that the two forms have been
distinguishedby them over a very
long period of time.
Its cultivationtn western Europe l* admittedly recent, the first
artichokes having been raised In
England in 1458, whither they had
probably been brought from Italy.
The ancient Egyptians were
probably unfamiliarwith the artichoke, In spite of the fact that in
neighboring countriesof north Africa It was n staple. Monument
drawings which some hare culled
artichokes are considered doubtful, and there Is no ancient Egyptian name. Neither Is there * Hebrew name for this vegetable.
Theophrastus wrote that it grew
In Sicily, nnd It does to this day.
"hut not tn Greece.”
When the artichoke was carried
Into Persic is a matter of mystery,
but It was raised there before tlio
Hindu* of India took II up, as their
name I* one derived from the Persian word. Early Chinese authors
make no mention of the plant.
Although tlie artichoke Is In
high favor as a table delicacy Iq
most European countries, It ’Is still
relatively n rarity In American vegetable markets, and to thousands
of people It I* a name, rather than
an actuality. Many who recognize
Its peculiar form when they see
It In * booth have never tasted It.
Yet those whose taste for it ha«
been developed class It as one ot
the I rue v egetable delicacies.
4* mi. Wftttrn KtwipaperBslos.)

Fertilizers

MICH.

,

—

,

DOWN

REMODELING SALE

That the

s

trellis, garden

Michavenue.
J*1
Committee.

1460.

4

P.

approved.

to the extent of being trouble-

100 Pound Bag— $4.50

to

designed

V«n-

The Artichoke

Lawns, Gardens, Shrubs and Plants

and Gardens 3

artisti-

,

4 Committee on Special Lighting
1° whom was referred the request
Minutes considered read and ap- of the Goodrich Transit Co. for ex1 tension
iciuion oi
of boulevard
oouievara lighting sysaysI
m fmwrt
__ _________
tem
from Pine to Graham
avenues
Petition* and Accounts
reported recommending that these

K|Devotions were led by Aid. A.

'THE

Grasgro

On Sale by the

Mr-

Woltman,

ward.

A

fW

.

an

cally

Clerk presented petition from
from addiVon*1 b,ock* ** ,nduded in thi*
property owners to have 22nd streat y*af fEro^r,am,,at an ^^tlmated
paved from State street to
the f ly at larkge of ,.!;,6,4-38- former Mayor Kammeraad’s picigan avenue. .
I
f5tf.n*,ontB«re will bo a Jure had juat been received and
Referred to Street
•et Committee.
hi'
arran^' hung up in the Council Chamber.
I ^cnts °* Lke lights will be opposite
Clerk presentedBond of
* C.errSt
“
for.
the entire district. Communication* from Board* and
Kragt as City
.PracticaHy
.
City Officers
Accepted and
tk Prl?'
Dec d by Ear. to Egbert J. Bocs A
Gerk presented Oath of Office
*PPomted someThe cltims approvedby the Liwf. Pt. Sec. 24-5-15 City of Zee and Bond of Egbert Beckman, conby She “•yor 10 invMti’
land.
stable of the Second
*ate lhe need*
City for a brary Board in the aam of $597.77;
Board of Park and Cemetery TruaEst. of Nelson T. Scharman
Accepted and
,noj; .ayaU“a^ ar^ «>»npetent
tees $792.54; Board of Police and
Dec d by Admr. to Charles Kirchen oa:rk presented ,-vP,l
Fire Commisionera$2479.66; Board
Dt. Sec. 3^-16 W. also Pt. S. E.
of Public Woriw $1 LUBAS, were
Sec. 34-6 16 W.
Accepted and
!®r under «*"f“I considerationand
ordered certifiedto the Common
Ida Diekema to M. D. Buss Pt
John Post made application
lhf °P4n‘^l?,at
Lot 1. Sec. 35-5-16 W. Park Twp license to conduct Pool and Billiard j 1 ®rt 0.n °f *arbaRe ihould *>« Council for payment. (Said claims
M. D. Buss to Jacob Zocrman Alley and prtsented Bond as rc. ^e«rtmPuI"0»y. and recommended on file in the Gerk’s Office for pubJoseph White A wf. to Holland
d Co. Lot* 45 A 46 Diekema
Homestead Add.. City of Holland.
Adrian Nagelkerk l wf. to Eli
Zwagerman A wf. 8. W. % S. E
«4 See. 21-5-14 W. Zeeland Twp.
L°urens Schoemaker

Fertilizer

For the Best Results Use

on

a garden or yard by

the inclusion of

’

to'John

to

-

to

Lawn and Garden

I

ded

is ad-

klive inve*^-

ou

W

f

Cum

The Finest of

^

and beauty

*^v;1t.Tn;JTneSw‘,a

Park Twp.

Herbert

i*

th#t

how much

COMMON

land.

Now

to
lMLatf*
•'

Holland

Holland Twp.

KLAAS BUURMA,

It Is remarkable
distinction

-------

^

Avenues; sidewalks laid, and all piping for
sewer, water and gas laid in the street. City
owns all land across the street and will use it
no doubt for Park purposes. Fine location.
Bargain lots at $650. each-cash. This price
does not apply on corner lots. Inquire

filed,

Klaas Buurma and wife
°
t°/the conditio"
0— Fifteenthousand dollars.
Nyboer and wife Lot 153 Steketee °f lhe, 81lJe7f k n front their
property,wish to reporh they have
10— On the dvll day of ths saint Bros Add., to City of
met with Mr. Vander Veen and
datu— st noon.
| gone into the matter thoruufhly.
After taking into considerationthe
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS IN
COUNCIL
various phases and elements that
LOWER OTTAWA
enter into the matter, said committee has come to the conclusionthat
Robert Tani* ft wf. to George
the City is partly responsible for
Holland,
Mirh.,
May
15,
1929.
Tumner ft wf. S.E. «4 S. E.
the condition of said sidewalk and
^4 Sec. 11-5-14Zeeland Twp.
recommended that the cost of conThu Common Counciil met
| structinga new walk be paid on
v H°?: .?• /T08t & Wf- to ('amP regular session an! was
"7** "7 F",u on a
pj,rl • Council Lots 14 ft 15,
order by the
j y k?81*’
City °*
Lake Mich. Park Twp.

Twn

between Pine and Maple

Accepted and

ComSitUt on Sewers. Drain.

’

Insect-eating birds.

Ernest William Saunders to Hof-

21st street,

AT A SURPRISING LOW COST

Twn' e°Tm

Twp.

8—

\

On

Garden Seats, Gateways

i\

Burton and wife

Chmllna, North

GuaUve Zech etal to
^hetal S. H S. W. U

ELEVEN LOTS FOR SALE

Trellises, Pergolas,

Clara B. Herpolshelmer,l ot
?attOT and ‘•commended
MacaUwa Park Grove, Park
d
he *yed *nd
Peter Damstra and wife to Jacob Ti.* 9ty uCf n#er, m>;rucUfd4to K°
Carolina, Virginia. Texua, Alabama
Mississippi, Louisiana,Florida De Vries and wife.Lot 4 and 5 Mo<> I •kead Wltk construction of said
kc’s Add.. City of Zeeland.
•
Georgia, Tennessee.
Jacob D* Vries and wife to
il
That branch of Rricnce thal
u I ' (,,oniltteeon Sidewalks to whom
deals with tbe funduiuentnl
laws of Damstra and wife S W S
8. E. 14 Sec. 12-5-15 W. HniuJ ya T*™** *¥ •othpliMt of J. A.
the universe.
* I01,and Vanden Veen of the Holland Furnift Is n family of very small
0-Eleven: South

artistically designed

323.40.

ws

Clyde C.

^t. Louis Cardinals.
5—In 1825.

P.rir
Park Twp.

BARGAIN ON LOTS!

With

of $132,00
191.40 for

7—

It

«

on Welfare reported
land.

S.

— 44

Antwert

If so,

Grounds

particular virtue?

10— When does the astronomical
day begin?

There it aatidaction in knowint that one haa done
aS one can. One feds more content when one aees how
digniftcJ a proper Memorial looks, how calm, how
peaceful, endurtnf and beautiful

ik^

p

in connection with paving

•—What

• Memorial that tfie place where loved ones lie may ha
beautifal forever.

--

..........

»Jfd Uxpenne
jfsssrJrtMa

A, RestUwn Cemekr/’.

i
WT

-Who

Is Ihe salary of the
chief Justice of the United States?

rrHEXM a^ no emodonaor the human heart ao tender
X or »o beautifulas thoae which prompt the placing of

—

[Adopted!

to Hoi-

M*rY

W

Its

and tender tribute

-

W

and SEPTIC TANKS
iMldUd Guaranteed. Theta are etptcially adaptable in
oodyinf add rural diatricta.

The

-

Bert Bylama and wife to Rena I then* street* due to the interceptof physlclaoe?
"kl IH. N.
H 8. W. A4 ing aewer, which need* pjolection
Where is the region set apart
as the Yellowstone National park? See. 32-5-15City of Holland. | by a re-inforcedconcrete base, the
U) Herman Van* | Committee recommends that the
3— What portrait painter, the j
most distinguished produced by
wd nr*' £ *
«xp, naa ot "»W pav,n*
America, died In HCS?
i k 8'i5
follows: — 50% by the City at large
to and MV, aaaessed against the
was the most valuable Ann.nrAv V<f*fr
Lot abutting property.
player In the National league last
year?
1Z,u
I Referred to the Ways and Meank
I*0* Paasmore to Oe-I Committee.
5— When was the Erie canal
opened?
4J B,k 15,
Committee on Claims and Aean
| counts reported having examined
0—lfow many states seceded
•*’fl Wife to claims in the ium of $6,487.18, and
from the Union In 1800 and what
were they?
T— What Is physics?
S-Whst Is a vlreo and what Is

ELECTRIC PUMPS

ICOTl
IKail

—

|
Currie J.

PLUMBING AND HEATING
All kin* of

wn-nww,

do

Qnctfiofig—

md Washington Are.

- -

HOLLAND,

|

THOMSON

A.

>•

NEWS
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TTHE LOKKER'RUTGERSCO.

Tiave plans made to remodel iheir entire
double store which will consist of a beautiful new front, a convenient
and commodius main entrance, better show windows, more modern lighting
arrangementsand many changes in the interior that will mean more room to
take care of a larger stock more conveniently.

*

a

The rapidly growing business of the old reliable LOKKER-RUTGERS
CO. demand these new feafures and many changes that will be advantageous to the buying public and surely more convenient for the large sales force of the company. The contract has been let for the
remodeling and
Monday morning, June 3rd, to begin tbe rebuilding program. Before that time arrives however, the LOKKER-RU FGERS C O. will launch a gigantic remodeling sale in order to materiallyreduce the stork before
the rebuilding negins. Shis must be done and in order to move the goods, and for/ that reason this large bargain test will be inaugurated.— The Kile begins this week Friday, May 24th, and prospective purchasers can see by the prices quoted in the large pink
circulars th it this is a real treat and a money saving sale.

»

^jjl

Remember

this remodeling sale starts this
All sales cash, no goods on approval.

•

,

'•*.£

.«

week Friday and

closes on the night of Saturday,

*
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Glance over the Double Page Pink

3941
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Bill for
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June

1st.

4*

Bargains

w
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18th.
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Tha Real Troehla
caused by fear of regulation and average of Wes than twenty-two STOP-GO LIGHTS HAMPER
•11,000.00May 1st, 1031; $1X000.00 Expire* July
ignorance of tt»e true poultry alt- ounces; instead of producing white
ConversationIs not a lost aiy. •> May lit, 1932; $18,000.00May 1st
I1C AUTO
J STATE OK
has
been
asserted.
But
Mug
abb
uatten. This fear and iggeeanee is
1938; $14,000.00 May lit, 1934;
to find something to talk abnai $16,000.00May 1st, 1935; $15,000.slowly,but suraly,being dispelled SErt 72i»U. And
of
Bill
Whereas William J. Femer and
At s sestien ef mid i
Traffic lights, good in themselves probably la. -Fort Worth Raean) 00 May 1st, 1938; $15,000.00May
and before any great length of time will only dumge when hitchers
Amelia Ferner, his wifa, of the ProbateOffice la the
some law will be put on the statute mike • united, consistenteffort to are a hindrance to traffic movement Telegram.
1st, 1937; and $15,000.00May 1st, township of Jamestown,Ottawa
Have*, in tsld County
book# whether this attempt wins or bring it about, instead of trying to when sentteredindiscriminatelyat
1938.
County, Michigan, made and exeaoe h->w cheaply they can produce street corners!
Said bonds will be blanketbonds cuted a rertain mortgage, bearing daj af May. A D. 1929.
BEST INTKBKITI ABE NOT» There is c nationalmovement on a chick, and how much maicin they L Street parking conatitulaaa has11982-Exp. June 15
•rd each bidder shall name the rate dated the 24th day of November, Prvieat, Hoa. James
ASSllRED BY OBSTRUCTION; foot today for a federal law that can make between the egg producer aid not only to the moteejst, but STATE OF MICHIGAN The Fro- of interest to be paid and place of 1919, to the Jamestown State Bank, Judge ef Probate,
and the chick buyer. Farmers are to the pedestrian and property b .(• Conn Wr the Cennty of Ottawa. payment Denomination of the a Michigan Corporation,of James- la the Matter ef the Eatate of
FEDERAL
MAY
will prohibit the interstate trafficin
awakening to the need of gottinc owner as well, and hampers all efAt a aeeeten of raid Ceart. held at bonds will be $1,000 oacli The suc- town, Michigan, which wss recordSARAH McIntosh,
chicks and hatching eggs except on
' CAUSE TtOUBLB
fective control and movement of
the Probate Office is the City of Oread cessful bidder must furnish the ed in tho office of the registerof
certain qualifications,
and unless chicks from large, white eggs of traffic.
Otte P Kramer having Med
Hevtn in the Mid County, on the 2Jnd bonds ready for signature and aleo deeds of the county of Ottawa on ceuit his fiesl adminlstretiea
Michiganfinds itself in line there productive stock, and why should
Yi'Hmad Record— If proratscs m
Parking bans constituteno probthey not know they are getting
furnish tho legal opinion thereon the 2nd day of December,1918, at
day of May A. D„ 1W.
and his petition ptsyiagfor the
carried out, Senate Bill No. 22 , will be wailing on the part of those
lem
regarding
tha
diApoMtion
of
at Its own expense.
them?
2:40 o'clock P. M , In Liber !$0 of race thereof and for tha asaif
Present,
Hoa.
Janies
J.
Danhof,
proposing to regulate the sale off now obstructingthe machinery that
oars, for experience has proved
A
certified
cheek
of
$1200.00
Mortgage* on page
_____
aad distribution of the reeidet
Uby chick* and batching egg* in will qualify the Michigan product.
such bans are in of- Judge el Prehole,
payable to the order of the Board
Ami whereas the amount claimed cetatr.
Hatchersthis season in
Michigan, wBl dome out of comla the matter of the Retete ef
lly enforced, ample
of County Road Commissioners will to be due upon said mortgage
| ^
It *is Ordered, Thet the
mkte for considerationby the sen- gan have been following methods
interior parfing facilities are rapPIETER DE VRIES, Dscemd
be required with oach bid.
the date of this notice is the sum
ate, with a reasonable chance for that were far below the ideal, which
idly provided by private enterprises.
17th Day ef Jaw A. D„ 1929
The right is hereby reserved to of 82642.50 and an attorney fee in
It appeariagte the convt that the
sucessful passage in both houses. will reflect to the discreditof the
roioet any or all bids or to auction additionthereto in the sum of $25 i ten o'eiock in ike forenoon,
time
fee
pretest
at lea ef cfalms agalnat
Up to the time of going to press it product and of Michigan poultryNEW TYPE OF0l()AD~lsLAID •aid estate shenM be Nmited, sad that said bonds If bids are unsatisfac-and no suit or proceeding has been probate office, he end is ket
had not been reported out, but the dom in contrastwith others abiding
NEAR FRNNYILLE
institutedat law to recover the pointed for tiaffliaing and
a time aad nlace he appeinird te re- tory.
limit still has three days to the by the best standards and usage.
At divers sessions of the MichBoard of County Road Commie- debt now remainingsecured there- Mid account sod tteerinRsaid
ceive, rsamtae and adjoet all claims
The
Remus
ConstrucUon
comgood. The opposition has been workOttawa county and Michigan have igan Legislaturefor around half a
*ioners of Ottawa County,
aad demands against said deceasedhy
by, or any part thereof,
It is Further Ordered. 7
ing very hard to keep it from com- suffered much from this cause in the century efforts were made to out- pany is finishing the side grades of
•ad befsra said court:
Michigan.
And whereas default has been aotice thereof be given by
ing out of committee and they have past. Where five years of consistent law cigsretsin the State. The flrs* the five miles of concrete road west
By
WILLIAM
WILDS,
Clerk.
made
in
the
payment
of
the
money
It Is Ordered. Thet creditors ef said
•f • copy of this order for thne i
so far succeeded In putting it to methods would have put us into the move of the kind was back in the of Fenarille,and a test just comHUGH E. LILLIE, Attorney
secured hy said mortg»f«. whereby siw weeks previous teseid day ef
sleep, hoping they can stretch their highest ranka of quality, we are 70's, to prohibit manufactureand pleted by the state highway depart- deceased are required to preseat their
for Rood Commission,
the power of sale contained therein iagia the HellandCity News, an
lullaby another three days before still little over the average. Instead sale under penalty. When the con- ment shows that the concere it ful- claims te Mid ceort at said Probate
<Gr&nd Haven, Michigan. 5 80 has >come operative:
Office ea er before the
pep* printed sad circulatad in
breath gives out.
of producing an average of 150 eggs stitution was revised 21 years ago, ly up to the sped Acs lions. Most of
Now, therefore,notice ia hereby ceuaty.
The bill wss designed to put the per year per hen or better, we still Lucy Gaston Page, presidentof the the rood was reinforr<Hi by a mat14th Ds7 ef Seytemher A. D. lllf
given that, by virtue of said power
production of poultry on a higher rank with an average of about National Anti-Cigaret league, tress of stool rods, so that heaving •t tea o’clock la the foresees, said
Expires Aug. 17.
of sole, and In pursuancethereof
and
cracking
may
be
eUmlnoteT.
level and to give Michiganpoultry seventy in the state; Insteadof, pro- spent severalweeks in Lansing trytimr sad place brief hereby appointed NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE and of the statute in such cnee made CorTvsode Wetee,
the best standing throughoutthe ducing an egg averagingtwenty- ing to persuade the revisers to in- This plan oof reinforcing1,is new in for the exemlaetk|aaad adjustmentof
Rtlieter of Prehata.
and provided, the said mortgage
country.Moat of the oppositionwas four ounces to the dosen we have an corporateone anti-cigaret provision this state, but it will bei adopU'ri •II claims sad demands against said
Whereas, Dan Fish end Delete will be foreclosedby a isle of the
where the foundationsare unstaW
Fish, hla wife, of tho Towuship of mortgaged premises at public
decessrd.
in the draft There was some senRobinson,Ottawa County, Mkh. vendue to the highest bidder at the
EXPIRES JULY tt
timent among the delegates to do
Ii is Fen her Ordered. That public
MORTGAGE SALE
so, but the majority decided against iinirn uhifom iktematwxu •oiice thereof he Riven hy puhli,.tior ‘gan, made and executed • certain north front door of the court house
it as they apprehendedthat the
ofa copy of this order, ibr three ene- mortgage, bearing date the twenty- in the city of Grand Haven in
u. u
electors might reiect the revision
•eesieeweeks previous to Mid day of fourth day of December, A.D. 1918. wunty, Out bf in, th. pUc, of , Vbtm, dofnlt hu bus
if there were radical provisionsin
heerinA. in thh HolUnd City News, • to John# H. Boon#, of tha City of holding the circuit court within said
°f
newspaper primed end circulated in Zeeland,Ottawa County. Michigan, county, on the 12th day of July,
•’J1
which was recorded in tho office of
Several years later both houses
laid County.
tho regiater of deeds of the County
of the Legislature passed an antiof Ottawa on the twenty -socond premises contained in said mort*
dgaret bill in the closing days of
•n“. Lmt* H. I
day of August, A.D. 1918. at ouo
the session, but in It was a Joker By Rot. P. B. FHswotor, IX IX
Recbter ef Prekete
o’clockIn tho afternoon, In Libor
Tha Southeast quarter of
Ottewt «i»il Mate
reading in substance that the manDm*. Nae4> i Mb fMtftartt «/ Cttsaee
No. 180 of Mortgages, on page
ufarture and sale of the smokes
(A. ISJI. Wnurn Newspaper L'nlea I
SUteTffijP iw!
would be illegal if the makings
And whereas, tho said mortgage
120.-.8— Kip. Juae 15
were “deleterious to public health."
hu broil duly assigned by the said
Inasmuch as the makings are toLoooon for Juno 2
•tat* of
John H. Boone and Grietje Boone,
bacco and rice paper it would have
Within recent years many communitieshave mada
fW P reteteOmH «er the
his wife, to Egbortus Boone and
been extremelydifficult to prove LATER EXPERICNCI8 OF JtRC- Oeuntr ef OMsue.
mistak of paving
the mistake
fir roads and streets at
GrietJa Scholteo, by assignment
that either was “deleterious to
MIAH
what they considered a “bargain price.” The tax*
broring date tha eleventh day of
public health."The Joker was disIn mM County, on the Iftth day of August, A.D. 1918, and recorded Fred T. Miles,
payers thought they would save thousands of dollars.
covered a few days after the LegisI.nfHON TKXT— Jeremiah It l-«| May A. D. 1929
II in Liber 191<
of March JUJ.19
A.
In tho officaof Register of Deods of
Attorney for Mortgagee
lature adjourned and then the Gov- 17:11-11: SI MS.
In many instances the maintenancehas not only
Fveetm:
Hoe.
Jeaw
J.
dasher,
Ottawa
County
on
the
twenty-sacBusiness
Address!,
OOLDKX
TKXT—
Blessed
ire
ro
ernor, realising that the bill was of
wiped out the hoped for saving, hut has exceeded
when men shall reproach you. ant
Judge of Pretete und day of August A.D. 1918, at
Holland, Michigan.
no account,let it die.
Ch a. u. 1VZ*. e>
fifteen minutes past one o’clockIn
originalcost. And in many cases also it has been
Now the 1929 session imposes a perseculsyou. ant ray all manner Is tte Matter ef tte fetete ef
n by Henry
of evfl agalnat you falsaly, fur mr
the
afternoon
In
liber
No.
99
of
State
taxjon
dgarets
which
it
is
HERMINA HULST, ItceMed
necessaryto build entirely new pavement*— of
mik p.
ginla Klaman, jointly and
Expires Junt 8th.
estimated will yield $2,000,000to
PHI MARY TOPIC— Being True 10
Henry Halit, having filed his Mortgage, on page 100, whereby
permanent construction.
ally as husband and wifa,
reid mortgage became property of
$4,000,000annually. A representa- a Hart Test.
petitioa, praying
iastruTownship of Olive, County of
MORTGAGE HALE
tive of a larK'1 tobacco jobbing
JUNIOR TOPIC— Being True I* a mrnt filed in Mid Court be admitted <ald Egbertu* Boone and Grietje
There are commnnities, however, which know the
ws, <State of Michigan, as mo
Scholten; and whereas said Egcompany says that the Federal tax Hard Teat.
to Prebaft as the iMt will aad testacheapest is not always the best. Many of these also
to th* Holland CHy
WHEREAS,
default has bron
INTKRMKDIATE
AND
HKNIOR
bertus
Boone
Is
now
deceased
and
in Michigan on dgarets in 1928
ment of said deceased and that admin,
made
In the payment uf moneys
built roads and streets severalyears ago. And they
TOPIC—
Standing
True
In
Hart
his interestin said mortgage hu
was about $17,000,000.So, on this
tstn ties ef said estate be treated te
secured by mortgnga dated ithe
built for permanence with concrete.
bron, at the order of tha probate
showing, Michigan smokers will Places.
TOl’XO PKOPLK AND ADULT himself or some ether suitablepereaa. court of Ottawa County, by his 16th Hay of Juna A. D* 1988, axachereafter pay around $20,000,000 TOPIC— Kon»* of Modern Persecuuted and given bp Henry J. Loo*
It it Ordered, That the
These concrete pavements, built in accordance with
idminUtrater, assigned to Bertua
taxes annually, enough to buRd tion.
recoruapproved standards of construction,are in as good
17th Dsyei June, A. 0.1929
Boone and Amy Boone;
about 500 miles of hard-surfaced
roads.
And whereu, the amount claimed
condition today as when they were built.
I. Jeremiahin Stocks (JR: Id). •t ten A. M.. at said Probale Office It
m" V I.J VI iiuiiftfiu,
" m wi
He hnil predicted the downfall of hereby appointed for hearing said pe- to be due upon said mortgage at County, Michigan, as mortgagors, 'on th* 18th d*y of
Which of that communities will youn be?
the
date
of
this
notice
Is
the
sum
.Jerusalembecause of the disobedi- titioa.
to the Holland City State Bank, 1918 in L!b«r 185 of
of nine hundred and twenty-two of Hollaod, Michigan, a corporaence of the people (19:414. 15). '
614. And whom*
It Is Further Ordered. That Public dollars and twenty-fiverente, and
I'ashur, au officer of the (ymplt.
t on organised and existing under Ixuw clalm*dtob*d
Semi today for our fret illustrated booklet—
Jieerd him. Pashur cave Jerenilgb notice thereof be givan hy publication no suit or proceeding has been in- •nd by virtue of tha laws of the to the Holland City
"Concrete Streets for Tour Town"
g cruel beuting and placed him iu of a copy hereof for thne succaMive stituted at law to recover the debt State of Michigan, as
Life
stuck*. “Stocke" wss un instru- weeks previous twreid day of hearing now remaining secured thereby,or which mortgage was r. _____ _____
Accident
ment of torture, confiningthe legt la the HellandCity Ntwo, a newspaper any part thereof;
the office of the Register of Deeds |hund
In
a cramped |»osltlon. On being printed and circulatedla mM County
And whereas, default has been
Compensation
ichigan. on
on (fiiN
dpal AlM
art i»t*rrot’Md
inter^ a^ gn
M ip
JAMM J. RANHOr. made in the payment of the money for Ottawa County, Michigan,
teleasedthe next day Jeremiah pre____ A. D. 1925, fro o
of Twenty five (128.08) I
the 19th day of June
Jud«s ut Pretete
Public Liability
Dime Bank Budding
dicted the terror which was to bo A tine copy—
secured by said mortgage, whereby in Libor 136 of Mortgages
rtgsges on page .being the legti Uornay fro
I*sshur‘s portion. Ills words were
DETROIT,
the power of sale contained there- of 560. on whieh mortgage there ,«nd both of said mortgages
•Surety Bonds
CORA VANDKWATER
literally fulfilled(vv. 4-«).
in has become operative;
Register of Probate
ue _______
at this sr-n
time ed.
i* f aimed to he due
- knd no suit or nroroedtnga fe
Automobile
C/f ‘Rational Organization to
II. JeremiahIn Prison in JonaNow, therefore,notice is hereby the sum of One Thousand, Five
Five! Inf
inf hero Institutedit law te
than’s Hones <8T!U«k
given Jhat, by virtue of aaidi
Burglary
twenty- .cover tha
I power Hundred Seventy-six and twentyth* debt or any pntri
port thereof,
Improve and Extend the Uses of Concrete
lie vas arrestedby Irijali as he
of sale, and in pursuance thereof five one-hundreths ($1676.25)
5) Dolroeured by either
Dol-|roeured
eilh«r of said
said mort11806-Kip.
June
16
Fire
was about to leave Jenianiemon
OPPICIS1NS2 CITIES
and of the statute in sueh case lars principaland Interestend *. gages whereby the powers of»4*
of
an errand. He wss ehaiged with STATE OK MICHIGAN— The Probate made and provided,the said mort- terney fee of Thirty-five$(85.88) contained in Mid mortgigro
Court for the County of Ottawa.
desertingto the Chaldeans.While
Tni? will be foreclosedhy a sale Dollars, luring the legal attorney become operative
here in prisoa;. King Zedekish seAt • sresion of said Court, held at of the mortgagedpremises,at pub- fee in said mortgage provided,and
THEREFORE, mu.™
Cur. till A Collego
cretly consulted with him and or- the Probate Office in tha Citv of Grand lic vendue, to the highest bidder, at no suit or proceedings having bron hereby given, that by virtue of
dered lenient treatment.'
Haves in said County, on tho 16th day the front door of the court house, Institutedat law to recover the said powers of sale and in]
III. Jeremiah in the Dungeon of May A. D. 1929
at city of Grand Haven in said debt or any part thereof,secured one* of the statute in
(88:1-13).
Preeeat: Hoa. James J. Danhof. County of Ottawa, that being the by ssid mortgage, whereby the made and provided,the ftl
1. He predlcia the capture of Jw Judge of Probate,
place of holding the circuit court power of Mle conteined in aid t*f** will be fpredorod by
msnlfin (vv. 1-3).
scribed at
within said County, on the thirtijrtgKgc has
ha* become operative.
operative |the premia** therein drocrlbed
la the Matter of the Estate ef
(1) To whom (v. 1)?
THEREFORE,
notice is'poblieauction,te th* hiigheat bideth dav of August, A.D. 1929, at
Teacher of Plano
JOHN HULST. Deceased
Jeremiah had Iteen taken out of
io Ider. at th* north front door *f
ten o’clock in the forenoon; the hereby given, that hy virtue of the^er,
the priaon hy the king (87:17) and
Henry Hulsi hiving filed in descriptionof which ssid premisei ssid power of sale nnd in punu- cwrti100**In (b* Wjr of M
Hmk Stifc .
5591
ordered to the i-ourt of the prison said court hie flue) administration
ec contained in said mortgage is as •nre
the Statute in such case H*ven, Ottawa Counter,
(37:21).Here the people seem lo count and his petitionpreying for the follows:The northwest quarter of made and
anl provided, the <i«id mort- that being the pitc* when th* Clr18 W. 12ti St.,
have had free access to him (32: allowancethereof and tor the staiRa the northeast quarter of Section gage
Iwlll be foreclosedby sole of teiH Court for the County of Otte.
12). From this place of limited moat and distributionof theresidneof thirty-five, Township seven, North the premises therein described at w* I* held, on Monday th* 151 ‘
confinementJeremiah anaemeed mid estate,
Ipublic auction, to the highest bidA. D. 1929 at Tw* t
Range fifteen west.
to the |»eople their approaching
Dato^ this 23rd day of May, A.D. dvr. at the north front door of the in the afternoon of that date,
It is Ordered,Thet tho
captivity.
court house in the City of Grand premises are described in
1929.
17th day •( June A. D. 1929
2. Conasel given (w. 2. 3).
Haven. Ottawa County, Michigan, mortgages, Individually and by
Grietje Scholten,
Lasgehid
Heue
a. AH that remain In the city at tan e'cleck in the fnrnaaoa, at said
that being the place where the ••rence snd—or aiaumptionro
Bertus Boone,
shall die by the sword, famine and Probate Office, be and It hereby apHewing deCircuit Court for the County of Ot- lows, to-wit^h^MU
Amy Boone,
Mortician)
peatllence.
pointedfor examining and allowing
Uwa is held, on Monday the 10th scribed land and premises situated
Assignee;'.
b. He that goeth forth to die said account nnd hearing said petition;
day of June. A. I).. 1929. at two in th* Towrohipof OUv*, County of
John R. Dethmer*.
21 W. Uth
Phono 4SM Chaldeans slisll live. “He shall
It Is Further Ordered, Thet public Attorney for Assignees.
o'clock in the afternoon of that Ottawa and State of Michigan vix„
hare his life for u prey," doubtless notice theeeof be given by puhiioetion
Holland, Mkh.
Business Address: Zeeland, Mich. dote, which preini>e*un- described the southeastquarter (8. E. 1-4) of
means that he shall escape with Ida of • copy of thie order, for three sue
in said mortgage as follows,to- the southeast quarter (S. E. 1-4) of
life, though losing ail else.
cesaive weeks pervious to Mid day of
wit: The following <i.<rnl(ed land Section Tan (18)
(10) 1Town Six (8)
2. Jeremiah accused by tha hearing, in the Holland CRy News,
CLARE E.
and premises, situated in the City North, Rang* Sixteen (16) wm$
Expires June 8th.
princes (vv. 4, 5),
newspaperprinted end circulated i
N. W.of Holland. County of Ottawa, and and the northwest quarter (>
MORTGAGE HALE
and
(1) He weakened the hands of Mid county.
State of Michigan,viz: all that 1-4 ) of th* southeast quarter ( 8.the men and all the iteople (v. 4).
CARL E.
imrt
JAMES). DANHOF.
(3) in E. 1-4 ) of SectionTeni (10) and th*
From n human standpoint what
WHEREAS, default
bron
.........
Judge of Probate.
85) of West half (W. 1-2). of the louthAttorneys
"WLOTHES don’t make the man, but s good
they said was true, hut since Jere- A true sear
made in the payment of moneys
city of Holland.
..... which is weit quarter (8. W. 1-4) of Section
miah was hut the Interpreter"f
appearance does heve s lot to do with
secured by a mortgage,dated the Iwninded l»jf a lino commencing On Eleven (11) Town 8ix (6) North,
•
For your convenience. Arrange fdr God to tlie nation, they ought to
5th day of November A. D. 1926, the Northwestcorner of the East Range sixteen (16) Wrot (containV-4 lucceis in business.Most folks heve
Appointments Monday, Tneeday have heeded his advice- to surrenexecuted and given by Fred K. onc-third (E 1-Srd) of said Lot, ing One hundred sixty (168) acrot
teemed that it costs no more to be
and Wednesday.
der.
Kurtx and Annie A. Kurts, jointly thence running west Twenty-two more or lest) together with oil
1186dExpires
Juae
15
dramd than it does to be careless or
.(2) This man Kwkcth not ths
severallyas husband and wife, (22) feet; thence South to the tenements, hereditament* and apSTATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro. and
If we could find out just what effect our appearwelfare of thla (MMiple.hut the hurt
of the City of Holland, County of South line of said Lot; thence East purtenancesthereunto belonging.
PETERS BUILDING
beta Court for the County of Ottawa.
(v. 4). This charge was utterly
•nee has on others, we'd probably discover that
Ottawa, State of Michigan, as nlong the South line of said Lot
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
Dated this 23rd day of April, A.
At a MSsion of Mid Coart. held el
false. Jeremiah was the liest
mortgagors,to the Holland City Twenty-two (22) feet; thence
It pays kg to be particular.
19M.
the ProbateOfficeia tha City of Grand
friend of the people, for he faithState Rank, of Holland, Michigan, North to the place of beginning,
Holland City State Bank
Haven
in said County, on the 21st day
fully proclaimedto them Gmrs
a corporation organised and exist- together with all tenements, hereMortgagee.
ri May A. D. 1929.
E. J.
Judgmentend advised them how to
Whet is true of personal dress is true of the
ing undeP and oy virtue of the ditaments and appurtenances there- Chas. H. Me Bride,
Present: Hon. James J Danhof
D.G, Ph. C.
make the (test of their unfortunate
taws of the State of Michigan,
printed matter that representsyou or your jinn.
Attorney for Mortgagee,
unto belonging.
lodge of Probate
situation.
mortgagee, which mortage was reBusiness Address:
CHIROPRACTOR
Dated this 14th day of March,
You esn’t afford to use letterheads,invoices,
la the mailer of the Estate of
' 8. The king's cowardly, act (v. 3).
corded in the office of the Regiater
Office: Holland City Bute Baak
Holland, Michigan.
A. D„ 1929.
statements,receipts—or even office forms— that
The very one whom Jeremiah
JOHANNA IELT, DactMsd
of Deeds for Ottawa County, Mich- HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK.
Hours, 10-11:30a.*.; 2-5 ft 7-8 p.m
look '‘cheep"or poorly printed. Il pays big to
was trying to help, deserted him.
Mortgagee. Expires June 8th.
Henrv J. Belt having filed la said igan, on the 17th day of November,
Tlie king was afraid of the Chalbe carefulabout such littlethings.
A. D., 1925 in Liber 135 of Mort- Charles H. McBride.
Court his petifion preying for license
MORTGAGE SALK
deans, the princes,Jeremiah, and
Attorney for Mortgagee,
tAell the interest of said estate in gages on page 624, on which mortGod.
gage
there
is claimed to be due at Busined Address:
Defcult having been mads in th*
We believethat ell of your stationeryand office
4. Jeremiahcast Into the dun- certain reel estate therein described, this time the sum of Six Thousand Holland. Michigan.
It Is Ordered,That the
conditions of a certain mortgago
geon ;v. «).
forms ought to be printed in the avne shop, and
Three
Hundred
Fifteen ($6315.88)
Ambulance Service
nigned by John A. Ver Hage and
Thki seems to have been a cisDollars,principaland interest and
Expirea June 29.
24th Day ef Juae. A. 1.1929
at the same time, if convenientThen they will
Gertrude V*r Hage, his wife, to
Phone 5287
tern which had been emptied of Its
an attorney fee of Thirty-five
MORTGAGE HALE
be harmoniousin design. // tte product them
Cora Winters on July
1925, and
29 E. 9th
Holland water during the siege, leaving only at tea o'clock ia tke fereneea, at said ($35.88) Dollars, being the legal
DEFAULT having been made in recorded in the officeof the Registthey will be fitting representatives
of your busimire. Into this mlfe he aniHc, pos- probate office, be and i« hereby ap- attorney fee in said mortgage proness or professional
standing.
sibly up to Ids neck. Tlie purpose pointed for hearing said |>«t it ion, end vided, and no suit or preccegings the condition* of a certain mort- er of Deeds for Ottawa County,
was to let Jeremlsk die there. In that all persons interested in said ea- having been institutedat law to gage given by Abraham Palmbos Michigan, on August 20, 1926, ui
e
Cornelius Do Ktyser
this situation he ' Is •’ type of Ufa appear before said court, at said recover the debt or any part there- and HondriekaPalmbos,his wife, liber 13 of mortgageson page 379,
Notary Public and Justice of Peaot
ts to the Zeeland 'State on which mortgagethere is claimed
Adi us about prices. We hove a spedal plan
Christ (1’ss. d&). No one ever suf- time sad place, te shew cause why a of, secured by said mortgage,
Bank,
Michigan Corporation, to be due now the sum of $1100.08
Fire Insurance in U. S. Companies fered more unjustly, save Jean* Hcense to sell the interestof Mid eethat will save you money— if you don’t delay
whereby the pewer of sale conmortgagee, on April 27, 1917, which for principal and interest, and on
tsU in said resi estate should not be
Christ.
Farm,
City
and
Resort
Properties
toe long.
tained in said mortgage has beaid mortgage was recordedhi attorney fee of thirty-five dollars
ft. Jeremiah rescued from tht gtMted;
come operative.
For Sale, Rent or Exchange
the office of the Register of Deeds as set forth in said mortgage.
dungeon (vv. 7-18).
It is Further Ordered, Thet public
THEREFORE,
notice
is
Office, 57 W. Tenth Street
NOTICE is hereby given that by
(1) By Ebed-Mriedi, an African notice thereof be given by publication hereby given, that by virtue of the for Ottawa County, Michigan, on
Onchaif Block West of PostofTic gervnnt (vv. 7-9).
ef* copy of ibis order for three auc- *ald power of sale and in pursuance April 88, 1917, in Liber 187 of virtue of the powtr of sale conThe Jewish prophet whom hla uareive weehs previous to Mid day of of the statute In such caso made Mortgages on pace 244, and on tained in said mortgage and the
City
own countrymentried to destroy, bearing in the Holland City News, o and provided, the said mortgage which mortgage there is claimed atatote in such case made and prois saved by a Gentile. Though newspnptr printedend circulated in will be foreclosed by sal* of the to be due now the sum of $4681.00 vided, on Thursday the 13th day
DR. E. i. HARES
U W. «tb Street (Second floor) Bell Telephone MSS
for principal and interest and an of June, 1929 at ten o'clock in the
Kbed-Malechhad a colored akin, said county.
premises therein described at pubOstBoptth
attorney fee as provided in said morning, the undersigned will, at
he was the whitest man In JerosaJAMES J. DANHOF.
lic auction, to the highest binder,
lew. He -went to the klug and
Judge of Probate at the north front door of the mortgage,and the Power of Sale the front door of the Court House
contained therein having become in the City of Grand Haven, Michiboldly declared that the princei
rourthou** in tha City of Grand
A true copy—
operativeby reason of said default, gan, sell at public auction to the
had done evil In ImprisoningJereHaven,
Ottawa
County.
Michigan,
CORA VANDEWATER,
and by
miah.
NOTICE is hereby given that on highest bidder, the premise*dethat being tha place where the
Register of Probate.
Monday th* first day of July. 1929, scribed in said mortgage, together
(2) The method (vv. 10-13).
Circuit Court for th* County o£ OtThe king yielded to his request
tawa is held, on Monday tho 18th at ten o'clockin the morning, the with interest und all legal costa,
Short
to
, . Ezptffii
said premises being described as
-and furnished a guard to prevent
day of Jon* A. D.. 1928, at two undersigned will, at the frofit door
BIDS WANTED
of the Court House in the City of follows:
Interferencewith the work of resTyler
o'eiock
in
the
afternoon
of
that
"That certain piece or parcel of
cue. He let down soft rags and For $128,888 Aseeromrat District date, which premises are described Grand Haven, Michigan, sell at
Road Bonds, Ottawa Couaty,
land situated in th* City
Dealer la
wornout garments hy ropes and Inin said mortgage as follows, to- public auction to the highest bidHolland
Michigan
structed Jeremiah to put them under, tha premises described in said land, Ottawa County,
The undersigned will receive wn : The following described land mortgage,or so much thereof as more particularly
der hla armholesand under the
and
premises,
situated
in
th*
City
sealed bid* at their office in the
Phone IUI
S
'that part of Lot 12 of
ropes to prevent Injury to him as
of Holland. County of Ottawa, and may be necessary to pay the prinhe was being llftai up. He was city of Grand Haven, MteMgan, up State of Michigan, viz: Lota one cipal sum of said mortgage, to- tho Village (now City) of
to '10:88 a.m. Eastern Standard
p.
commencing at a point ’
lifted out of the dungeon and perand two (1 and 2) Block seven HT gether with interest to that date at
west
mitted the freedom of the court of time, June 6, 1929, for the sole of
six per rent, and all legal coate, feet four inches west
of
tha
the
South
Prospect
Park
Addisl
$120,000.00 worth of serial bond*
the prison.
saW premisesbeing described aa
Lv.
tid
city
according
to
lion
to
the
said
accord
IV. Jartmighin igypt (43:1-1). for Asseroment DistrictRoad
follows:
the recorded plat thereof, together
Hff dosing years were spent In Number 16.
The West Seventy
(vviny (70)
\ iu) acrro
acresjf
of
with
all
tenements,
hereditament*
Ten
nesday,
Friday,
Said bond* are to be issued
the Southeast
Egypt He wss taken there by Joand
appurtenances
thereunto
beSection thirty
hanu, where he continued his min- under the provisions of Aet 59,
7:45 P.
istry. H¥ seems to hive been un Public Acts of 1915, as amended,
Five (5)
^ iStcd this 14th day of March,
West (13),
popular there. TMriftloiihat It •nd are the obligationsof Ottawa
Dr.
D.
A.
D.,
1929.
that he wss atoned to death by tha County, Olive Township, Blendon
Jamestown,uttawa
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Township,Holland Township, Zee- HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK g«n.
Jtm* ‘LiSKl
of th*
Jeremiah land Township, the city of Zeeland
}f ice Second Floor, DoFoow Bldg the experiences
Mortgagee.
ZEELAND STATE BANK,
I Road AssessmentDistrict No* Chas. H. McBride.
s rouses the age-long question.
Hours:
2J8-5;
7-S
P.
M.
Rates-Best
all in uid Ottawa County.
"Why do the righteousauffrrr and
Attorneyfor Mortgagee,
Lokker ft Den Herder,
bond! will mature as fol- Business Addresa:
-tnj .re Ood1. root OltfM HIT.
Mortgagee.
$18,000.08 May 1st, 1938;
April 1,
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Pt Ut 8, Blk 32, City of Holland. 24-5 15, Holland
Utility Hatchery and Farms
Corporation to Sebie P. Wiersma

WIenU

and wife Pta. NE«4
(o Henry Wierd», 24-5-15 also Pt

NW14

W* NW14

*

,$tV

XTLk

Sec. Sub. of Pta. Lot 8, 9, 10. 11. 12
Sec. 13, Blk "A” City of Holland.
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and Short Wave Radio Used

liara C.

To Telephone Across the

Vi

-

family happy

Twp.
Herbert
_

f

si

Atlantic

Tf •««

M, Park Twp.
E. Huntlay and wife to
Cecil R. Huntlay, Pt. SE>4 Sec 80
5-15 City of HolUnd.
J°i*n Hcndrlkseand wife to Jar
8*Cj

Hmy

„

K Clark etal Trustees for Gil
hart D. Karsten Poet No. 88, Aim r

SSJT&T- ^
!<«

Minnie Dirkae

der NW14

Wi
Holland Twp.

to Jeannette

NW*

GENUINE COPPER

Mul

Sea. 8-5-15.

Good

to

Ralph A. Veltman, Ut 76, Lake
View Add., to Holland.
Herman Mappetink and wife to

J

mu

See. 8, also

NWK

O. John Kooiker and wife
H*gh FtreurncyAntennt it Nctcong N

HUMPHREY

184-u w

Henry Tenckink and wife to
Frank M. Franda ant wife, NVi
NE14 Sec. 23-6-16 Olive Twp!

Tank Water Heater

Only until

te«&^,NE'‘SK
Vander Haar and

Morris
Clarence Grevengoed and
SW14 Sec. 27-5-16,

NWM

June 18

Thomas H. Marsilie and wife
Cornelia Kurx, Lot 67, Ci
Commerce Sub. of Pt of
Sec. 81-5-15
Clarence G
laarice Vander ___ _
20, Weaterhofs Sub. Being .

W

M

?ub;
fWukW En4e4
rntcr Cooled Vieuum lib*

1

2’

8'

4*

5’

6*

V

t nneswit,—

P*d
Krn
Hat

*

P^WwlS

Ben L Van Unte and wife etal
to Jacob Esaenberg and wife, Pt
S* of Uts 20, 21. 22, 23 and 24,
Harrington, Westerhofft Kramer's

Showing Apparatus Used at Short Wave Receiving Station at Netoong, N.

HOT
nd

*P*ci*l Price*

rington.City of Holland.

uhSrSl

r

?/

of Harrington, Westerhof ft
mer’a Add., No. 2. Village of
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Long Life

J.

By JOHN a O BRIEN
each one should follow Its predeces- quency channels have three seta of
sor by a very short Interval of time. frequencies.When the entire path
view of the Increasingt
I the Usnaocoanlc telephoneserv- This means that they must be sent between New York and England ia
* lea and the many references out very rapidly, or at • high fro- In darkness, the frequencies of
constantly feeing made to long wave
about 9,000 kilocycles are used In
Ha** the term, high frequency both directions, but when there la
and abort ware channels,low froguendes and high frequencies,it waves has come to be used for short sunset In the mid-Atlantic, frequenres. In fact, in the high fre- cies of about 13.000 kilocycles are
Bight be well to laqalre just what
these terms
*
quency transatlanticcircuit they used, and when there is daylight
When the transatlanticarnica occur nt the rate of over 9,000,- all the way the frequenciesem*aa opened, a long wava channel 000 vibrations per second. As a vi- ployed are of about 18.000 kilocywas employed. This service has bration la also n cycle, and 1,000 clea. Thus, it Is necessaryto change
baen supplemented daring the past vibrations Is a kilocycle,this ____ the frequencyused nt certain times
year by the inaugurationof a short that the transatlantic high frequen- during the day and when this Is
wava channel Still another such cies exceed 9,000 kilocycles per sec- done, satisfactory transmissioncan
channel la to be placed la operation ond, whereas the ordinary radio usually be obUlned continuously.
during 1H9, and later another chan* broadcasting stations are operated Sending and Receiving SUtlone
nel la planned and aiao one to Ar- In frequencies between 600 and
In the case of high frequency
gentina tat South America. What 1.500 kilocycles per second. On the
waves the antennas used are small
then la the difference between a other hand, the low frequency
In comparison with the high towers
long wave channel and a abort transatlanticchannel which was
or long lines of poles which are
wava channel?
opened in January, 1937, uses a
necessary lor low frequency traueAa the name implies, short waves frequencyof only 60 kilocycles per
oceanic communication.On the
ore radio waves which have n short- second.
other hand, there la a greater vaer wave length than do the long
Frequencies to Suit Time of Day riability in the receptionof high
wave*. The kmg wave channel now
Signalsfrom a short-wavetrans- frequency waves, but the research
to use employe waves of 5,000 memitting antenna die out rapidly men and development engineersof
tm, or about three milee In length,
the Bell System have accomplished
whereas In the short waves. If one within a few miles end there is a
one
several hundred miles or more many improvementsIn high freconM see the dlstinee from the
quency apparatus and methods durcrest of one to the crest of the next in diameter around the station, in
which
few
or
no
signals can be re- ing the past year or so.
wave, such a distance would be less
The high frequency waves from
than U meters, or 34 yards. This ceived. Outside this tone signals
Englsud are now receivedat Netagain
appear,
having
apparently
is very math shorter than the
cong,
where there are three
Waves of broadcasting stations traveled throagh the upper atmosreceiving aatenuas, one for each
phere,
skipping
over
the
weak
sigWhMk lie between 300 tad 650 menal tone just mentioned. For this frequency that Is used. High freter* < 'fit
reason, the radius of (he tone is quency waves are sent out from
Rapid Vibrationa
called the "skip distance."As the Heal, N. J, but when the new staShort wava sad long wave chantransmissioncharacteristics of the tion which is under construction at
nels do not Interfere with one anupper atmosphere change in accord- Lawrencevllle,near Princeton,N.
other, as each receiving station se
Is opened later In the year, the
ance with changes In the sun's
torts the particularwave length
Deal
stationwill be used Urgelv
ray* to which it ia exposed, the
which It Is desired to receive, Jii?t
for experimental work. The low
type of short waves which are best
as each Individualradio fan can
frequency station from which the
salted for use at any time depends
•elect the particular toondeastlug
waves take the long jump across
considerably
on
the
season
and
station he desires to hear. Thus,
the Atlantic Is located at Rocky
time of day.
abort wave transatlantic channels
Point, on l./)ng Island, and the recan transmit conrereatlonat the
The result Is that the offlclencyof ceivingstationis locatedIn HouN
name time that long wave channels high frequency waves is dependent ton. Me., which Is connected with
•re transmitted.Short waves are upon conditionsat the time when New York via telephone circuit.
aent oat with very great rapidity they are sent. For example, a par- As In the case at Netcong where
from the antenna at the transmit- ticularly high frequency might be them are three receivingantennas
ting station.The electric currents adequate at 10 o'clock In the mornfor the high frequency waves, so
flowing back and forth in the wires ing, but at 6 o’clock In the afterat Deal there are three transmitting
of the antenna send out one wave noon. the frequencywould be very antennas, one for the night frefor every cycle of the currentvaria- poor and anotherone would be very
quency, one for the sunset fretion. and in order that the wares : effect ve. The result Is that In
quency and the other for the dayBay be abort* it is necessary that i transatlantictelephony, high fre- . light frequency.

mean.

Jeannette Mulder to Dirk IHrkxc
and wife,
NW* Sec. 8 also
Pt SVk NE14 NW14 Sec. 8-5-15
Holland Twp.
Archie E. Vanderwall and wife to
Peter G. Damstra, widower, Pt 8 Mi
NW frl.«4 Sec. 18-5-15 W. Holland

NW*

ond Long Service

T*?*

Balance Small

’ ^
Dick Botef and wife to Martin
Tubergen and wife, Pt. Lot 8, Village of Cedar Swamp, . Holland

UtanCopoar Cofl Tank

Monthly Payments

s&sl

Twp.

Uuisa Wilson etal to Clyde C.
Burton etal Lot 37 Macatawa Park
Grove, Park Twp.

Cash Price

$19.£

i

»

N.

I

Charles H. Beyer and wife to
Clyde C. Burton and wife, Pt' Lot
54, Macatawa Park Grove Add
Park Twp.
William Batema and wife to Cornelius Grevengoed etal Pt. Ulf5,
Blk. “A" City of Holland.
Frank Essenburg and wife etal
to Fred Kamferbeek and wife- Lot
12, Oakwood Sub. of Pt of NWV«
Sec. 26-6-16 W. Holland Twp.
Luella H. Dutton and husband to
John K. Blatchford, Lots 499 and
500 of 1st Add. lo Waukazon, also

INSTALLED

.

HOLLAND GAS CO
Phone 5808

215 River Ave.

Lots 506-506 and 507 said 1st Add.,
to

Waukazoo.

to Crude OH Co.
N«i Nty NE«* Sec. 25-6-16
Holland Twp.
Ben Kroese and wife, to John H. land Twp.
Henry Tenckinck and wife to Dozema and wife Pt Ut 16, Van John B. Van Voorst and wife to
Peter Baumann and wife, Lot 75 Den Berg’s Add., City of Zeeland. Holland Finh and Game Ctab: Pt
Est, of Kattie Wabeke Dec’d by N. E. 14 Sec. 23-5-15, Holland Twp.
and Pt Lot 74 Schilieman’a Add
to Zeeland.
Exr. to James A.^Brink and wife John R. Van Voorst and wife to
Frank Bolliuia and wife etal to Pt W. *
S.
See, 13-5- The Holland Fish and Game Chib
Klaas Buurma and wife, Lot 28 Bol- 15 W. City ofr Zeeland
Inc.: Pt E. 14 Sec. 28 6-15 W. Holhuis Everett Sub.„0f Pt. of 8WM
Geert Woltmg etal to Crude Oil
NW'4 Sec. 32-5-15, City of Holland. Company Pt. N. H S. 14 N. 14 S. E. Eat of Henry Kleis. Dec’d. by
Henry P. Kleis and wife to W. E. 14 N. E. 14 Sec. 35-6-16, Olive Two. Exr. to Daniel Ebela: N- 14 8. E. 14
Dunn and wife, Pt. W^
Geert Woltmg etal to Crude Oil Sec. 88-6-16,OHve Twp.
Peter Ver Hag* to Mary Ver
NE>4 Sec. 31.5-15, City of Holland. Company Pt. S. K. 14 N. W. 14
HajeKal: Pt Ut 10, Blk 8, City of
William Selles and wife to John Sec. 36-6-15,Olive Twp.
Arendshorst and wife, Pt. S.frl.H
Tenneko Meeuwsen Bennett to
Frl. Sec. 28-5-16 W. Park Twp.
Crude Oil Co. N. E. 14 N. W. 14
Ralph Hayden and wife to V. V.
Harvey Freeman and wife to Sec. 12-5-15, Holland Twp.
Hoover and wife: Pt 8.14 N. W. 14
John Uhman Pt. Ut p. South
Annie Brink etal to Gerrit Rie- Sec. 9 5-16 also another parcel in
Heights Add.jCity 0f Holland
mersma E. H Ut 5 Sec. 22, and Park Twp. (Same Sec.)
Charles E. Drewetal to Mrs. G H. B. 14 N. W. 14 N. E. 14 Sec. 27-5-15
Henry John Derks and wife to
Dubbink Pt. S. W. frl. % Sec 9 5- Holland
_
_____
Hattie Derks: tot 41, Doomink’s
16, Park Twjp.
MargueriteVan Rockel to Bert Sub., City of
Arie C. Wterenga and wife, etal
F. Granner and wife E. 14 Lot 16, Arend Smith and wife to J
to Earl Ver Hage and wife .Pt
Blk U.S.W. Add., City of HoUand. Whita and wife: LoU 45 and
Ut 33, Van Den Berg’s Add., C ty
* Jnoh,nv!„^*ndfr
Weksma Homstend Add., City
of Zeeland.
to Ralph R. Gunn and wife Pt. E. 14 .Holland.
Issac Kouw and wife to Ida Dirk*
ema N. M N. ty N. E. ‘4 N E. ‘4 If l 6,J Y,ilU*e of C*dar Sw»mP'l Martyntje Lippenga to Henry
HoiEKd
w&l N.14 8.14 N. W.
Sec 7-5-15-,Holland Twp.
Wiliam Vande Water and wife .14 Sec. 14-6-15 Olive Twp.
John Kleef, widower,to School to Theodore Moddera and wife Pt. Jacob Kamphius nod wife to John
DistrictNo.2 Pt Lot7, Village of Uts 8 and 9, Blk. "A" City of Hoi- iB. Poeat and wife: Ut II, West
Cedar Swamp, being Pt. Sec. 28-5*
'Park Add., to Zeeland.
15 W. Holland Twp.
Harvey J. Barlek to Daniel F t Jacob Kamphius and wife to AnBert Van Unte etal to Jacob K%- Huated and wife Uta 800 and 801 drew Tjepkemn and wife: Lots 19
senburg Pt. S. W. frl. >4 Sec. 9-5 16 Jenison Park, Park Twp.
and 76
76 West Park Add.,
Add to Zeeland.
and
Park Twp.
William Breyman and wife to
Henry M. Knutson and wife to
Wm. Vandffr Ven etal to Benjain Vaupell and wife
James Oxner: Pt W. 14 N. W. 14
min Brower and wife Ut 81, Uw*. Blk. 87, (Jity of Holland.
N. E. 14 Sec. 81.5-15 City of Hoidale Court. City of Holland.
' Abraham Ten Hagen to Henry Und.
Jacob Van Voorst and wife, to Ten Hnrren and wife: Pt. Lota 2, 8
Ida Diekema to George F. KehrRaymond Visscher ar.d wife. Pt \V. Blk. 1, City of Holland.
Wecker and wlfq: Pt. Lot 10, Blk.
^ N. W. M See. 88-5-15 Holland Nicholna Hofsteengeand wife to 23, City of HolUnd.
Twp.
Phillip L Hamel and wife: Ut 10.
Henry Schreiber and wife to
Taylor Produce Compan to Iosco
__ BDr. 6. Visicher's Add, City of Henry Schreiber Jr.: N. E.14 N. E.
Land Company, PM N. W. »4 Sec, Holland.
14 Sec. 11-6-16W. Olive Twp.
30- 5-16, Holland Twp.
Frank Essenhurg and wife etal
Mary Sehreiber.to Henry SchreiFrank Dyke and wife, to Jacob to Raymond Visscher and wife: ber Jr.: E. 14 S. E. 14 Sec. 2 6-16
Essenburg and wife Pt. Sec. 36-6- Lot 11, Oakwood Sub. of Pt. N. W. Port Sheldon Two.
16 W. Park Twp.
14 Sec. 20-5-15, HoUand Twp.
ZeeUnd State Bank to John GeurLeonard Peerbdte and wife e
Jacob Esaenhur? and wife to ink and wife: N. % E. 14 N. W. 14
to Cornelius Israels and wife L
Frank Dyke and wife: Pt. S. W. frl. See. 18-6-16.
4, 17, 24 and 37. Blk 13, Howar
U See. 9-5-16, Park Twp.
„ George flwart Jr. to George BodSecond Add. to
.
Nlebolaq Schmid and wife to bvl and wife: Ut 326, Diekema
Henry Boersma ard wife, to
Mary Bremer: Uta 8 and 4, Blk. Homestead Add., City of Holland.
ley H. Brown and wife Ut 34, VanWest Add., Cltv of Holland.
Geertnilda Mol Kortman to Harder Ven’s Sub. of Pta. of Lot* 5 «. . Marr Bremer to Nichhlas Schmid vey J. Barkel: Lota 81 and 82
7 Blk. MB” Add.. HoUand.
and wife: Uta 3 and 4, Blk. "D” SUgh'a Add., City of HolUnd.
LeendertPeerbolte and wife u» W-st Add.. Citv of HolUnd.
Henry Koojrtrs to Cornelias De
Reinder Israek and wife Lots 5,
Twn. HolUnd to Hart and Cool- Vries and wife: Pt. N. W. Cor. N.
16, 26 and 36. Blk. 18. Howard’s ey Mfe. Co.: Pt. N. W. 14 S. E. 14
E. 14 Sec. 24.5-16, HolUnd Twp.
Second Add., Holland Twp.
Sec. 28-5-15,Holland Twp.
Marinus Komejan and wife to
John JQe#f„ widower, to Henry Harvey J. Barbel: Uta 300 and 301, Andrew Tjeokema and wlto: Uts
Tromp Pt 1x5 7. Village
Jenl™ P.Tk Park
20 and 21, West Park Add., City of
Swamp being a part of Sec. 28-5 15 Auditor General to Pearle H. De ZeeUnd.
W.. Holland Twp.
Camp: Uts 12 a«d 18. Te RoUer’s Eat of Constance Zuber Dec'd.
Ralph Hayden and wifr. t0 rUnf
Add., City of HolUnd.
by Exr. to John Blekeer and wife:
& AJtortok Pt s 14 N. W 14 Sec. Uarle H. De Camn to Martha Jot 174, Diekema’i Homestead Add
9-5-16 W. Also Parcel of land in D. |Kollen: Uts 12 and 18. Te
Rol- Citv of Holland.
...
Sec. 9-5-lfi W. Park
"
ler'a 1st *dd.. City of Holland.
Elte Westenhroek and wife lo
Ralph Hayden and wife. |0 Ger'Abel Westenhroek ind-'Wtfe to Abel Westenhroekand wife: Pt.. W.
nt Alderink and wife. pt. S. iz Elf* Westerboek and wife: Pt W. M N. E. 14 Sec. 24-5-15, Holland
N W. ^ Sec. 9-5-16 W. Also par- UN. E.14 Sec. 24-5-15 W. HolUnd
H of land in Sec. 9-5-16 W. Park Twp.
Walter F. Ritter and wife to EdAbel Wesienboek and wife to Rl. gar G. Landwehr: Pt Lot 10, Blk.
John Poest am) w»fe. fq Nkhola* teW^stephockend wife? Pt.
H 54. City of HolUnd.
Hofman Pt. W. % s. W. 14 8. E. N. F. 14 Sec. 24-5-15, Twp of Hol- Frank Bolhuis and wife etal
14 Sec. 13-5-15, HolUnd IVp.
Und.
to Frank Bolhuis and wife: Ut 29,
Henrik Smit and wife, to Walter John Kleef to Henry Nlehoer and Bolhuis— Everett Sub. of Pt. S. W.
Vender Wal nnd wif® Pt N. e” U wife: Pt Tot 7. Village of Cedar w N. W. 14 Sec. 32-5-15 W. City of
S W. 14 Sec. 2-5-14 also Pt W. 14 Swemn. HolUnd Twp.
.-;,i
S. E. 14 Sec. 2-5.14.Zeeland Twp’.
WlIHem Feenstra and wife
Frank Bolhuis and wife eUl to
Marinus Vrrvien Roach and wife, TTer^v* F^etfra end wife: N. E. Frank Bolhuis and wife: Ut 25,
etal to Dirk K R* nmel E.
M 8. E. 14 Sec. 3-514 W. ZeeUnd Bolhuis— Everett Sub., City of Hoi.
W. 14 Sec. 6-5-14 W. ZeeUnd
Twn.
Und.
Marinus Vurd-o Uoseh and
Jacob Essenburg and wife to Frank Bolhula and wife to Peoetal to Gerit
Henrv Boerima and wlf*: Pt.
Fverett Sub.. City of HolUnd.
wife. Pt 8. E *' '• ,,r. frl. 14 Also »n. II. 22. 28. 94 0f Harrington, pies State Bank: Ut 25. Bolhlns—
w H S.W. V, N.E. V. Sm.J-S.14, We«t*rhof e"d Kramer’s Add. No Adrian Van Die and wife to NlchZmUM
--- of Harrington, City of oU» Tanning and wife: Pt. Ut 2,
2, Village
John A. Bara ’ r >\ to Michigan HoMand
Blk. 68, Citv of Holland.
Bell TelertorernRtl^t 47, We- (Wllu* UVVer Jr. and wife
Ow-Nag-Wng Park.
to Rvhria Rice- Pt. 8. u N.
*4 H. Raven
rasterhof and Kra« w- ^ Sec- 32-5-15, City 0! Holer C. Walsh Pt. I <t BIk 87, City Urd.
vilUge of Harof
. Edward Uauw a«d wifa to Citv
eton. City of Rq
Thomaa Bmith ami wife, to Cee- of Holland- Pt. N. 14 Lot 3 PI

Dirk J. Overweir

W

Pt.

E.

ACOU

E.

NWM

AOIIEMEOf

PICKLES
ThorougliJy prepared, well

fertilized

and

faithfylly cared for and harvested will insure

.

Twp.

.

A Splendid Cash Income

__

w
k”**

In

August and

money

early September,

for

andVacation

school boys and

girls.

MIeul?

FREE

^

With

-

SEED

/

the wet backward Spring

we have had

Twp.

9

Just another good
thing added to the

other good things
oi

Holland

life

Camel

Pw

CIGARETTES

Protect Yourself

by growing an acreage of this late
planted crop which offers a

Guaranteed Price and Market
regardlessof size of crop produced?

Get your contract before it is

too late

from

W

of

Holland Farmers Co-operative
or

Harlem

“

“

or H. J. Heinz Co., Holland office

TW

or H. Vanderbie, 212

W.

17th St.,

Holland, Mich.

.........

Twp.

i

Why not

‘Twp.

W

WHY CAMELS
ARE THE BETTER CIGARETTE

’

W
Gimelt contain such tobaccos and such

HolUnd..
U

blending as have never been offered in
any other
:/4

cigarette.

rbey are made of the choicestTurkish
American tobaccos grown.

and

is

jealously maintained

T’J..

|

men ...

it

,

.

never varies.

jwoKe
Smoke carnets
Camels as liberallyas yo
you

choose

.

Twp.

,

.

W

Holland.

.

,

ci‘>-

Und
Est.

Nor do they ever leave an unpleasant

Dec’d.

sen

after-taste.

:

*

P

Jtess:Sec. 24-5-15,

Albert Busman
‘W-nee’-«i

Geo.W.

H«l'

wife to ~

Motto

|4 LINES SERVING

...

they will never tire your taste.

%

Latest in Transportation ‘Service” our

I

by the world's largest organization of
expert tobacco

The

TOWN

UU

Camels are always smooth and mild.
Camel quality

ASSOCIATED TRUCK LINES

*

Holland Phone
5-

.* ,

?.»

w*'

*•

''

2623

't™

Office Cor. Pine & 8th
-‘V *- ,I- •.-r

ASSOCIATED TRUCK UNES
SCHOLTEN

BROS., Operators

